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INTRODUCTION. 

The two docUments which are the subject of this study are 
now published in full for the first time. A large portion of the 
Amini Report is embodied in the second volume of Harington's 
"Analysis" ; the Report on thekanungOs has never been re
produced, so far as I know, in any work at all. 

Both reports are documents of first class importance to 
students of that period of the British connection with India 
which dates from the assumption of the Diwani in I765 and 
closes with the establishment of the PeI'IIlanent Settlement in 
I793· 

In addition to' reproducing these documents, I have 
endeavoured to sup~ement them as far as .possible with 
information gained by a close and detailed perusal of the 
voluminous minutes of the various Committees: of Revenue 
between '1772 and I786. These minutes are in manuscript and 
are preserved in the Bengal Government's Record Office. They 
have been referred to in the footnotes as ·C.C.P., R.B.P., 
G.G.P. and C.R.P. respectively. 

C.C.P. are the proceedings of the. Committee of Circuit 
formed under the presidency of Warren Hastings to prepare 
the settlement of the revenue and to place the administration 
of the Diwani on a firm and business-like footing. 

The remaining Committees are the Committees of Revenue 
and an explanation is necessary. 

In 1769 the Supreme Council in Calcutta delegated its 
authority in revenue matters to a Select Committee drawn from 
its .own members. In I772 this Select Committee appointed 
the Committee .of Circuit referred to above. The Committee of 
Circuit, when submitting its proposals to Government, recom-· 
mended that the whole Council should resolve itself into a Com
mittee of Revenue. This proposal was adopted in October, I772 
and the proceedings of this Committee are classed in the Bengal 
Government's Records as the Revenue Board's proceedings 
(R.B.P.). This Committee remained in charge until November 
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1St, 1774, when the new Council as reconstituted under the 
Regulating Act met for the first time, but the proceedings were 
recorded unti[ December 31st, 1774 as the Revenue Board's 
proceedings. On January 1St, 177S the Committee of Revenue 
changed the title of its proceedings, and all proceedings from 
that date until February, 1781, are recorded as the Governor
General's proceedings (G.G'.P.). In 1781 the Committee of 
Revenue was again reconstituted and composed of covenanted 
civil servants junior to, and immediately subordinate to, the 
Supreme Council. The first President of this reconstituted 
Committee was Mr. David Anderson, one of thE' preparers of 
the Amini report. Its proceedings are known as the Committee 
of Revenue's proceedings (C.R.P.). This Committee was 
again reconstituted in 1786 when the Board of Revenue was 
established. Although the term "Board" is first officially used 
to designate the Supreme Committee of Revenue in 1786, the 
previous Committees of Revenue, -viz., those of 1772, 1774 and 
1781 habitually refer to themselves and are refp.rred to as "the 
Board." 

The Provincial Councils of Revenue established in 1773 
are, of course, very different from these Committees, but the 
Calcutta Provincial Council of Revenue is more often called by 
contemporaries the Calcutta Committee of Revenue. It must 
not be supposed that this Calcutta Committee of Revenue was 
the Supreme Committee 'Of Revenue, the Board sitting in 
Calcutta. 

I have modernised the spelling of all Indian words in the 
two documents, except such words as cutcherry, which, like 
Cawnpore. has become so widely known in its' eighteenth 
century spelling that any other form would render it un
recognisable. Our predecessors in India spelt Indian words 
phoneticalrY'~ and repeatedly spelt the same word five or six 
different waySl in the same letter. Their pronunciation must 
have been som.what crude if their spelling is any guide to it ~ 
they habitually' ~~1t "rani" as "ranny". and "duckinsavage
pore" is hardly a phonetic or graceful rendering of "Dakshina
shabazpur." To repr~uce the eighteenth century speilling of 
these geographical and I(evenue terms would be· very much as 

\. 



INTRODUCTION iii .. 
if the historian of the last war were to reproduce the names of 
French and Flemish towns in the phonetic rendering of the 
pronunciation of the B.O.R. 

I have to express my grateful thanks to the Government 
of Bengal for their permission to. reprint these documents; and 
also to the Officers of the Bengal Government Record Office 
for their unfailing and courteous help, especially to Mr. P. Diaz, 
late keeper of the Records, Mr. J. Cesar, the present keeper 
of the Records, and Mr. S. C. Roy, who officiated in that post: 
to these gentlemen and their staff I wish to express my sincere 
thanks for all their kindness. But in particular do I wish to 
express my indebtedness to my friends Mr. F. D. Ascoli, I.C.S. 
and l\Ir. A. Cassells, I.C.S. Mr. Ascoli placed most generously 
and unreservedly at my disposal his extensive knowledge of 
Bengal Revenue history, and Mr. Cassells, as Deputy Secretary 
to the Government of Bengal in the Political Department, 
arranged that every facility in consulting the Records as well 
as the assistance of his competent staff should be given to me. 

I have also to thank other friends; Sir Evan Cotton, C.I.E., 
Mr. F. M. Abdul Ali, Mr. W. H. Thomson, I.C.S. -(Retd.), 
Dr. S. N. Sen, Ph.D., Mr. Vaughan Jones, and Mr. C. W. 
Gumer, I.C.S., for tht;ir -help at various times. My experience 
has been happy in that I never'sought assistance in this work 
on any point which was not cordially and generously given 
by those from whom it was asked. 

AUTHORITIES. 

These fall into two classes: manuscript and printed. 

Manuscript. 

Proceedings of the Committee of Circuit, ,1772 (C.C.P.). 
Proceedings of the Committee of Revenue, 1772-74 (R.B.P,) 
Proceedings of the Committee of Revenue, 1775-81 

(G.G.P.). 
Proceedings of the Committee of Revenue (1781-1786), 

(C.R.P.). 
These proceedings are all preserved in the Record Office 

of the Government of Bengal. 
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Other manuscripts consulted have been the Public 

Proceedings of the Supreme Council. (1774-1781). preserved in 
the Imperial Record Office. Government of India. 

Printed. 

Proceedings of the Comptrolling Council of Revenue at 
Murshidabad; volumes i-xi. [Bengal Government Records.] 
Revd. J. Long.-Selections from the unpublished records of 

Government. 1748-1767 (Calcutta 1869). 
J. E. Colebrooke.-Supplement to the Digest of Regulations and 

Laws enacted by the Governor-General in Council 
for the Civil Government of the territories under 
the Presidency of Bengal. (Calcutta 1807). 

J. H. Harington.-An elementary analysis of the Laws and 
. Regulations enacted by the Governor-General in 

Council. Fort William in Bengal. (Calcutta 1805). 
H. Verelst.-A view of the rise. progress. and present state 

of the English Government in Bengal. (London. 
1772). 

H. Vansittart.-A narrative of the transactions in Bengal. 
(London. 1(66). 

L. Scrafton.-"Observations on Mr. Vansittart's narrative." 
Sir P. Francis.-"Original minutes of the Governor-General 

and Council of Fort William on the settlement 
and collection of revenues of Bengal." (London. 
1776). 

Stewart.-History of Bengal. (1847). 
D. C. Smyth. H.E.I.C.S.-Zamindari Accounts. (Calcutta, 

1823). 
J. Mill.-History of British India (Fifth Edition. 1858• 

annotated by H. H. Wilson). 
H. Beveridge.-History of India. 
Gleig.-Life and letters of Warren Hastings. (1841). 
Sir W. W. Hunter.-Bengal MS Records. (1894). 
W. H. Thomson, I.C.S.-Final settlements of Tippera and 

Noakhali. (1922). 

Hallingbury.-The Zamindari Settlement of Bengal. (Calcutta, 
1879; published anonymously). . 
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The Fifth Report.-(Firminger's Edition. Calcutta, 1917) • 

. , ... ~. D. Ascoli, I.C.S.-Early Revenue History of Benga1. 

v 

H. H. Wilson.-.Glossary of Judicial and Revenue terms. 
(London, 1855). 

C. W. Forrest.-Selections from the State papers. (London, 
1910). 

Ramsay Muir.-Making of British India. 
P. E. Roberts.-History of British India. 
Moncktonifones.-Hastings in Bengal, 1772-74.* 
Bengal Past and Present.-Journal of In9ian History. 
The Press lists issued by the Imperial Record Office (Government 

of India) and the Record Office-:-(Government of Bengal). 

HOOGHLV COLLltGIt, 

CmNSURA. 
March, 1926. 

RB.R 

*I must state that in the revenue history I differ profoundly from 
the conclusions drawn by this author. 



THE AMINI REPORT 1778 

In 1765 Lord Clive, acting on the advice of Raja Daulat 
Ram, obtained for. the East India Company the sanad or 
official grant of the Diwani of Bengal from the Mogul Emperor, 
Shah Alam. The account is given by Maharaja Raj Ballabh, 
son of Raja Daulat Ram, in his petitionl for the restoration of 
certain jaigirs. "In the year 1171,2 Lord Clive stopped at 
Murshidabad on his way to Allahabad; he went one day to 
visit my father when, in the course of conversation, he 
mentioned to him that he was going to' Allahabad and asked 
his advice what representation he should make to the King 
in regard to the affairs of this country. My father replied that 
Lord Clive was a man of penetration and would doubtless see 
what was proper to be' reported to his Majesty, but that it was 

, his opinion that he should ask for a san.ad of the Diwani in 
I r favour of the Company, which being obtained, the entire 

management of the country would devolve into their hands. 
Lord Clive was highly satisfied witli this proposition ......... " 

The Diwani, thus sought for and obtained, was an office 
which had been created in 1579 by the Emperor Akbar. partly 
to assist but mainly to check the Nawab-i-Nazim8 of the Bengal 
Suba' in his civil duties: the holder of the office, the Diwan, 
was the chief financial officer of the Suba, in charge of the 
revenue collection, supervismg the finances and controlling the 
expenditure: thus he was a useful counter-balance to the Nawab 
who, being so far from Imperial head-quarters, and not 
infrequently being a member of the Royal House, was tempted 
to make himself independent of the central Government. 

At the date when the Company was appointed Diwan, the 
Mogul dynasty was in decay: the Diwani itself bad, since the 

1 Embodied in G. G. P. for 24. xi, J778. 
II Bengal style. A. D. J764/ s. 
a Viceroy and Governor-General. 
'Province or Government. 
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days of Murshid Quli Khan,6 been united to the Nizamat,8 so 
that the intention of Akbar was frustrated by his weaker 
successors. The great outlying provinces were independent in 
all but name, and the Imperial authority was but the 'nominis 
umbra', used merely for the preservation of an outward respect 
to a traditional but departed authority; invoked to confer 
titles and confirm deeds, but destitute of all effective power. 

The Niabat1 of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa had been the 
cause of a civil war in those provinces and ultimately came into 
the possession of Mir Jafar whose sons, a series of incompetent 
youths, in turn succeeded him. The eldest, N ajm-ul-Daulah. 
died in 1766 and was succeeded by Saif-ul-Daol11ah who died of 
smallpox in 1770, who in turn was succeeded by a third brother 
Mobarak-ul-Daulah, a minor. 

The duties of the Nizamat, i.B. the criminal, military and 
political jurisdiction exercised by the Nawab, were carried 011. 

by a deputy or naib, because of the incompetence of these 
youths. This deputy was the well-known Mahomed Reza 
Khan. 

Since 1756, when Nawab Aliverdi Khan died, the provinces 
of Bengal had been in a state of chaos; all branches of the 
administration had been suspended; in fact the survival of any 
administration at aU was due to the Eastern custom which 
permitted almost every Government office to become hereditary. 
thus pre'ierving in periods of anarchy the constitutional frame
work of the State by turning the public services into a craft 
whose knowledge 'Was confined to selected families from whom 
alone administrative . subordinate officers could be recruited. 
The arrangement ot 1765 again divested the Nawab of the 
office of Diwan, and reverted to the plan instituted by Akbar. 
Accordingly when the Company took over charge of the Diwani i 
they found a complete cadre of hereditary officials ready to 
resume their functions under a normal and effective Govern
ment. The two most important and powerful classes of these I 

6 1713. ct. Ascoli "Early Revenue History of Bengal, p. 17. 
8 The military, police and criminal administration; pc.wers enjoyed 

by the Nawab as distinct from the Diwan. 
7 Viceroyalty. 



Zi!MINDARS AND KANUNGOS 

hereditary revenue ' officials were the zamindars and the 
kanungos. 

The zamindars have been the theme of much misunder-
. standing and explanation: they held their position by a sanad, 

or patent, issued by the Emperor, authorising the collection 
by them of the land revenues of specified parganas or districts. 
Sir W. HunterS states that "the sanad conveyed no right of 
transference or inheritance", but the opinion of the Roy Royan9 

and the kanungos delivered to the Committee of Revenue, at 
their request,lO very positively states that the son has a right 
to the father's zamindari, but that it is usual to get the sanad 
issued in his name: moreover they say that a daughter can 
inherit the zamindari before her father's brothers or nephews: 
in fact, the general practice was such that, provided a zamindar 
and his dependants performed the customary duties attached to 
a zamindari, it was practically impossible to dispossess them by 
constitutional methods. TheIr position was as impregnable as 
that of the average English landowner; they enjoyed the same 
prestige, and exercised greater magisterial powers than any 
lord of the manor or county magistrate: they collected the 
revenue for which they were responsible and received a certain 
fixed proportion as their remuneration: to all intents and 
purposes they appeared to the European as land-owners. 
Entrenched in "this double basis of title based upon sanad (or 
official grant) and upon custom" the zamindars had as a class 
become inert. Inertia in the Bengal climate spon turns into 
degeneration; in 1765 the bulk of the zamindars were an idle, 
ignorant, effete body, generally in the hands of unscrupulous 
servants. 

The kanungos were of humbler origin and have been dealt 
with at length in the second part of this volume. Their office 
was originally created by Akbar, according to some accounts, 
or by an earlier non-Mogul ruler to check the zamindar, to 
keep the central Government informed, and to, protect the 

8 Hunter. Bengal Records. Vol. I, pp. 3Cl-46. 
9 The senior Indian Revenue Officer. 
10 Rev. Board Proceedings, April 27th, 1773. 
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raiyat.ll The kanungo is, originally, a colleague of the patwari 
or village accountant, and his duties were those of a registrar. 
In course of time, as the office was hereditary, the kanungos 
became the depositories of most valuable information which 
they were able to turn to their own profit. They alone knew 
how far the zamindars' returns were honest; they alone possessed 
the statistics on which any form of land revenue assessment 
could, with' any pretence to accuracy, be made. Thus the 
kanungo could dictate his own terms both to the State and to 
the zamindar, for he was the only channel of knowledge of the 
parganas through which the State could obtain information, and 
he could disclose to the State the encroachments and false 

,returns of the zamindar. 
The zamindars and kanungos, therefore, were a powerful 

confederation and it is not surprising that the Company's 
district officers at a very early date began to experience a solid, 
if passive, resistance from them in order to prevent the Company, 
as Diwan, from obtaining an accurate knowledge of the state 
of the land revenue, .of the payments, the receipts, the particular 
details of its assessment, and especially of the payments actually 
made by the raiyats to the subordinate officers of the zamindars. 
This opposition was strengthened by the fact that the customs 
of almost every single pargana differed from each other, which 
deprived a district officer from using in one district the 
experience which he had slowly and with difficulty gained in 
another. 

The Court of Directors at home and the Company's officers 
in India made a series of efforts, to obtain the knowledge 
essential for a just and accurate settlement of. the land revenue. 
These efforts, of which the Amini report is one, were made 
continuously between 1765 and 1793. In hopes of obtaining 
the much-desired information, the methods of exploration 
varied, and some of them are open to considerable criticism, 
and were opposed by the abler officers in the districts; 
but whatever may be said of the methods, the object cannot be 
impugned; and if the result was unsatisfactory and the settle-

11 Cultivator, peasant. 
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ment prematurely made permanent, still in those years the 
Company's officers obtained a knowledge of the conditions of 
the land revenue assessment and collection which enabled them, 
on the whole, to take control of the revenue adnunistration. In 
J781, and again in 1786, when the first real Board of Revenue 
was constituted, the senior revenue officers at head-quarters 
in Calcutta had all been trained in the districts in the practical 
side. of their work, by virtue of which they were capable of 
guiding and appreciating the work of their colleagues in the 
mofussi1.12 

In 1765, when the Company became Diwan, the Company's 
servants in India were not wholly unaccustomed to the collec
tion of revenue in Bengal. 'In 1760 Mir Kasim Ali in order to 
purchase the Company's help had ceded "the districts of 
Burdwan, Midnapore and Chittagong, an area of 8,161 square 
miles to the Company. This grant was free of revenue, and 
was renewed by Mir Jafar on his restoration on July 6th, 1763, 
and was finally confirmed by the Emperor on August 12th, 1765. 
The grants o~ Calcutta in 1698, the twenty-four Parganas in 
1757, Burdwan, Midnapore and Chittagong in 1760, constitute 
the ceded lands as distinguished from the Diwani lands of the 
Fifth Report............... In the former, the Company from the 

. dates of acquisition collected the revenue and administered the 
districts through its own agency. "18 

This agency was under the especial supervision in Calcutta 
of the Select Committee, originally constituted by Lord Clive.Ii 

It was composed of the Governor as president and of four other 
members of Council. This fact guided the decision of the 
Directors when they sent orders by the Lapwing in June, 1769, 
instructing their servants in Bengal to take over the manage
ment of the Diwani lands on the same basis as had been used 
with admitted success in the ceded lands. They also appointed a 
Committee for the management of the revenue of the Diwani 
lands whose duties were "to inform themselves of the real state 
of the collections ............ wnat is the nature and cultivation of 

12 Derivation uncertain; it means the outlying districts as opposed to 
head-quarters (Sadar). . 

18 A.~coli. op. cit., p. 20. • 
U Ct. Mill. vol. iii., pp. 255 and 275. (vth Edit. 1858)'. 
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each district." The new' committee were further enjoined to 
do their work "in a moderate, steady, and persevering spirit 
of enquiry, looking rather to the prevention of frauds for the 
future than the punishment of those offences whith have already 
passed. "15 "The real state of the collectionsj"-that was the 
desideratum, the object which both inspired and baffied many 
a capable and earnest district officer, the record of whose work 
lies buried in the pages of the old Revenue Board's proceedings, 
and whose devoted labour for the raiyats and the peasants of 
his district is either forgotten or calumnied. "The iniquity of 
oblivion blindly scattereth her poppy". The evil greed that 
prevailed between 1756 and 1765 is rememhered j the self
sacrificing and hono.urable work from 1769 to 1793 is ignored, 
perhaps is' even not known. 

In 1769 there commences a series of attempts, of which the 
Directors' letter of June, 1769, is the first, to obtain that 
information without which no just or efficient settlement of 
the land revenue could be made: between that date and the 
date of the institution of ''the Amini office" seven separate 
attempts may be recorded-

(i) June, 1769. The letter of the Directors ordering an 
enquiry into the collection of the land revenue. 

(ii) The appointment of the supervisors. 1769. 

(iii) The Company's declaration "to stand forth as 
Diwan." 

The Committee of Circuit, and the appointment of 
Co~lectors. 1772. 

(i'll) The abolition of the Collectors and the establishment 
of six Divisions under the management of Provincial 
Councils. 1773. 

('V) The Regulating Act (13. Geo. iii) reorganising the 
Executive Government of the Company's dominions 
and establishing a Supreme Court of Judicature. 
1774· 

16 Letter from the Court of Directors, dated June 30th, 1769· 
C/. Firminger. I. clxx, etc. . 



ATTEMPTS TO ASSESS LA..~D REVENUE '1 

('Vi) A circular letter of enquiry issued by the Council in 
Calcutta to the senior officers of the Company in 
Bengal, Behar and Orissa, calling for their opinion 
on the unsatisfactory state of the collections. 1774. 

('Vii) The establishment of the Amini office and the appoint
ment of the commission (1776), whose report 
(published in March, 1778), is printed in this 
volume. 

Each of these attempts must be examined in turn, as upon 
a knowledge of the results obtained from them depends a true 
estimate of the value of the Amini Report. 

I. In addition to their letter dated June 30th, 1769, 
despatched in the Lapwing, the Court of Directors sent three 
special Commissioners, 'Viz., Messrs. Henry Vansittart, Luke 
Scrafton, and Colonel Ford to carry out in Bengal itse1f a full 
enquiry, and the Governor and Council in Calcutta were directed 
to obey them "as if we, the Court of Directors ourselves, were 
present." They sailed in H. M. S. Aurora, in September, 
1769: the ship and the entire ship's company were never heard 
of again after leaving the Cape of Good Hope. 

II. Meanwhile, before the Directors' letter could have 
reached them, the Company's representatives in Bengal had also 
been impressed with the necessity of obtaining more knowledge 
for the effectual management of the Diwani collections. 

In their proceedings16 for August 16th, 1769, the President 
lind Select Committee, who were the supreme authorities in 
revenue matters, enumerated "certain grand original sources" 
of the unsatisfactory state of the collections in Bengal. These 
were:-

(1) The feeble central Government with its crowd of 
"Persian adventurers who obtain office and practise their native 
oppressions over a timid, servile, and defenceless people." 

(2) "'the delegation of a trust and authority to one or 
to a few, which require the abilities and activities of many to 
execute", especially in the administration of justice. 

16 C/. Verelst, pp. 224-239. 
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C3) "The ignorance of the real produce and capacity of the 
country in which we were necessarily kept by a set of men, who 
first deceive us from interest and afterwards continue the 
deception ....... '" . .from a necessary regard to their own safety." 

(4) "The numerous train of dependents and underlings ...... 
whOse demands, as well as the avarice of their principals, are 
to be satisfied from the spoils of the industrious ryot, who thus 
loses all confidence in Government and seeks protection in 
other places ............ " 

(5) The venality of the people in general. 

(6) The collusion between the zamindars and the tax 
collectors. 

(7) The oppressions of traders, gomastahs17 and petty 
agents on the ryot. 

(8) 'fhe overcentralisation of power in the hands of the 
Naib Nazim18-"While the Company are in reality the principals 
in the revenues of this country and the most interested in the 
good conduct of its Government, every bar should be removed 
that tends to preclude them from a knowledge of its real state." 

(9) The binding orders of the Court of Directors. 

"The frequent and peremptory restrictions which the Court 
of Directors had thought proper to impose on us, and that line 
of conduct from which no deviation was allowed, and the small
est surveyed with jealousy, have hitherto left us without any 
choice of measures, freedom of action, or power of reformation." 

The reader will agree that the diagnosis made by the 
President and the Select Committee was accurate and just. It 
pointed out the two great problems that confronted the 
Company's British servants in India at that time; the reliance 
which had to be placed in men who were known to be untrust
worthy, such as the kanungos, amins,10 in fact, almost every 
paid Indian servant or employee of the Company in the revenue 
administration, and the peremptory orders from their employers 

17 Petty Agents. 
18 Mahomed Reza' Khan. 
\0 Revenue Officers. 
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at home who would not allow themselves to be guided by the 
men on the spot. Time has not greatly changed in this 
last respect. The minute also reveals a humane desire to im
prove matters, for it embodies, with the unanimous approval of 
the Committee, the famous letter of "instructions to the several 
supravisors", drawn up by H. Verelst and R. Becher, issued in 
the name of the Resident at the Durbar. 

These instructions are an attempt to solve the problem of 
the collections and to settle those difficulties to which the Select 
Committee refer in their covering letter. "Whole pages", 
they write,~ "of our records are filled with so many incontest
able evidences that great alterations are wanted to form a mode 
of collection which may be restrictive to the collector and 
indulgent to the ryot......... Every person of any substance or 
character had been successively tried in the Department of col
lections. Fear, reward, severity and indulgence have all failed 
........• On an alarm of inspection they frame accounts to serve 
the occasion; or, by involving them in confusion and ambiguity, 
waste time until it becomes too late to continue the process 
against them...... Many flagrant grievances reach our ear, but 
in a country of such extent, there are doubtless many more 
concealed from us.. . We can neither redress grievances nor 
effect improvements"......... . I 

The supervisors, or supravisors, were appointed in the hope 
that the collections, being placed in the hands of Englishmen 
who knew to some extent the country and the people, might 
be restored to a more healthy and less oppressive mode of 
administration. 

The experiment of the supravisors failed because their 
instructions were impossible to carry out: they had been 
ordered to prepare a rent-roll and to obtain by enquiry the 
facts on which a jnst and satisfactory settlement could be made. 
From the commencement of their task, they were confronted 
by this powerful opposition of the zamindars and kanungos 
who successfully prevented any knowledge of the actual revenue 
paid by the cultivators from coming to the knowledge of the 

~ Proceedings of the Select Committee. Aug. 16th, 1769. 
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Company's officers: but the supravisors made the discovery that 
a skilful and unscrupulous corporation was purposely acting 
against them and keeping the channels of information closed. 

Hastings sneered21 at the supravisors as "boys" and hinteu 
at their careless inexperience. Within two years of his 
taunt he was employing a large proportion of the same 

. "boys" in the same office, under the new name of Collector. 
There was much, no doubt, that could be criticised in the 
appointment to such onerous work of young men scarcely of 
age, ignorant and impatient. In defence of Mr. Verelst, it may 
be said that he could not select his agents: . he had to use 
what material was ready to hand. This material consisted of 
young men recruited for a mercantile career, not for a public 
service. Mr. Verelst's idea, adopted and developed by his 
successors, remains to this day the framework of district 
administration in India, and the comments of Mr. Hastings are 
not justified, in the writer's opinion, by his own subsequent 
achievement in revenue administration. The questions which 
the supravisors and the first collectors were called upon to 
decide were the problem that baffled Hastings,· Shore, and 
Cornwallis: that produced such opposite views as those expressed 
by Shore and Grant in the Vth Report j and which tested the 
ability for more than a century of the ablest members of that 
famous and capable cOt'ps d'elite, the Indian Civil Service, 
both under the Company and under the Crown. 

III. The Company's declaration "to stand forth as Diwan" 
was published for general information in Calcutta on May 

~/IIth, I77a. It was almost the first duty which the new Governor, 
:Mr. Warren Hastings, was called upon to perform. Certain 
dissensions among the senior officers in Bengal had received 
drastic handling from the Directors: Governor Jonn Cartier 
had been ordered22 to resign in favour of Mr. Hastings and 
certain other senior officers were either dismissed or transfer
red to Madras. 

The orders from Home were sufficient to test the strength 
of the ablest and most self-reliant officer. They involved a 

21 Gleig. i. 264. Letter to Mr. Purling. 
22 Letter of the Directors. AprU 25th, 1771. 
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complete dislocation of the system23 under which the Company 
was then collecting its revenue. 

For the purpose of better considering the orders of their 
"Hon'ble Employers", the new Governor and his Council 
appointedU a Committee to tour through the various districts, or 
provinces as they were then called, of Bengal and to report on 
the results. The personal of this committee consisted of the 
Governor himself and of Messrs. Samuel Middleton,P. R. 
Dacres, J. Lawrell and J. Graham. The Committee's terms. 
of reference were contained in the instructions from the Presi
dent and Council, dated Fort William, June 4th 1772. 

"Having thought it necessary to form you into a Committee 
to make a circuit of the provinces eastward of the Ganges for 
the purposes of effecting the settlement of the revenue by 
farming out the lands for a period of five years, you will be 
pleased ...... to take such measures in consequence for making 
the settlement as shall appear to be the best calculated for the 
permanent interest of the country and our employers. You 
will on your arrival at the city,2i take such preparatory 
measures as shall be needful for the new arrangement of the 
business of the Khalsa26 and the change which has been ordered 
to take place in the Diwani.. .......... " 

These terms were elastic to a point of vagueness, but it 
was presumed that the Committee, who were also members of 
the Council, bore in mind the proceedings of the Council, May 
14th, 1772. 

These proceedings have been described by the Council as 
the constitutional ground work of all their ~ubsequent pro
ceedings: they form the real terms of reference, and may be 
summarised as follows:-

(1) The lands were to be farmed for five years. 
(2) A Committee of Circuit, consisting of the Governor 

and four members of Council, were to visit the 
principal districts and form the settlement. 

23 Harington. i. pp. s-8. 
U C. C. P. June loth, 1772. 
25 Murshidabad, the Seat of the Nawab's Court and Government. 
26 Exchequer or Treasury Office. 
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(3) The "Supravisors" were to be re-introduced under 
the name of "Collectors" assisted by a native 
official called a diwan. 

(4) Officials. and employees of the Company were to be 
restricted from any but official duties, so far as. 
the revenue was concerned, and were to receive 
no presents. 

The Committee set out in the first week of June for 
Krishnagar, to investigate the methods for making the settle
ment of the Nadia district, and from that place proceeded to 
Kasimbazar, near Murshidabad. That they were under no 
illusions as to the difficulty of the task awaiting them, the 
subjoined quotations from their proceedings27 will show. 

"The Hon'ble Court of Directors in their letter, paragraph 
26, declare their determination to stand forth as Diwan, and, by 
the agency of the Company's servants, take upon themselves 
the' entire care and management of the revenue. By what 
means this agency is to be exercised we are not instructed". 
The Committee then acknowledge the confidence of the Court 
in the abilities of the Board and draw the assumption that the 
Court of Directors intend to leave full details to "the man on 
the spot". They record this assumption because "it will be 
scarcely possible to proceed in a work of this nature without 
deviating from the orders which have been formerly been laid 
down for our conduct. They have been pleased to direct a 
total change of system, and have left the plan of execution of 
it to the direction of the Board without any formal repeal of 
the regulations which they had before framed and adopted to 
-another system, the abolition of which must necessarily include 
that of its subsidiary institutions unless they shall be found tt' 
coincide with the new. The revenue is beyond all question 
'the first object of Government, that on which aU the rest 
depend and to which everything should be made subsidiary ...... 
The Committee are of opinion that the revenue in all its 
branches be put under the immediate control of the President 
~nd Council at the Presidency". 

27 C. C. P. July 28th, 1772. 
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The Committee recorded their reasons for this at some 
length: briefly the propOsal aimed at simpler and therefore less. 
costly administration; and especial1y it was the object of the 
Committee to facilitate appeals from the cultivator-=-tl1e ryot; 
whose difficulties and hardships are sympathetically·stated in 
some detail. 

The Committee also decided that the Khalsa must be 
removed from Murshidabad to Calcutta: this would make 
Calcutta the real capital, and by promoting a community of 
interest between the Bengali and Englishman, would "breed a 
kind of new relation and attachment to us." 

From the very first, the Committee displayed what they 
would have desCribed as "a great tenderness" towards the 
cultivator, i.e. the raiyat (better known to English readers as 
'ryot'). After they had settled the main outlines of the 
revenue administration as described in recommending the 
removal, of the Khalsa and the establishment of the Board 
of Revenue, they turned eagerly to the personal side of their 
examining duties. 

It will be well therefore at this point to state as briefly 
as possible the conditions under which those ryots, whom the 
Committee were so anxious to protect, held· their land and on 
whose welfare, as the Committee rightly saw, the prosperity 
of the Company's interests in Bengal depended. 

First of all, it is important to notice that the revenue payable 
by the ryot was settled by Todar Mall's assessment in I589, or 
about that time. This was· the asal jama,1!8 which confronted 
the Committee of Circuit, a traditional fixed settlement. When 
therefore the Committee found it necessary to form an entirely 
new hastobud or comparative account of the past and present 
resources of a district, the asal jamil formed the ground work 
of the valuation. 

How then, in Mogul days, was the increased reVenue 
obtained? The-method was·simpl~. uDscie~tific, and haphazard. 
Ail abwab, or cess, was imposed on the asa! jama, amounting 

28 Lit. Original amount. 
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perhaps to an anna or so extra in the rupee: and, as the land 
increased in value, for a certain period these abwabs were no 
burden; . in fact the word abwab does not begin to assume its 
sinister significance till after 1739, in the time of Nawab 
Aliverdi Khan, who succeeded Shuja-ud-Din Khan (the Suja 
Cawn of the "Instructions to the supravisors."). 

How far these abwabs had distorted the asal jama by the 
time with which we are dealing, namely, the close of the I8th 
century, may be seen from the following incident. C. Buller,29 
an able officer of the Company in Bengal, when I.ord Cornwallis 
was Governor General, proposed to raise the iama90 of a certain 
district to one hundred and fifty times that of its original 
assessment. It must be noted that he was not multiplying the 
existing payment ISO times, but adding that amount on to the 
payment due which made the sum to be collected ISO times as 
great as that of the original assessment. The actual increase 
might be only 10% on the last rate of payment. This method 
of assessment was known as the taksimSl jama, by which the 
zamindar, when his own contribution was increased, divided up 
the revenue area allotted to him, and inherited by him, among 
minor revenue agents, and fixed an abwab of so much in the 
rupee on each allotment, to meet this increased demand. The 
system was wholly bad: the central Government imposed the 
abwab by guess work and with no fresh measurement of the 
land upon the zamindar, who in turn distributed it with an 
increased profit to himself among the minor revenue agents, 
talukdars, chaudhuris, etc., who in turn realised also with profit 
from the ryots. The question naturally arises as to how the 
unfortunate ryot found the money for these continual charges. 
The answet lies in the fact that a great deal more land was 
brought into cultivation after the asal jama had been fixed: this 
land paid no revenue, and constant references to it are made in 
the Board of Revenue's minutes under the name of "secreted 
lands". This land was cultivated without the official knowledge 

29 Final report on the settlement of Tippera and Noakhali." W. H. 
Thomson, I.C.S. 

90 Total amount of re\'enue payable. 
81 m. a division. 
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of Government and its produce helped to pay the gradually 
increasing demands. 

In the time of Mir Jafar the abwabs reached a point when 
they were intolerable, and the greatest distress fell on revenue -
agent and ryot alike. 

The ryot's only protection in the last resource was 
desertion, and this defence he was very reluctant to employ, 
being by nature, inclination, and tradition "ascriptns glebre" : 
but it was a powerful weapon, amounting in effect to a strike: 
without agricultural produce the zamindar could not hope to 
pay his own dues; and an oppressive zamindar would drive his 
tenants and ryots into the arms of less exacting employers: 
but when all is said, the lot of the ryot after 1740 was one of 
increasing misery, which, it is to be feared, was not completely 
alleviated in the Company's days and to which the Permanent 
Settlement of 1793 contributed its share. 

The ryot could not always desert: famine sometimes forced 
him to take up casual or hired labour e.g., the petition32 of 
Syam Sundar Chatterjee, a revenue farmer who was appealing 
for remission of revenue due, on the ground that "the distress 
of the ryots is so very severe ......... that those who remain are-
now searching for food by daily labour of the meanest kind." 

The Company's officers soon found out how these abwabs 
were turned into extortion. Verelst says33 ...... "the trnth can-
not be doubted that the poor and industrious tenant is taxed 
by his zamindar or collector for every extravagance" ......... and 
the instrnctions to the supravisors contained a caution to them 
to prevent such extortion. 

In 1769, when the Company began to consider the duties 
of the Diwani seriously, a fresh proliIem presented itself, 
namely, how to ascertain the difference between. the sum 
received as land revenue by Government and the amount 
actually paid by the ryot. This problem was never solved, 
and the ryot's heavy burden was never really lifted during the 
days of the Company's regime. 

32 R. B. P. Dec. loth, 1773. 
as Verelst, p. 235. 
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It must be generally admitted that the only sound method 
of assessing revenue is by assessing in pyramid fashion, i.e., 
working from the bottom upwards by means of accurate measure
ment and a first-hand knowledge of that man and his conditions 
of life upon whom, and upon which, all land revenue 
ultimately, in an agricultural country, depends, i.e., upon the 
cultivator of the soil. 

Such a method was not unknown in India and was probably 
partially employed by Todar Mall in 1589. The method is called 
the tqksisll4 method, but was unfortunately very little 
employed; it is the direct opposite of the taksim method which 
was the normal method employed in Bengal: this method assess
ed the revenue from the top downwards in a conjectural manner 
and was most uneven in its effects. The taksim method 
was the root of the revenue difficulties in Bem1:at;'~hich 'some 
of the District officers noticed and to which they called the 
attention of Government j e.g., the letterS5 from the Collector 
of Chittagong, dated July loth, 1773. 

He is writing of the difficulty of recovering past arrears in 
the revenue ............ I have executed all your orders ......... except 
the transmittal of ,the old balances (i.e. deficits) ...... under the 
distinctions of Desperate-Doubtful-and Recoverable ......... but 
it will require much scrutiny and research to ascertain the exact 
proportion of the balances recoverable. Self-interest will 
prompt every individual to plead inability, and the officers of 
the collections, it is to be apprehended, will not be proof against 
the temptation of offers for making favourable reports ........ . 

I advised your hon'ble Board of my proceeding to the 
mofussil last January to gain a knowledge of the waste lands 
as well as of such as were secreted j I thought such a previous 
scrutiny necessary to confirm the truth of frauds suspected, 
which would lead to a just and equitable adjustment when the 
settlement took place ... l think I briefly acquainted you, gentle
men, that the waste lands had little or no attention paid to 
them: that the renters of these lands could not procure the 

84 An account of the actual or realisable revenue. 
8/i R. B. P. August 17th, 1773. 
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pottahs36 or receipts from the zamindar .................. In the con-
fused and disjoined state of the Chittagong lands not a chakla 
or pargana87 stood entire of the land holders; some pay to the 
sadar,36 some to a sezawa139 appointed for this purpose: with 
the districts of one man in" five or six, perhaps" more, places, it 
must have been utterly impossible for any Collector whatever 
to ascertain the true and real collection of anyone zamindar's 
district or parganah: had detection been successful in one 
part, the arts of the landholder would lay it to some error of 
another part of his zamindari ; the measurement renewed would 
not only have been expensive, but of little or no use, had the 
Collector himself not been present: for venality would have made 
the same progress as in the last measurement. 

The point Government has not hitherto gained is a know
ledge of the actual collections from the ryots throughout the 
Province, and how much they exceed the established one paid 
to Government. By such information only of the abilities of 
the tenants, assessments can be formed with precision and 

I equity. The secreted lands are, without a doubt, considerable, 
and are, in fact, the lands of the State." 

~~ 

This penetrating and valuable criticism ends with an 
account of the difficulties encountered from zamindars and 
kanungos when the writer was making the settlement and 
describing how much his work was "approved by the talookdars 
and ryots, the most useful and valuable members of the 
revenue." 

The attention of the reader is drawn firstly, to the frank 
avowal that it is impossible for a Collector to as('ertain the true 
and real collection of a single pargana in the district; and 
secondly, to the very important statement about measurement 
of the land. In this Mr. Bentley lays his finger on the only 
true remedy. which the Governme~t nnder the Crown after
wards adopted, namely, a real and accurate measurement made 

36 The nearest English equivalent is lease. 
Sf1 Division of territory. 
88 Head.quarters; in this ca..eChittagong. 
89 An Officer specially deputed to admini~ter and collect the revenue 

of a district. 
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under the supervision of an experienced member of the Indian 
Civil Service. The Collector of Chittagcng states that no 
measurement, except under the Collector's eye, is of any value 
at all j and he tells the Board point blank that the whole failure 
<>f the revenue collection is due to the fact that Government 
has not yet any real knowledge of the actual collection from the 
ryots and by how much this actual collection exceeds the 
authorised collection. This letter must be regarded as a most 
important contribution to the revenue history of this period, for 
it reveals, beyond any possibility of doubt, that a contemporary 
servant of the Company was able to diagnose correctly and 
accurately the failures of the system prevailing in I772-74; and 
it shows that the Company's younger servants in the mofussil 
had a truer and juster appreciation of the needs of the country 
than the Governor and his Council sitting as a Board of 
Revenue in Calcutta. Bentley and Baber40 were not the only 
men who realised the failure, but, being fairly senior officers. 
they could speak more freely and precisely. 

We must now return to the Committee of Circuit. 

The Committee at the very commencement of their work in 
Nadia found that "it was indispensably necessary to form an 
entire new hastobud, n or explanation, of the diverse and complex 
articles which were to compose the collections. These consisted 
of the asal or original ground rent and a variety of abwabs which 
had been indiscriminately levied at different periods by the 
Government, zamindars, farmers, and even by the inferior 
collectors. After the Committee had made a thorough inspection 
of the above articles of revenue, they proposed to deduct "such 
as appeared most oppressive to the inhabitants, or of late 
establishment; at the same time reserving those which were 
long-standing and which had been cheerfully accepted by the 
ryots............ Among the former were duties arbitrarily levied 
by the zamindars and farmers4Z \lpOn all goods and necessaries 
of life passing by water through the interior part of the country. 

to Resident at Midnapur j an officer of a marked ability and originality. 
41 Letter of the President and Council to the Court of Directors. 

Nov. 3rd, 1773. 
4Z Revenue farmers, ijaradars. 
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The Bazi Jama or fines for petty crimes and misdemeanours 
were also, agreeably to the humane and equitable spirit of your 
orders, totally abolished, as well as the haldari, a tax upon 
marriage............ To prevent such exactions as aforementioned 
in future, the Committee formed new· amulnamas, or leases, 
in which the claims of the ryots were precisely and distinctly 
ascertained. and the farmers restricted from making any further 
demands under the severest penalties. To this end, and to 
prevent the farmers eluding this restriction, they were ordered 
to grant new pottahs or deeds to the ryots, the form of which 
was drawn out by the Committee............ Another principle 
object of the Committee was to reduce the charges of collection 
as low as possible, frC?m the conviction that the retrenchment 
of improper and unnecessary expenses opens a source of increase 
of revenue." These last words have a familiar sound to-day 
when retrenchment committees succeed each other like the 
traditional Amuraths. 

The anxiety of the Committe,e to protect the ryot is shown 
in the form of amulnama or lease which they drew up, in which 
exactions were expressly forbidden; at the same time the 
Committee realised that philanthropy, did not preclude business, 
for the amulnama specially directed that all good cultivation 
was to be immediately rewarded by the profits accruing from it. 
The instructions contained in the amulnama to the farmers were 
of a stringent but general character, rather like the Ten 
Comma,ndments. 

The anxiety of the Committee for the ryot's welfare was 
further evinced in the instructions issued to Lata Dhar Singh 
Roy,43 the Company's diwan of the parganas of Akhra in the 
zamindari of the Maha~aja Krishna Chandra Roy, which contain 
definite and stringent orders against the illegal use of armed 
servants etc., and urging watchfulness against the oppression 
by agents. 

The reckless accusations of extortion against European and 
Indian officials of the Company must be received with caution. 
For instance, Mr.G. G. Ducarel, Collector of purnea, in 

43 C. C. P. June, 1772, pp. 56-59. 
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reporting" a series of charges against his diwan, Raja Debi 
Singh, (afterwards denounced by Burke) asserted his firm belief· 
in the Raja's innocence; and supported his opinion with papers. 
Ducarel attributed the charges to the malevolence of a 
Mahomedan rival and produced proofs of Debi Singh's 
humanity from all classes, notably from one Shah Mohamed 
Riza, a well-known local saint, who resided within Raja Debi 
Singh's jurisdiction and explicitly cleared the Raja from any 
suspicion of being extortionate. 

The Committee enquired next into allegations of oppression 
inflicted by the Company's servants and theIr agents, and 
published a notice, dated July 25th 1772, calling for information 
on the subject and directing that all details should either be 
sent to the Committee at Kaslmbazar or else to the Council 
at Fort William. The removal of the Khalsa from Murshidabad 
to Calcutta was important. The Committee, in a minute dated 
July 28th, I772, pointed out that their orders received from the 
Directors left them the responsibility of devising new modes of 
administrations; but they felt that their action in this matter 
required the immediate sanction of the Council, and their 
minutes record the resolution that "as this is a question on the 
issue of which all our material arrangements for the Khalsa 
Department must necessarily depend, resolved that a copy of 
tlte minutes be immediately forwarded to the Council in Calcutta 
and that they be requested to furnish us with their opinion ...... .. 

The Committee of Circuit, while at Kasimbazar, concerned 
themselves with many things besides the collections, and 
consequently much of their activity is outside the scope of this 
enquiry. These subjects included the reduction of the Nawab's 
allowances and the examination of the silk trade. The Diwani, 
however, did not merely comprise the collection of the revenues: 
it also included the administration of Civil Justice, and as the 
first object of the Committee was to consolidate the Company's 
control over the Diwan'i, this important feature came before 
them, to which a brief reference is necessary. The Committee's 
proceedings for the I5th August, I772, record new plans for 

"c. c. P. August, 1772. pp. 322-346. 
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the Administration of Justice j they proposed to form in the 
districts, two COurts of Judicature, namely the Diwani adalat, 
called the mofussil Diwani adalat, and the Faujdari adalat j the 
former for civil, the latter for crimiual jurisdiction: the matters 
cognisable by each Court were strictly defined j and the detailS 
of the plan can be read in the pages of Colebrooke and 
Harington. In addition to the mofussil or district Courts, two 
similar Courts were established at the seat of Government. 
These were Sadar or Head-quarters Courts. The District Diwani 
adalat Courts were presided over by the Collector, and the 
Sadar Diwani adalat Court was presided over by a member of 
the Council. In the Faujdari Courts the Kazi46 and Muftit6 

were to expound the law, but the Collector "shall make it his 
business to attend" while at the Sadar Faujdari adalat a 
member of the Council was to perform the same functions as 
the Collector performed in the Mofussil Court. These Courts 
were designed to check and eradicate the abuses to which Verelst 
in 1769 had directed the attention of the supravisors ..... , "you 
are further to observe that the want of regular registers of all 
causes and determinations has encouraged the natural propensity 
of the judge to bribery and fraud ...... " and again, "It is 
difficult to determine whether the original customs, or the 
degenerate manners of the Mussalmen (sic), have most contribut
ed to confound the principles of right and wrong in these 
provinces. Certain it is that almost every decision of theirs is 
a corrupt bargain with the highest bidder. The numerous 
offences which are compromised by fines have left a great 
latitude for unjust determinations. Trifling offenders and even 
many condemned on fictitious accusations are frequently loaded 
with heavy demands, and capital offences ,are as often absolved 
by the venal judge. Your conduct should be ......... to inculcate 
strongly in the minds of the people that we are not desirous 
to augment our revenue by such impositions but to acquire 
their confidence by the equity and impartiality of our 
proceedings. ' '47 

46 !If usalman Legal Officers. 
4tlJb/d. 
47 Verelst, pp. 229-230, 
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The new regulations also embodied and developed the 
instructions issued to those responsible for collecting the 
Company's revenues in 1767.48 In these regulations the 
protection of the ryot from unjust demands and extortion is 
enjoined. 

The regulations had one marked defect. As Harington 
points out,49 the system vested in one person the powers both of 
a tax-collector and of a magistrate, the very complaint which 
Hastings himself had brought60 · against the supravisors: it was 
obvious that the Company's employee would ma.1{e a satisfactory 
revenue return the first object of his care, as his service reputa
tion would largely depend on his doing so. Sir John Shore a 
few years later defended this on the ground that it was 
"impossible to draw a line between the revenue and judicial 
departments in such a manner as to prevent their clashing; in 
this case either the revenues must suffer or the administration 
of justice be suspended............ It may be possible in course of 
time to induce the natives to pay their rents with regularity 
and without compulsion, but this is not the case at present." 
The Collectors were also given power to frame such subsidiary 
regulations "as the welfare of their respective districts shall 
require." The proposed new regulations, nUmbering 37 sections, 
were enclosed in a covering letter to the Council at Fort William, 
dated 15th August, 1772, and were approved by the Council 
on August 21st, 1772. 

The covering letter also contained a commentary on the 
existing criminal jurisdiction of the Provinces, and "a review 
of the different officers of justice, which, however unwilling we 
are to engross your time with such details, we deem necessary 
on this occasion." 

While admitting their original simplicity and design, the 
Committee point out, an easy task, their failure and corruption. 
............ "From this variety of materials we have endeavoured 
to form the plan of a more compact but more extensive system 

48 Bengal Govt. Proceedings. Oct. 1St, 1767. 
49 Harington i. p. 34. 
60 I.etter to Sir G. Colebrooke. March 26th, 1772. 
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of judicature ............ the usurped powers of the officers of the 
collection and of the creditors over the persons of their debtors 
is abolished ...... The detestable and unauthorised exactions of 
the Faujdari Court which had its exact imitators in every farmer 
and ami151 of the province under the denomination of bazi jama 
......... have been prohibited......... It has been our aim to make 
the access to justice as easy as possible." 

The Committee in a letter dated Auguc;t 20th, 1772, 
addressed to the Governor and Council, proposed that the whole 
Council should compose a Board of Revenue assembling twice, 
or oftener, in the week. These proposals are reproduced both 
by Colebrooke52 and Harington,58 and they received the assent 
of the Governor in Council on August 29th, 1772. They 
comprised some important changes. 

A large proportion of the districts known as Huzur Zilla 
land54 was turned into collectorships j "the farming having been 
entirely subdivided into collectorships under the agency of the 
Company's servants, the control and superintendence to be 
exercised by the President in Council will consist chiefly in 
issuing the necessary orders to those collectors j in inspecting, 
auditing and passing their accounts j and in occasionally visiting 
their districts". The whole trend of the Committee's re
commendation is towards the centralisation of the revenue work 
in Calcutta: as has been seen, the Khalsa or Treasury Office 
was removed from Murshidaoad to Calcutta, and an elaborate 
series of "daftars",55 or departments, partly under the general 
supervision of an Indian officer called the Roy Royan was 
established. This officer drew the very high pay of Rs. 5,000/
a month, and in particular was responsible for checking the 
work and the account of the Indian diwans in the districts 
appointed to assist the Collectors, and for seeing that the Board's 
orders were correctly translated and transmitted to the districts : 
the first Roy Royan was Maharaja Rajballabh. The business 
of the Khalsa office consisted "in receiving and examining all 

61 Revenue official. 
62 Supplement, pp. 194-:200. 
68 Analysis vol. i., pp. 25-33. 
54 Land that paid revenue direct to the Khalsa. 
65 Lit. Office. 
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the accounts transmitted in the Bengali language", in checking 
the challans or invoices with the remittances actually received, 
and in realising the collections of those who paid their revenue 
at head-quarters instead of to some local farmer. The realisa
tion of these payments made direct to the Khalsa was the special 
work of a European officer of the Company, called the 
Superintendentoo of the Khalsa Records, whose work required 
an officer of responsibility with a good working knowledge both 
of Persian and Bengali, for the Superintendent was also 
responsible in a great degree for the civil administration of those 
districts "which consist for the greater part of a number of 
inferior and petty mahals. "67 The first Superintendent of the 
Khalsa was the Hon'ble Alexander Elliot,58 and it is noticeable, 
in view of Hastings' earlier comments on Verelst's employment 
of "boys" in the service, that Elliot was barely of age when 
appointed by Hastings to his important duties.59 

One other important office in the Revenue Department was 
reserved for a senior covenanted European servant of the 
Company: this was the Accountant-Generalship. The duties 
w~re those of the Chief Accountant Officer of the collections. 
The Accountant-General had "to keep the general books of 
the Revenue" ; to prepare the monthly statements for the Board; 
to receive the accounts submitted by the ~ol1ectors and to assist 
in the superintendence of the revenue known as Huzur tasil,60 
i.e. the revenue paid directly to the Khalsa. The. first 
Accountant-General was Mr. Charles Croftes "whose" diligence 
and practice in that business ............ justly entitle him to that 
important charge." 

The reader is advised to consult Colebrooke's Supplement 
page 194-200 and Harington's analysis Vol. ii, pp. 25-33, for 
a full description of the duties attached to the various depart-

66 This post was definitely sanctioned by the Board. Dec. 23rd. 1774. 
R. B. P. 23. xii. 1774. 

The instructions for the Superintendent are contained in the minutes 
for Jan. 14th, 1775. G. G. P. 14. i. 1775. 

67 Minute of the Governor-General. G. G. P. April 7th, 1781. 
68 Younger brother of the first Lord Minto. 
59 The salary was Rs. 1,200/- p.m. 
60 Revenue collected by the chief fiscal officer without the inter

vention of a third party: in effect, the same as Hazur zilla. 
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ments through which the collections were managed at head
quarters. It is worth noticing that the Indian clerical staff of 
these offices were paid by the Company on a scale that was by 
no means ungenerous. 

The purchasing power of the rupee will illustrate this. In 
1773 it was possible to buy6l thirty seers of ordinary rice for one 
rupee, and fifteen seers of the very best rice for the same amount; 
the presentGll cost of ordinary rice is between 7 and 8 seers to 
the rupee. The Company's head clerks received a monthly 
salary ranging from Rs. 100/- to Rs. 500/-: the average clerk 
received IS or 20 rupees a month and servants were paid Rs. 4/
a month each: if these salaries are multiplied by four they will 
compare favourably with present rates of pay, and the purchasing 
power of the rupee to-day is certainly less than one-fourth of 
the purchasing power of the rupee in 1773. 

This concluded the main work of the Committee of 
Circuit at Kasimbazar: the new organisation was not long to 
remain in force: in 1773 fresh changes took place, as we shall 
see, resulting in abolishing, for the time, the Collector. 

The best work achieved by the Committee was in their 
General Regulations for the administration of justice: the 
administration of both civil and criminal justice had collapsed. 
Every evil that can aggravate the judicial system had fastened 
on it: corruption, delay and ignorance made "justi<;e", as 
administered, the scourge of the poor and the slave of the rich. 
Dacoity88 was rampant, as the Committee's proceedings record, 
and was the subject of a special minute by Hastings who was 
driven to advocating the most ferocious penalties in hopes 
of restoring internal security. The new Courts, though far 
from perfect, offered great relief to the people, especially to 
the ryots, and within a few months of their establishment began 
to restore confidence in the judicial administration of the 
Government and a desire for Government's protection. The 
Collector was ordered to make access to himself as easy as 
possible, and to place a box outside his Court house into which 

til i.e. in Calcutta; it was cheaper in the Mofussil. 
011 1925. 
81 Robbery under arms. 

I 
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shy petitioners might drop their complaints. The Collector was 
to keep the key of the box and to peruse each petition in open 
Court. 

Dr. FirmingerM has shown that the actual revenue settle
ment by the Committee was a failure, owing to the fact, as 
Hastings admitted, (Proceedings of the Council, March 8th, 
1775), that the revenue demanded from the farmers was too 
high j but the work done was approved of by the Directors in 
their letter dated April 16th, 1773,-"Your attention to the 
settlement of the Revenues has our entire approbation, and it 
is with the utmost satisfaction we observe that the farming 
system will be generally adopted j more specially as the 
researches and discoveries made in the two preceding years 
must have nearly ascertained the value and produce of the 
lands, so that imposition on the part of the farmers respecting 
the value of the lands and oppression of the tenants may, we 
hope, be easily avoided." 

This optimism was not shared by all the Company's officers 
in the mofussil. Mr. Baber, the Resident at Midnapore,65 had 
severely criticised the ignorance of the real facts, viz., the 
actual payments made by the ryots, and the scanty basis for 
any settlement: his letter is quoted in fun in the second portion 
of this volume. 

In a work recently published66 the author claims that 
"Hastings drained the morass and marked the road ............ the 
thing was done and done in two years." So far was it from 
being done that the Board in 1774 unanimously felt it necessary 
to issue circular letters to the senior officers in the district, 
::tdmitting the collapse of the revenue collections and calling 
on them for their advice. In modern slang, the revenue 
department issued the S.O.S. call within two years of the 
completion of the Committee of Circuit's report. 

The resolutions which purported to be the progra[;Jme of 
work set before themselves by the Committee of Circuit have 
been recorded in the Calcutta Committee of Revenue consulta-

M Firminlter i., pp. ccxxv to ('cxxxii. 
65 (afterwards Chief at Murshid.lbad) R. B. P. Dec. 15th, 1772. 
66 "Hastings in Bengal" 1772-1774. 
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tions and in the proceedings of the Committee of Circuit (Bengal 
Government Records). They have been conveniently condensed 
by Miss Monckton Jones,67 whose summary I venture to 
reproduce here.-

(I) Farms to be let on lease for five years. 
(2) Farms not to exceed the value of one lakh. 
(3) A Committee of Circuit to be appointed ........ . 
(4 & 5) ,(Names of Committee, and districts to be visited). 
(6) Supravisors to be known henceforth as Collectors. 
(7) A diwan to be appointed who shall be joined with 

the Collector. 
(8) If.. public seal of the Company to be used with every 

transaction. 
(9) Sepoys not to be employed in the collections, except 

in urgent cases, and by warrant under the public 
seal. 

(10) The rents of ryots to be fixed and not exceeded on 
pain of the forfeiture of the farmer's lease. 

(II) The farmer's rents also to be fixed according to the 
rent-roll of the lease. 

(12) No mathots (i.e. additional cesses) to be permitted. 
The existing ones to be scrutinised by the 
Collectors and abolished if pernicious. 

(13) Nazirs and salamis (presents) at first interviews to be 
discontinued. 

(14) The old farmers to settle the rents in- the presence 
of the new farmer, who is to be responsible for any 
outstanding balance. 

(IS) A Mohurrir (accountant clerk) to be appointed to 
every farm68 to note receipt of rents and to send 
monthly accounts to the Collector at the district 
Sadar Cutcherry. 

(16) Collectors forbidden to purchase grain on pain of 
dismissal. 

67 C/. Note pp. 274-275. "Hastings in Bengal". 
lIS Ijara. 
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(17) No peshcar,69 banyan, or other servant of a Collector 
is to farm any lands. 

(18) The Committee are to search out means to obviate 
usury: Collectors' banyans forbidden to lend 
money, but farmers to continue the usual takavi 
(i.e. advance for seed and working necessaries) to 

,ryots. 
(19) Kists (mstalments of revenue) to be paid at the 

harvest times. 
(20) A list of assigned lands to Government servants 

(chakran zamin) to be made. 
(21) All zamindari chaukis (toll bars) except those 

immediately dependent on Government, to be 
abolished. 

(22) All orders and changes to be advertised by the Board 
of Revenue. 

(23) Collectors to submit the rent-roll of each farm 
arranged in parganas, and the changes of the 
collection to be entered. 

(24) Dacca district to be specially considered. 

These were the resolutions of the Committee of Circuit, 
but in the light of what was actually achieved they can only 
be regarded as pious aspirations. 

No. 2 was never put into force. 

No. 7 divided authority and increased intrigue. 

No. 9 was honoured in the letter, but not in the spirit: 
the records of the Board from 1772-74 contain 
frequent references to peons70 and hurcaras71 being 
quartered on refractory zamindars: confinement 
was common and one Collector openly informed 
the Board that he has used all possible severity 
"short of corporal punishment" to induce the 
zamindars in his district to pay. The farmers 
were forbidden to use sepoys to collect from the 

oe9 Head-clerk. 
70 Minor eourt officials. 
71 Bailiffs 
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ryots, but, as Mr. Higginson, Collector of Birbhum,. lot 
pointed out, no ryot could hope to defy a zamindar 
or talukdar or farmer, so the prohibition amounted 
to very little. 

No. 10 was nugatory. The Company never knew what (. 
the ryot paid, and' never succeeded in introducing 
a standard lease: this regulation sounds peremptory 
but was impossible to carry into effect so long as 
the entire records of the land revenue were- in the 
hands of the kanungos. 

No. 12 The abolition of cesses might be proclaimed, but 
could never be enforced, so long as the ignorance 
of the actual revenue paid prevailed. As the 
Commission of 1776 disclosed, the abolition of a 
cess was made frequently the opportunity of 
increasing the sums extorted from the unfortunate 
ryot. 

No. 15 introduced a fresh element of corruption. A man 
on Rs. 20/- a month was appointed to record the 
actual receipt of rents by the farmer and to report 
the sum so re~eived to the Collector. No single 
report would be worth the paper on which it was 
written. 

No. 17 This ordinance could never be enforced: the 
banyan could, and did, always hold and farm lands 
in a relative's name: the banyan'll! of the Governor 
himself was a notorious farmer, and continued to 
hold his farms long after the date of this edict. 

No. 18 This- edict could not be enforced: those who know 
the collusive methods which prevailed in Bengal 
at this period can only be surprised thai: such 
experienced men as the Committee thought fit to 
issue such a general prohibition j they might as 
well have published the eighth commandment "for 
general information." 

'IZ Krishna Kanta Nandi, the notorious "Kantoo Baboo", who in 
1774 was proved to be holding farms to the value of Rs. 13.33,664: three 
of these were over one 1akh each in value. G. G. P. March 17th, I77S. 
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No. 19, 20, 21 & 22 were beneficial ordinances, of a 
practical nature, not dealing in vague prohibitions. 

It cannot, I think, be maintained in the face of the evidence 
revealed by the letters received from the districts that Warren 

~ Hastings and the Committee of Circuit improved or even 
alleviated the methods of collecting the land revenue in Bengal. 

In fact they had introduced a more evil element than had 
hitherto existed by the putting up of the revenues to public 
auction. The revenues had been farmed long before the 
Company's day, but the farmers had been selected by Govern
ment from men of position, who knew the land. The new 
regulations introduced by the Committee of Circuit made it 
possible for any man to bid for the land. Those who know 
India will realise the constemation78 which such a change must 
have brought upon all classes except speculators. Men who 
were mere nobodies now bid for and obtained farms: many were 
speculators from another part of the country, whose sole object 
was to squeeze out every anna from the land and its cultivators, 
utterly careless of what resulted, so long as their speculation 
was successful. Others bid from malicid'Us and hostile motives 
.in order to turn out or embarrass some zamindar against whom 
they had a grudge; in a word, the land revenue was placed at 
the mercy of every kind of disreputable gambler. It may be 
urged that the Company's difficulties were great, that there was 
no other method of obtaining the knowledge of the revenue 
<:apacity of the districts. In the opinion of the writer this 
regulation alone of the Committee of Circuit deprives Hastings 
and his fellow members of any claim to be regarded as successful 
in their handling of the Collections. If farming was necessary, 
it could have been carried out on different lines, working with 
the assistance of men of substance and with the existing zamin
dars, many of whom found themselves ousted by some bidder 
from the control of lands whose revenue they had collected for 
generations from people who knew them. Nor will the claim 
made by Hastings that he had turned the supravisor from an 
independent official into a useful subordinate stand very close 

78 C/. infra. p. 64; Mr. S. Middleton's letter. 
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scrutiny. The proceedings of the Board are filled with instruc
tions issued to Collectors at different times to make a fresh 
settlement in the place of the 1772 settlement which had 
broken down; thus placing the man on the spot in a position 
of practical independence, because the Board were almost 
bonnd to accept the settlement made by him. The problem 
was very difficult; Hastings and his Committee tried to solve 
it by concentrating power at head-quarters and by an efficient 
control of the Khalsa: experience was to show that efficient 
district officers and a judicious decentralisation were the real 
solution, and that a just revenue system must rest first and 
foremost on the district officer, not on the Secretariat. 

In the administration of Justice a pleasanter picture presents 
itself. A real attempt was made by the newly organised 
Diwani adalat Conrts to protect the ryot. Evidence of this 
is ample in the reports submitted by district officers to head
quarters: and the following extracts may be taken as samples. 

Mr. Thomas Pattle, writing from Lashkarpur,7f reports that 
be has made over charge of his Collectorate, and the letter 
continues ........ !'I daily receive the most convincing proof of 
the great relief the conntry experiences from a regular, im~l 
and speedy administration of justice. How far my ryots have 
availed themselves of the opportnnity you were pleased to afford 
them of reaping these advantages the voluminous Adalat pro
ceedings forwarded monthly from my cutcherry75 will show; 
'IUld I have every reason to think that they reckon an easy and 
uninterrupted access to justice as one of the greatest blessings 
they enjoy". He asks to be allowed to carry on this work 
because of its beneficent effects "although the exercise of it 
has not only proved by far the most laborious, but the most 
nngrateful and nnsatisfactory part of my duty: nngratefnl, 
because whatever pains I may take, I can seldom reconcile 
roth parties to my award; and unsatisfactory, because with the 
best intention I am liable to error." This is a fair picture of 
one who in his own words worked "to ensure the success of 

74 R. B. P. Jan. 18th, In4. 
7i Court.. 
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the welfare of the inhabitants of this Province for which I shaH 
always feel a degree of partiality, and I trust that there is no 
impropriety in the avowal", Nor was Mr, PattIe alone in his 
efforts. Mr. 'l'ho~as Henchman, writing7S from MaIda on 
March 16th, 1774, urges the retention of the Diwani adalat 
Courts in the country districts, 

"I had no less than 80 cases undermined"-when orders. 
.restricting his iudicial duties were received-ccwhich I would 
have referred to you, but the complainants declined the proposal 
as attended with too much inconvenience on account of the dis-
tances ......... The creditors, in such instances, acted prudently 
in submitting to their injuries when redress. by not being nearer 
at hand, would have only been an addition to their grievances. 
They may indeed apply to the black officers of Government but 
with little satisfaction, until they (i.e. those officers) can be 
made to understand that the purchase and sale oi justice is not 
to be considered among the perquisites of their station: the 
fear of punishment will not obviate such practices, particularly 
in the cases that most require it, which are among the poorer 1 
kinds of people, who will undergo much oppression before they 
can persuade themselves to complain against those placed im
mediately in authority over them: the dependence of a ryot 
upon a fanner or a talukdar is too great for the former to run 
the hazard of faUing under the displeasure of either of the 
latter." 

It will be admitted, therefore, that the Company's district 
officers during the period 1772-1774 were alive to the faulty 
methods of collection, to the oppression and mismanagement 
which harried the ryots, and that they freely reported the result 
of their observations to head-quarters. The Board's position was 
difficult: the good that they would do, they could not: their 
masters at home were not easy to serve and expected A good 
return for their outlay I but when aU is considered, the revenue 
policy of Hastings and the Committee of Circuit in Bengal and 
of the Directors at Home cannot be called 'satisfactory: its 
fundamental error was a steady determination to concentrate 

"R. B. P. April 5th, 1774· 
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the administration of the land revenue collections at Calcutta, 
at the expense of an efficient administration in the districts. 

The establishment of the Provincial Councils is a further 
example of this policy, which, it must be admitted. was more 
agreeable to the Court of Directors than any plan which in
creased the power and responsibility of the single district 
officer. 

IV. In April 1773. the Court of Directors sent instructions 
to the Governor-in-Council in Bengal to recall the English 
collectors from their districts. The motive for this seems to 
have been a fear lest these junior officers should neglect the 
Company's interests and turn to private trade. These orders 
were considered .by the Board in Calcutta on November 23rd 
1773. IiI this meeting a detailed plan was drawn Up77 for the 
control and management of the revenues. 

The Board's object was to carry out their orders and at 
the same time to prevent too drastic an alteration in the collec
tion of the revenues. They were "of opinion that the immediate 
removal of the Collectors or the establishment of any consistent 
and permanent system without such preparatory measures as 

. might prevent the had consequences of too sudden a change 
would be hazardous to the collections and bring at once a 
greater weight of business on the members of the superior 
administration than they could possibly support." Accordingly 
theY proposed a plan of such a nature that it "could be adopted 
and completed by such means as experience shall furnish and 
the final orders of the Hon'ble Company allow .... :." 

This resulted in a determination-

(I) To preserve the- existing districts (Collectorships) 
with Certain modifications. 

(2) Each district to be superintended by a diwan or 
amll, except those let entirely to zamindars or 
farmers in which case the zamindar or farmer 
shall enjoy the authority of the diwan. 

(3) To form a Committee of Revenue at the Presidency 
consisting of two members of the Board and 

77 C/. Colebrooke, pp. 200-:z06 and Haringtmi, ii, pp. 29-34. 
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three senior servants below Council; which Com
mittee shall meet daily and transact the necessary 
b?siness, assisted by the Roy Royan, and super
VIse and control the diwans. 

{4) Occasional commissioners or inspectors chosen special_ 
ly for their knowledge of Persian and "modera
tion of temper", and not by seniority, are to be 
sent out by the Board from time to time. Great 
importance was attached to the appointment of 
these gentlemen: their selection had to be the 
unanimous choice of the whole Board; "an objec
tion made by a single member of the Board to any 
one proposed as wanting these requisites shall be 
a sufficient bar to his appointment without proofs 
being required to support it." They were to get 
Rs. 1,500/. p.m. while acting, but were forbidden 
to take their own servants, agents, or clerks on 
tour with them, or to lend money or have any 
commercial dealings whatever in their tour-district. 

Similar stringent orders were issued to military officers'. 
"both European and Native", and the employees of' the Faujdari 
adalats: 

The Board was to act as a general Court of Appeal to the 
ryot against "diwans, zamindars, farmers, and other public 
officers of the revenue." 

As a temporary measure the three provinces were divided 
into six divisions,78 each under a Provincial Council consisting 
of one chief, and four senior servants of the Company, assisted 
by a Secretary, Persian translator, accountant, clerks, etc .• 
except in Calcutta 711 where the Provincial Council consisted of 
two members of Council and three senior servants with the 
usual staff. 

In Calcutta moreover the Roy Royan acted as the Com
pany's diwan. while the Government appointed a diwan to 
each of the Provincial Councils. 

78 Murshidabad, Calcutta, Dacca, Burdwan, Dinajpur, Patnao 
711 The Calcutta Council '\'I°as more usually known as the Calcutta 

Committee of Revenue. 
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The various collectors were to be recalled as· soon as they 
had adjusted their accounts and handed over charge, and 
naibs,80 appointed by the various Provincial Councils, were to 
take over the interior collectorates in each of the six Divisions; 
these naibs were authorised to hold the Courts of Diwani adalat 
but appeals in all cases were allowed to the Provincial Sadar 
adalat, which was supervised by. the members of the Provincial 
Council. 

Thus the European element in the collections was very 
definitely diluted" and the administration still more centralised 
at a time when a knowledge of the districts was of paramount 
importance. 

In his reproduction of minutes of the Council, Colebrooke 
omits the passage which expresses the anxiety of the Council 
to prevent personal corruptiop among its servants. 

"It81 has already been remarked that the great weight of 
affairs with which the administration is already loaded will not 
admit of the immediate introduction of the proposed system, 
and it is possible that it may still remain a charge too great for 
one body to manage, even with all the regularity which time and 
experience may give it. But if it should be found so, the 
collections will be better conducted at the Presidency by the 
same Provincial Councils than under the same control within the 
districts, because of the dangerous abuse which may be· made 
of the personal influence of the members composing these 
Provincial Councils and resident within their Division". But. 
the Council proceed in the next sentence to make the extra
ordinary comment ... "neither will theirSZ business suffer by the 
distance of their situation except only in the case of extra
ordinary investigations, which may require the presence of 
individuals, or the inspection of mofussil papers." 

The Council. then explain the reason for giving the 
members of the Council who were Chiefs of a Provincial 
Council a salary of Rs. 3,000/- a month ...... "It will be a 
reasonable compensation for the loss which the members of 

80 Lit. Deputies. 
81 R. B. P. Nov. 23rd, 1773. 
82 j.e. the Supreme Council of Revenue's. 
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the Superior Council may be supposed to sustain by being 
excluded from every benefit of trade which they could not 
excuse, however disposed in themselves, without some degree 
of oppression. They will have more leisure to attend to the 
duties of their stations j and the Chiefs of the Provincial Councils 
will be more at liberty to check and correct any irregularity of 
others being under no restraint on account of their own private 
concerns ... "and they express a hope that a mutual guard 
against illicit profits will be maintained and that no collusion 
for improper purposes will occur, as it was "our duty to 
express our sentiments on a subject of such importance without 
reserve, although our declaration may admit of a misconstruc
tion against ourselves. As men, the servants of the Company 
are not exempted from the frailties and wants of humanity. If 
allowed the liberty of private trade while they possess an 
nnbounded power (and who shall bind those who constitute 
the Government itself) their trade will be a monopoly and an 
oppression. If forbidden to trade, without some reparation for 
the loss and some allowed means of acquiring a livelihood and 
even the prospect of a competency, the feeble words of a public 
edict will not hold them, but they will with little scruple 
break through them and attain those ends by unallowed means, 
because they will think that a decree which imposes upon them 
the necessity of perpetual penury could not have been really 
intended for their rigid observance j such having been in many 
instances the fatal practice of this Service. We say fatal, 
because laws and restrictions which have no coercion and bear 
too hardly on the passions for the common sufferance of man
kind, inevitably defeat their own purpose. They become 
totally disregarded, nor is it deemed an impeachment of 
morality to transgress them j and it is a consequence as infal
lible that when men are once allowed to pass the line of 
their prescribed duty at their own option, they will by degrees 
extend the latitude to the furthest extreme of corruptions, 
embezzlement and rapine. 

For t.hese reasons we have judged it advisable to withhold 
the temptations of oppression from those whose superior 
influence would afford them the most ready means of exercis-
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ing it, and to secure their forbearance by an eqnivalent and 
certain income ......•.. We wonld wish to extend' the like rnle to 
the inferior servants in power, especially those of the Provincial 
Conncils, by restraining them also totally from trade, and 
making them proportionable allowances, bnt we cannot proceed 
to such a length withont an express authority ......... We have 
therefore left the inferior servants in possession of the 
privilege of a fair trade, and hope that the distinction which 
we have made will guard against any great abuse of it." 

In addition to the Rs. 3,000/- which was Uiigned as a 
monthly salary, for the reasons already given, to the Chief of 
the Provincial Connci1, the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th members received 
Rs. 600/-, Rs. 500/-, Rs. 400/-, Rs. 400/- respectively, while 
secretaries, translators and accoontants received Rs. 100/- each. 
All these were monthly salaries. 

The new resolutions were immediately put into force, and 
the officials concerned were dnly informed in a circular letter" 
dated November 2Jrd, 1773. In the letter it was stated that 
...... "in consequence of the orders of the Hon'ble Court of. 
Directors, having thought it necessary to recall the Collectors 
and establish a new system of superintendency for collecting 
the revenue of the Provinces of Bengal and Behar, we have 
resolved as a present expedient to divide the Province into six 
grand Divisions, each Division to be under the management of a 
Connci1 consisting of a chief and four members........... We 
desire you will observe that, although we have resolved 
immediately to adopt the above mentioned plan we mean it and 
declare it to be only for a temporary purpose and introductory 
to any other more general and permanent one which the Hon'ble 
Court of Directors or we may hereafter determine on. •....... " 

In place of the existing establishment for a Collector, a 
revised establishment foc· each Collectorship was drawn up. 
Thus while retaining the Collectorship as the direct teritorial 
unit of the collections, the system established in 1772 was 
almost completely changed; the main effect was to weaken 
considerably the control, feeble as it already was, of the 

BIlL B. P. New. 2Jni, 1773. 
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European officer over the collections. The change was entirely 
for the bad: it checked a growing public spirit among the 
younger officers of the Company: it definitely deprived the 
Company of that increasing knowledge of the state of the 
revenue and the methods of collecting it; and it was a tacit 
announcement that the Company found the subject beyond 
their powers, and that, provided the stipulated sum was received, 
it did not much matter how much was collected nor the manner 
in which it was obtained. For this retrogressive step the 
Directors are primarily responsible. 

The proceedings of the Board of Revenue for 1774, until 
the change created by the Regulation Act, bear much the same 
character as those recorded during the r~gime of the Collector: 
the letters issued to Collectors were of a peremptory nature, 
those to the Councils are less dictatorial, but unmistakably 
authoritative. 

The same tales of refractory and unsatisfactory zamindars, 
of large "balances" mostly irrecoverable, of oppressed and 
despairing ryots are received from the Councils at head 
quarters, and the same injunctions to collect the balances and 
to deal severely with the defaulting zamindars are sent into 
the mofussil. 

General rules for "the better management of business" 
were issuedBt to the Chiefs of the Provincial Councils.... .. "We 
think it necessary to apprise you of the following rules which 
we wish to see applied and observed in regulating the offices 
for managing the detail of business at the several grand Divisions. 
F'irst, the rent of all lands which are in lease to responsible 
farmers should be paid immediately at the sadar, as well as 
with a view to save to Government the expenses of collecting, 
as to cut off the sources of embezzlement and corruption which, 
notwithstanding the most coercive regulations, will ever be 
inseparable from the management of inferior collectors. 

Secondly, the rents of lands whose farmers are not thus 
r.ubstantial, but the circumstance and situation of which will 
admit of their being collected at the seat of the provincial 

MR. B. P. Jan. 11th, 1774. 
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Council, should rather be collected by an officer, or sarista,8i 
comprehended in the sadar cutcherry, 86 than by a separate 
cutcherry on the spot under the management of a naib. The 
same reasons are to be assigned for this, as for the proceeding 
rule: it will retrench expense, it will restrain embezzlement and 
corruption, and it \\ill further, from being under the immediate 
eye of yourselves, your diwan and his naib, prove the means 
of preventing balances, which often arise from a relaxed conduct 
in inferior collectors and insufficient authority to enforce 
payments. ·Thirdly, in arranging the management of districts 
which cannot be regulated by the two preceding rules, a proper 
regard must be had to the geography of the country and local 
situation of the lands; by this mode a more considerable 
collection may be comprehended under one mofussil cutcherry 

" 
On the I2th January 1774ff1 the B~d of Revenue prescribed 

additional Regulations defining the powers of the Provincial 
Councils. These include-

"The Provincial Councils shall not publish any proclama
tion, either written or verbal, which may in any shape effect 
our intercourse with foreign nations or the general constitution 
of the Government of these Provinces without an express order 
from the superior Council of Revenue." Then follow certain 
regulations controlling petitions and warrants: No. 13 states 
that "claims to zamindaris exceeding Rs. 1,000/- annual 
produce are to come under the cognizance of the Chief and 
Council, but if the zamindaris exceed Rs. 10,000/- annual 
malguzari,86 and the alienated lands Rs. 1,000/- annual produce, 
they must be transmitted to the Superior Council of Revenue 
for their approbation before a decision is passed upon them ...... " 

(Zamindaris producing less than Rs. 1,000/- and alienated 
lands less than Rs. 100 annnally were to be taken cognizance 
of by the Superintendent of the Diwani adalat, but the Chief 
could, at his discretion, refer them to the Council). 

as Record-keeper. 
86 Court or Office. 
ff1 R. B. P., Jan. 12th, 1774. 
118 Revenue Assessment. 
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"The executive power is vested in the Chief alone: no act 
of authority whatever shall be exercised by the members of the 
Provincial Council except the Superintendent of the adalat in 
his judicial capacity." 

Some idea of the pecuniary responsibility of the Chiefs and 
members of the ProvinCial Councils may be 'gained from the 
estimate of the disbursementsS9 from the Dacca Treasury for 
the year 1774-

Dacca Investment 
Warehouse establishment 
Bleaching and washing charges 
Lakhmipur90 investment 
Charges military 
Buxey's office---(Bakshi's)91 
Mahalat Huzuri91 

.. Nizamat98 

Salt Advances 
Advances for transporting lime 
Advances for making lime ... 

Total 

} 

Rs. 
10,50,000 

2,10,000 

4,50,000 
70,000 
11,000 
81,000 

1,96,215 
4,40,000 

67,864 
20,000 

or (reckoning ten rupees to the pound sterling) £259,649 in the 
money of King George III. . 

To turn more directly to the Council's administration record. 
two immediate problems are noticeable; 

Ca) those connected with the administration of justice. 
(b) those dealing immediately with the collection of the 

revenue. 

In the matter of justice. the recall of the Collectors 
necessitated a readjustment of the administration of justice in 
the mofussil Courts. 

8D R. B. P., March 16th, 1774. 
90 A district under the Dacca CouncU's management. 
SI Paymaster's office. 
91 Districts paying Revenue to Government direct. 
us Districts paying Revenue to G9vemment through Collectors. 
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The Provincial Council at Murshidabad, in spite of the 
dissent of their Chief, Mr. Samuel Middleton, made certain 
proposals" to establish small Courts for dealing with petty 
cases, to be staffed by minor officials: their desire was to make 
justice easy, cheap and accessible. The Board disallowed the 
proposals on the ground of expense, and of the untrustworthy 
nature of the officials who would of necessity be employed and 
who would become "subservient to the will of zamindars and 
fanners"; and the Board gOes on to content itself with the 
hope ............ "We would fain persuade ourselves, where the 
interest of the zamindars and fanners is so materially connected 
with the ease and security of the ryots, and where it so greatly 
depends on their labour and industry, as it must evidently do 
when they hold lands on a long lease, that this consideratioc 
will prevent them from being guilty of injustice .. \l6 •••••••••••• 

Such complacency," in the face of written reports to the opposite 
effect received from the districts almost each week. is hard to 
pardon. The records of the Board for 1772-1774 show a 
continual desire of the district ()fficers to extend the work of 
the Courts; and the inaction of the Board must be ascribed to 
tack of men, lack of money, and to a feeling that the actual 
collection of the" revenues was the first and foremost duty of 
the Company's servants, before which nothing could or should 
be placed. 

In the matter of revenue. the Provincial Councils faced the 
same problems and difficulties as the Collectors had done; the 
same ignorance of the amount actually paid by the ryot 
continued to prevail, and the outstanding deficits or "balances" 
increased. The Dinajpur Council,lIII openly stated that the 
land was over--assessed; the Murshidabad Council97 made the 
same report..... . "We do not hesitate to declare our opinion 
that the district is over-assessed." 

The Burdwan Council forwarded98 a report from Mr. 
Alexander Higginson, late Collector of Birbhum, on the 

IN R. B. P., March 3M, In4-
iii R. B. P., March 3rd, 1774-
l1li R. B. P., May 31st, In4-
" Ibid. 
• R. B. P., June 26th, I774-
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difficulty of collecting the outstanding deficits, and he 
continues......... "I am sorry to be under the necessity of 
acquainting you that there are complaints from all parts ...... of 
a very considerable desertion of ryots owing to the oppressions 
and exactions committed by the old farmers and to the like 
conduct of many of the new farmers." Mr. Higginson 
estimated that in some places 30% of the ryots had deserted. 

The Provincial Councils were not lacking in sympathy for 
the difficulties of zamindars. After the Board had issued 
orders for the ejection of the Rani Bhawani from the zamindari 
of Rajshahi, the Provincial Council of MUIshidabad addressedw 

the Board on her behalf, that she might retain some of her 
privileges ...... "We flatter ourselves we shall not incUI your 
cenSUIe if, incited by motives of compassion, we interestoUI-
selves in her ............ Waiving every argument of the responsi-
bility of the Province, and every public plea which might be 
urged in favour of her present claim, we wish to connect her 
cause as much as possible with that of humanity, since the 
severity with which she has hitherto been treated, however 
deservedly, and the additional anguish she will still experience 
from a communication of your injunctions respecting her son,l00 
will, we hope, when combined together, be of sufficient force 
to expiate every cause of displeasure she has so inconsiderately 
given to Government." 

The Board replied in the negative, they described the plea 
for humanity as "misplaced or ill-founded" and the deficit to 
be due to extravagance and mismanagement. 

Another frequent SOUIce of trouble was the bankrupt state 
of the farmers themselves. 

In a letter101 from the Dinajpur Provincial Council dated 
September 9th, 1774, the Council write "We know them (i.e. 
the farmers) to be all in debt and that their creditors are ready 
to seize the first money that comes into their hands ........ 

These extracts are sufficient to snow that whether Collector 

99 R. B. P., July 12th, 1774. 
100 Her son had been debarred from succession to the Zamindari by 

the Board's order in favour of another claimant. 
101 R. B. P., Sept. 20th, 1774. 
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or Provincial Council took charge of the collections, the 
difficulties remained the same. Finally, with the Councils 
came.an increase of native officers of whom the chief in each 
Division was the diwan. Each Provincial Council was assisted 
by a native officer called a diwan-his office was very important, 
but it 'was difficult to find men capable of filling the office. 

At the Board's meeting on July 5th, 1774, the President 
laid before the Board "an abstract of the official letters which 
have been· sent and of the answers which have been returned' 
by the diwans. 

Letters. Answered. Not answered. 

Dacca 22 15 7 
Murshidabad 23 nil 23 
Burdwan 13 7 6 

Dinajpur 14 nil 14 

Consequently, a circular letter was sent to the Provincial 
Councils directing them "to impress upon their diwans the 
necessity of submitting regular replies to all letters received by 
them from the President and the Roy Royan. HlOli 

The institution of the Provincial Councils was avowedly 
temporary, and it was only in proper working force fbr six 
months before the changes made by the Regulating Act: during 
those six months, however, the minutes of the Board of Revenue 
are filled with petitions from farmers and zammdars pleading 
inability to pay, with letters from the Councils complaining of 
the villainies of the farmers and the miseries of the ryots, in 
fact, with all the evidence of a collapsing revenue system. 

Before this, the Council of Revenue at Patna, an authorita
tive body, gave in detai1103 a distressing account of the state 
of their province (Bihar) and, foreshadowing Sir John Shore. 
or even Sir P. Francis, recommended definitely the settlement 
of their Province on long or perpetual leases. They felt that 
no collections could be satisfactorily arrived at except on a basis. 

102 R. B. P., July 5th, 1774 
101 R. B. P., Jan. 29th, 1773 
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of stability and they argued that a lengthy tenure alone would 
<ensure such stability. Their letter is dated December 17th, 
1772, and commences by relating the great diminution of the 
inhabitants due to the severity of the famine (1770), and for 
oth~r causes which they detail i the letter continues, "having 
thus been under the necessity of representing to you the 
-desolate condition of this province, it remains that we submit 
to you our sentiments on the measures which seem best 
-calculated to produce a remedy. It has been successfully 
pr~ctised by the Hindustan Princes that, where a particular 
-district has gone to ruin, to give it to a 'zamindar or any othet 
man of known good conduct for a long course of years, or 
in perpetuity, at a fixed rent· not to be increased should ever 
the industry of the renter raise an unexpected average to him
self. This plan might be adopted either in the fixing of a small 
:zamindari or renting of an extensive district. A moderate 
annual increase might be taken until the revenue arose to the 
highest rate which the taluk or pargana yielded in any year 
since our acquisition of the Diwani, and then.. it might remain 
fi;xed for the renter's· life. Indeed, in some clses where the 
difference is very great, it might be necessary to extend the 
lease to the life of the son .................. Every man might then 
consider the lands he rented as his own secure estate. His 
-own interest must prompt him to promote agriculture and 
manufactures and encourage as many people as possible to settle 
on his lands, and he would certainly use his best endeavour to 
increase the culture of the sugar cane, the poppy, and such 
other articles as yield the greatest rent, though they at first 
Tequire some trouble and expense ............ We find that villages 
held mokarari (i.e. at a fixed rent) by officers of influence in 
the Government are the only ones which bear any proportion t& 
their former value. It may be said that the farm may in time 
be greatly improved and that by these engagements the Company 
will lose the benefit of it: it will appear by the enclosed account· 
that the revenue of the 1;»rovince on this plan. must amount to 
65.15.726 rupees before the mokarari would take place i besides 
1eases will be continually falling in by the deaths of the renters 
imd there is no room to hope for any such improvement without 
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it. There is a further immediate convenience with which it 
would be attended j a petty zamindar enters into an agreement 
with the renter, embezzles the produce of his taluk, and then 
deserts with a considerable balance. In the meanwhile the 
taluk goes to ruin for want of its zamindar: no person is to be 
found who will purchase it or even accept it, until at length-the 
zamindar is obliged to be vested back on his own terms, his. 
misbehaviour overlooked, and his balances excused........ . We 
should frequently find people to purchase the talnks, were we 
at liberty to fix them on the plan we have .recommended, . though 
they will not on the present uncertain footing; and few of the 
zamindars would venture to misbChave were they convinced 
that the loss of their inheritance would be the immediate 
Consequence. " 

The Board replied to this letter on January 19th, 1773. 
"The plan which you recommend for the settlement of the 
Patna province on long or perpetual leases, although founded 
on good and solid arguments, appears to be too hazardous to 
venture on it without well weighing all the consequences of such 
an attempt, and 'ensuing to the Government, as far as the point 
of such distan! speculation and depending on so many varying 
circumstances will admit of it, the full benefit intended by it 
without injury to the general interest. Leases for a long term 
of years, we are morally certain, will generally prove beneficial 
to the country, and so far to the revenue as the profits of the 
farmer will ensure the punctual discharge of their kists :lM but 
we think they may be extended too far by making them 
perpetual unless a previous trial of a definite lease, but of some 
duration, to encourage the farmer to attend to the improvement 
of his farm, were made, to obtain a medium rent on which those 
of the perpetual leases could be formed. 

The same grounds on which you build your opinion of the 
expediency of perpetual leases induced us to fix a period of 

- five years for those of Bengal, and this we think sufficient to 
obtain an increase in the collections and an improvement in 
the population of the country j and this mode we incline to 

lOIlDstalments of revenue. 
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.approve for the Province of Behar. Your proposal is liable to 

.other objections. 
Were the zamindars all men of ability and credit, it could 

not admit .of a dQubt that the most effectual way to improve 
the country and to ensure the punctual payment of the Govern
ment's rent would be to let them hold the zamindaris for life 
.or even to descent to their heirs for ever on certain fixed rents. 
But as few will be found thus qualified yQU must either adopt 
this principle with those who are, and farm the rest as usual, 
.or, to make the regulation universal, dispossess the insufficient 
zamindars of their inheritance to strangers. The first expedient 
would be too partial to do much good: it would do much harm 
since it would prove an infallible means of dispeopling the lands 
which still continue under the old form of Government. The 
latter would be an injustice to which we could never give our 
assent without departing from those principles which we have 
publicly held out as the rule of our conduct, and injuring the 
faith of Government which such a cQnduct would render 
suspicious even to them who immediately benefitted by it, and 
prevent their relying upon the performance of those assurances 
which were made fQr their encouragement and. for the benefit 
.of the Regulation. We shall defer our final determination 
regarding the future settlement of the Behar Province till the 
arrival of your Chief at the Presidency." 

Other events were now impending. The news of the 
Regulating Act reached Calcutta in the late summer of 1774 
and was communicated by the Board to the Provincial Councils. 

N ote.-(a) The establishment of a Provincial Council. The 
example given is that of Murshidabad. 

Chief 
2nd member 
3rd member 
4th and 5th members 

I Secretary 1 
I Accountant 
I Persian Translator 

Pay per mensem. 
Rs. 

3,000/-
600/-
500/-
400/- each 

100/- each 
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ASSISTANTS. 

1: Secretary. 
1: Accountant. 
I Persian Translator. 
.3 Assistants in the Secretary's office. 
I Assistant in the Accountant's office. 
1: Assistant with the Chief. 

Total 10 assistants on 
Rs. 49-15-6 each per 
month. 

I Assistant in the Diwani adalat. 
I Assistant in the Faujdari adalat. 

DIWAN'S OFFICE. 

I Diwan 
I Naib 
I Peshkar 
I Clerk 
I Clerk 

Rs. 
1:,000/- a month 

400/- " " 
150/- " " 
25/- " " 20/- .. " 

SARISTA WASrr. BAKI. 

(Office 0/ Amounts recei'Ved and Outstanding). 

I Saristadar 
3 Clerks 

3 " 

each 
each 

Rs. 
100/- per month 

~ol-" " 
15/-" " 

In addition to the staff already mentioned, the Diwan was 
assisted by-

Rs. 
I Saristadar 100/- per month 
I Head clerk 35/-" " 

10 Clerks each 15/-" " 
I Karkoon (Cashier or treasurer) 80/-" " 

The Provincial Treasury office contained 
I Khazanchi (Cashier) So/- per month 
I Cash-keeper 35/-" " 
4 Clerks each 15/- It II 
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I Head Poddar (Treasury 
servant) 15/- ". " 

2 Poddars each 10/-" " 

In each district, i.e. the place of the old Collectorate 
establishment, the following staff was instituted. 

I Naib 100/- per month 
I Peshkar 50/-" " 
I Saristadar . 25/-" " 
5 Clerks each 10/-." " 
2 Munshis each 10/-" " 
I Khazancai 25/-" " 
2 Khazanchi's clerks each 10/-" " 
2 Poddars each 5/-" " 
I Vakip06 30/-" " 
I J amadar108 10/-" " 

10 Peons each 4/-" " 
2 Daftaris107 each 3/8/-" " 
I Ferash108 5/-" " 

Ink, paper, lamp oil 50/-"" 
The total cost of each district 
establishment amounted to 440/- " " 

(b) Copy of the Penalty bond to be executed by gentlemen 
of the Council in conformity with their resolution dated 
November 23rd, 1773, forbidding them to carryon any private 
trade in the Provinces of Bengal, Behar and Orissa. 

Know all men by these presents that I.. ............. COuncillor 
at Fort William in Bengal in the service of the United Company 
merchants of England trading to the East Indies and held and 
firmly bound unto the said United Company of Merchants of 
England trading to the East Indies as aforesaid in the penal 
sum of Twenty Thousand Pounds sterling money of England to 
lawful payment whereof truly to be made, I do hereby bind 
myself unto the said United Company of Merchants firmly by 
these presents. In witness whereof, I have at FortWirIiam 

105 Attorney. 
108 Head-peon. 
107 Book-binders. 
108 Menial in charge of the office. 
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and dread of loss of character and fame induced the Rani to 
engage with Government beyond what her country could afford 
to pay ............ ; .............. (the writer also adds here that the 
oppressions of the farmer Amrat Singh and the complete hold 
over the Rani exercised by priests and Brahmins had affected 
the estate adversely} ........................... Having thus stated the 
general causes of the depletion in the revenues, as well as other 
concurrent particular ones, for the failures in that province, 
which as longest under my direction I am best acquainted with 
I shall just throw out a few general hints as to the remedies 
which suggest themselves to me to stop these growing evils, 
observing at the same time that they can be only general ones ; 

. these evils being such as will require all the wisdom of Govern
ment, with an unremitting attention to the minutest circums
tances and to the effects of every measure adopted to obviate 
them. The first remedy which suggests itself, and without the 
adoption of which all other means will be fruitless, is a universal 
remission of some considerable proportion of the revenue 
throughout the provinces. Such remission should have been made 
immediately' on the famine. Its not taking place then has 
made it more and more, necessary every day, and the longer it 
is delayed, the more ruinous the consequences must be to this 
country and its revenues. But if such a remission be now 
afforded and care taken that this indulgence extend to the poor 
labourer and do not centre with the under-collectors, I do 
declare it as my opinion that the most salutary effects will be 
derived therefrom, and that, three more years hence, a revenue 
even beyond that now collected may. probably be raised from 
the country without any oppression thereon. I would also 
recommend the leaving the lands, whenever it can possibly be 
done with security to Government, in the zamindar's hands in 
preference to indifferent ijaradars,1ll3 alth{)ugh the latter may 
bid more for the farms. The zamindar knows the country and 
will always, to preserve his own dignity and character, bid up 
to the worth of it rather than forfeit his title and possessions: 
and though the ijaradar who bIds beyond him may perhaps ful-

1113 Holders of an ijara or farm on the revenue. 
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fill his engagements to Government, it must be by such an 
oppression on the ryots as must in the end prove destructive to 
the Company's revenues. When lands must of necessity be let 
to an ijaradar, the strictest attention should be paid to his being 
an inhabitant of the country he farms and having been conver
sant in revenue business, for ignorance in the mode of collec
tion may in some and a great degree produce the same evils as 
extortion itself, and I am convinced that ignorance of many of 
our farmers, by an injudicious collection at one time, and at 
others by subjecting them to the villainies of more able and 
informed agents, has been the cause of as much mischief to the 
country and oppression to tne people as any other circumstance 
that can be named. The zamindar is indeed in every light he 
can be viewed, the properest and the only person to whom 
Government can, consistently with the welfare of the country, 
let the lands: the ryots respect him and will gladly submit to 
everything but the most cruel hardships from his hands without 
repining as they look towards him as their natural master and 
protector; and he himself, considering his interest as permanent 
in the country, will avoid every oppression which, as it will 
injure the country, must also lend in the end to the detriment 
of himself and family. 

Very different is the case with an ijaradar no ways concerned 
in the welfare of the country beyond the date of his engage
ments. His only care is to realise as fast as he can what he 
contracted to pay Government, and to appropriate to himself 
a considerable sum of money ; perfectly indifferent, when those 
ends are accomplished, how far the country may be distressed, 
and the future revenues of Government diminished. The 
present remission, then, of the revenue, and the leaving the lands 
as much as possible in the possession of the zamindar appear to 
me to be the two primary and most necessary measures in order 
to remedy the depletion of the revenues .................. after what 
I have said, it is no longer necessary for me to add anything in 
answer to the last query contained in your Secretary's letter, 
"Viz., whether from my knowledge of the condition of the 
country I conceive that the payments will increase in the pro
portion fixed in the bandobast settled by the Committee of 
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Circuit 1772, as the whole of my observations tend to prove 
that the present revenue is beyond what the country can afford, 
and consequently that the increase cannot be realised without 
the ruin thereof. 

I have, etc., 
(Sd.) SAMUEl. MIDDr.ETON." 

Mr. P. R. Dacres, who like Mr. S. Middleton, had been a' 
mem.ber of the Committee of Circuit, commenced by stating 
particularly that he can and wili only speak from his own 
experience and observationlM. 

The chief produce and manufacture of the districts under 
his charge was salt. He considered that the salt districts 1U1d 
the 24 Parganas135 had not suffered so terribly from the famine 
as had other districts, "their state of cultivation .................. is 
in every degree adequate to realising the revenue fixed for the 
remaining term of the present leaSes ............ the farmers are 
responsible persons and the ability of the districts is by no 
means on the decline ........................ " 

Dealing with theJessore District, he alludes to the difficulty 
of the zamindar in fulfilling his engagements, and as a remedy 
suggests "a method so apparent that it is almost needless to 
mention it, I mean, to grant a remission in the rents" ......... he 
attributes the failure to pay the revenue in Jessor~ to the effects 
of the famine of 1770. 

He also pointed out that a cause of distress and failure to 
pay the revenues was due to the pu1illic auction of the farms ...... 
"The auction of lands for so long a period was not before 
known to the inhabitants of Bengal. Bidders were allowed to 
attend the sales, no less froxn a prospect of gain than from the 
novelty of the circumstances, a spirit of emulation was thus 
given birth to, and to have the reputation of landholders im
perceptibly spurred them on to outbid one another. Thus was 
'1 district, the least calculated to feed such vain hopes,l36 
heightened in its rents to an exorbitant rate; for besides having 

1M G. G. P. April 7th, 1775. 
135 A distIict round Calcutta on the left bank of R. Hooghly. 
136 He is referring to the Nadia DistIict. 
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suffered to an extreme degree from the direful effects of the 
famine, the soil is very unfertile and the ryots from the same 
cause so- very indigent, that it is with difficulty that they are 
able to subsist upon their labour and pay their rents: from 
hence it is evident that they are taxed beyond what they can 
afford. The farmers who took the district found their expecta
tions so little answered that most of them were reduced to a 
state of insolvency the first year: a settlement has since been 
made with the zamindar and a remISSIOn granted of 
Rs. 30,000/- ; this sum, however, I conceive to be by no means 
adequate to the indulgence which the district requires to 
preserve it from further decay: a still further deduction of 
at least double that amount would be necessary for this salutary 
purpose; and when that is done I believe Government will 
still receive from it an equivalent rent to what was paid at the 
time of the cession of the Diwanj187 ............ " The writer then 
discusses the defalcation of the revenue. "Its apparent decline 
is to be attributed to many causes. The first and most material 
is the havoc which the famine made amongst the inhabitants, 
and which was consequently attended with a decrease in the 
cultivation. The lands have been taken in farm at a rent 
exceeding their ability. The farmers to fulfil their engagement 
have realised from the husbandman a larger rent than he has 
been able to afford: under this hardship to forsake his profes
sion and his country has been-the easiest and speediest means of 
relief......... The unavoidable accidents of drought and inunda
tion have occasionally rendered it necessary to grant large 
deductions. The great quantity of specie, which has of late 
years been exported from this country and the large invest
ments annually sent home to England for which no returns are 
made, have also had a considerable influence in producing a 
decay of the revenues. 

To remedy these evils and to restore the country to a 
flourishing state, there is but one effectual method; it cannot 
obviate the annual burtlen arising from the exports of the 
Company's investments but it will enable it better to support 
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it i-grant the ryots a total remission of the taxes which have 
been accumulating on their payments for these last IS or 20 

years past: let a settlement be then made with the zamindars, 
fixing the rent to perpetuity, and trust to a sale of their pro
perty as a security for their payments." He states these 
methods would encourage immigration, improve agriculture and 
manufactures, increase prosperity,. and improve the revenue: 
if zamindars are notoriously incapable, their lands might he 
let to responsible farmers for a lease of one or two lives under 
due guards against embezzlements... "I would not recommend 
the mode of a khasl38 collection which of all o~hers has proved 
most disadvantageous to Government, as well as detrimental to 
the country from the ill use the khas collectors have. generally 
made of their power and influence." The writer admits that such 
experiments could not be introduced wholesale j "a trial on 
howsoever circumscribed a scale, I am satisfied, would pro
duce in a degree the good effects wished for: I mean that the 
measure of letting out the lands to perpetuity should be 
uniformly observed and the remission of the taxes of the ryots 
granted in proportion as the state and condition of the respective 
districts·might require ................. . 

Dated, Calcutta, 

February loth, 1775. 

I have etc., 

(Sd.) M. DACUS." 

Mr. G. G. Ducarel, giving evidence139 in person before the 
Board, attributed the unhappy state of the country "to a 
constant drain of money without proportionable returns, which 
has impoverished the country and lowered the value of the lan.d 
and their produce. Whilst the revenues of Bengal were spent 
'it Murshidabad, the great concourse of people assembled there, 
and the luxury of a Court, required ample supplies of all the 
necessaries of life from the distant provinces ; their productions 

138 Direct collection by the officers of Government. 
139 G. G. P. July 18th, 1775. 
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were then in constant demand, and regular returns of specie 
were made to answer the remittances of revenue. Murshidabad 
is now reduced to a village compared to its former state ..... . 
The Company spend the revenues of the Provinces chiefly in 
the maintenance of their troops, and provision of an investment 
for Europe, and there are no troops stationed in or near 
PurneaHO nor any manufactures of consequence ......... " 

He states that 3}( to 4 maundsUJ. of the best wheat and 
rice could be purchased in 1771/72 for one rupee; and for 
inferior grain there was iittle demand at the same price for 
double the amount. He did not think under existing conditions 
the revenue would ever fully recover for the rea "sons meptioned. 
"I am fully of opinion that a person of experience with discre
tionary power might render great service to the -Company and 
the province by effecting a permanent settlement in the most 
eligible mode according to local and particular circumstances, 
and upon an equitable valuation...... There are some parganas 
where the zamindars are capable and have such a natural 
interest with their tenants that it would be most advantageous 
to make the settlement with them on a long lease. There are 
others ...... where the settlement must be made either with 
inferior talukdars or with the ryots themselves, if possible, upon 
a fixed and permanent rent ......... The plan itself may appear 
very difficult to execute from the greatness of the detail ; but 
I know it to be practicable, if the ryots can be brought to give 
their consent, from the experience I have had in a partial 
trial ...... " 

Mr. Hurst, who had been chief of the Patna Council, 
attributedl 4l! the failure of the revenue "to the continual foreign 
wars from the time of Aliverdi Khan14S to the end of 1764 and 
to the famine of 1770 which had devastated the country. He 
also considered the settlement was very high and that the 
country could bot afford "the increase in the proportion fixed 
in the bandobast" made by the Committee of Circuit. 

140 The district of which he had been Collector. 
1'1 If he is correctly reported this rate was 4 times cheaper than 

the Calcutta rate of that day. 
141 G. G. P. April 4th, 1775. 
148 1740-1756• 
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This was very authoritative information, and must have 
afforded the Board some unpleasant reading. Other disquieting 
symptoms appeared. Discontent was showing itself among the 
Company's district officers. Each Provincial Council forwarded 
and endorsed petitions for the better pay of their assistants and 
complaints of insufficient salaries and the hardship of being 
restricted from trade. Accusations were being brought without 
a shred of evidence against the Company's oldest and most 
trusted servants, in the knowledge that the violent party spirit 
of the Majority would render precarious the chances of a fair 
bearing to the colleagues of Hastings and Barwell. The best 
evidence from the mofussil was unanimous in considering the 
settlement made in- 1772 to be too high, and in condemning the 
irresponsible gambling introduced by the system which put the 
farms up to public auction. The most arresting advice is that 
of Messrs. P. M. Dacres and G. G. Ducare1, whQse propoSed 

. remedy, viz., a permanent settlement, evidently impressed 
Francis and was propounded by him at a later date without 
acknowledgment to its authors. The evidence, taken as 
a whole, displays a very considerable knowledge among the 
Company's district officers of the prevailing conditions, and a 
practical and humane desire to improve and relieve those con
ditions. The report 144 of Mr. W. Harwood, Chief of the 
Provincial Council of Dinajpur, is a further example of this 
growing sense of administrative responsibility among the Com
pany's officers. He is writing of the system in force in some 
districts of collecting the revenue by zilladars. The word 
zilladar has various meanings, but here it may be interpreted as 
a petty revenue officer having jurisdiction over several villages, 
subordinate to the pargana officer. Mr. Harwood states that 
...... "The system of collecting the revenues of Rangpur146 by 
means of zilladars has been very prejudicial to the prosperity of 
that province: it has increased the charge of collection to an 
enormous sum j it has encouraged the destructive practice of 
discounting pats,l46 has impeded the circulation of specie, and 

144 G. G. P. June 7th, 1775. 
146 District in his Division. 
148 Pat, a promissory note. 
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in some measure contributed to the accumulation of so large 
a sum in the treasury. As adventurers and temporary residents 
in the district they are not interested in its welfare, and, as men 
without credit or responsibility, th'ey have no concern for the 
good or ill-management of the public business: they are merely 
the c1:J.annel through which the zamindars pay their rents to 
Government, they have no charge in the mofussil nor property 
to make good th.e balances which are frequently' incurred; 
and being unable even to advance money when it is 
required for the discharge of a kist,147 they have been 
obliged to discount the zamindars' pats before they became 
due, which has not only occasioned a new article of 
expense, but has introduced that very dangerous practice 
of trafficking in paper currency: the revenue passing through 
their hands also suffers great diminution, and is frequently 
spent or embezzled before it reaches the treasury ........ . 
It has been the invariable practice of the zilladars, with a view 
to make their continuance in employ a matter of necessity, to 
borrow money for the revenue of one year, and to repay it in 
the next: by this artful contrivance of receiving and paying 
fallacious sums, they have blended together the different years' 
accounts and collections and have confused and perplexed the 
business almost beyond a possibility of remedy ...... " 

Similar tales of oppression endured by the ryots are made 
by Mr. N. Bateman, Chief of Chittagong. He complains1t8 of 
the subterfuges of the principal zamindars and the kanungos, 
and the ignorance of the new diwanu9...... "The present 
declining and miserable state of the province of Roshnabad 
will no doubt appear to you, gentlemen, to merit immediate 
attention. I can venture with the utmost confidence to assure 
you that since Manik Bose (the Rajah's security) has had his 
man there, stiled the Rajah's diwan, the country in general, and 
the ryots in partiCular, have been most notoriously oppressed. 
even without prospect to them of redress j for the man who 
causes those oppressions governs the country with such absolute 

147 Instalment of revenue. 
1t8 G. G. P. July 7th, I77S. 
149 The Company's diwan. 
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sway, that the injured find it easier to suffer than to complain, 
and the consequence is less dreaded. The Rajah himself is in 
a state of servitude and oppression by being kept in poverty, 
ignorance, and a continual dread of the diwan's power and 
interest. 

It is particularly expedient to check, if not redress, these 
abuses at this juncture; there being a considerable balance due 
from the province, and the misery of the country is alleged as 
an excuse by the very man who is the creator of that misery, 
which I am sorry to say is too real to be doubted. The Rajah 
is interested in the welfare of his country and should not be 
deprived of power to increase it, but the diwan is interested in 
amassing as much money as he can get at this time; for, though 
it may occasion the utter misery of the province a few years 
hence, there is not the least probability of his being a sufferer j 

the loss will only fall on the Company and fIie Rajah. 
It has long been the determination of your Hon'ble Board, 

and an object of your particular attention, to prevent the 
exaction of arbitrary taxes, as it is of a most pernicious nature .. 
They prevail in the Roshnabad province to such an excessive 
degree that they have not only banished ~ommerce almost 
entirely from that country, but greatly depopulated it ......... " 

The minutes of the Governor General in Council for 1775 
are fu11 of complaints and petitions to the Board of extortion 
and oppression j of "balances" which cannot be recovered ; . of 
the rivalries and jealousies between individual farmers j of 
bribery and dishonest conduct against ali the servants, Euro
pean and Indian alike, of the Company. The truth of these 
allegations are supported and denied by witnesses whose evi
dence seems to consist mainly of assertions. The general effect 
is that of discontent and unhappiness, but it has the redeeming 
feature of increasing knowledge and Ii growing capacity among 
the Company's officers in the districts to observe and suggest 

' .. l,lief for the prevailing disorders j unfortunately, the central 
executive lJody was too torn with dissension to make the best 
use of that knowledge. This knowledge was obtained with 
difficulty, for the Board absolutely' prohibited any member of 
the Council from touring in the districts under severe penalties j 
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moreover, the Council system itself was disliked by the officers 
called upon to serve in them: General Clavering in a minute150 

proposing the restoration of the system of Collectors said, "T 
have never yet conversed with anyone of the members of the 
Provincial Councils who has not been of that opinion. They 
know that they are unable collectively to be of any service in 
superintending the districts wn1ch are remote from the seat of 
their Council. These parts are consigned to naibs who,' being 
conscious how little their conduct is liable to be controlled, 
seize every opportunity of abusing the great trust which is 
reposed in them." 

There was much truth in this criticism; the system was 
fdulty because of its excessive centralising effect at a time when 
no efficient control had been established in the districts. This 
advice, supported by the best mofussil experience, was lost upon 
Hastings who never ceased his efforts to confine the bulk of 
revenue administration to Calcutta at the expense of the 
districts who were thus starved of responsible officers and local 
administration at a time when, to use the words of the Council 
of Patna, "so large a field is left for fraud and embezzlement 
that great care is required in the choice of the men who are 
to be entrusted with the management of the collections."15l 

A difficulty not infrequently mentioned in reports from the 
mofussil is the scarcity of rupees, which led to profiteering by 
the sbroffs151 who bought up all that they could obtain, and 
disposed of them at an exorbitant profit to those who were 
under engagement to pay their revenue in rupees. It will be 
seen therefore that the information which the Company's district 
officers sent in to head-quarters during the first year of the new 
administration was steadily increasing in volume and in detail. 
The information was often accompanied by practical suggestions 
based on knowledge gained from residence in a particular 
district and from a genuine desire to improve the conditions in 
which the humbler subjects of the Company were living. In' 

150 G. G. P. Sept. 12th, 1775. 
151 G. G. P. Nov. 1St, 1775. 
152 Men engaged in a banking, exchange·braking, and money-Iending- : 

business. 
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these reports, too, can be detected an entirely different tone 
from that obtaining in those submitted by the supravisors; this 
is due to the growth of a sense of administrative responsibility. 
It is, therefore, not too much to say that the foundations of the 
district administration of India by Great Britain were laid 
between 1772 and 1777. 

The Supreme Council themselves, although they were never 
reluctant to express the most unequivocal views to their sub
ordinate officers in deciding any matter that came up for their 
opinion, show early in 1775 an uneasy consciousness that they 
did not know enough about the revenue administration in 
Bengal to support the pontifical assertions on that subject 
recorded in their proceedings. 

Hastings seems to have made use of this feeling to hit his 
opponents a shrewd blow. On March uth1li8 he moved that 
each Member of Council should record what method, in his 
opinion, was the best for collecting and settling the revenue. 
This step threw the Majority, to use the words of Mr. Pepys, 
"into a pretty twitter" and they were driven to the damaging 
but frank admission that "at this moment we should be very 
much embarrassed if we were called upon to make a new 
settlement of the lands, and were entrusted with power to do 
it. II The rejoinder of the Minority took the form on April 
22nd, 1775154 of a plan consisting of seventeen proposalsUi for 
a new method of administering the revenue, in which the most 
noticeaNe is that proposing to extend the lease of an ijara, or 
farm, for life or for two joint lives, showing that, in this respect, 
the additional information from the districts had not been lost 
upon Messrs. Hastings and Barwell. Francis was not the man 
to be so challenged without making a reply, and on January 
22nd, 1776 he brought forward his own plan, the main features 
of which were taken without acknowledgment from the advice 
submitted by Mr. P. M. Dacres, in which he advocated a per
manent settlement of the land revenue, which was to be protected 
against deficit by the sale of the zamindaris of those who 

1li8 G. G. P. March 11th, 1775. 
154 Proceedings of the Secret Dept., April 2:md, 1775· 
166 Cf. Pirminger, vol. p. ccxcv, etc. 
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defaulted. This was tantamount to considering the zamindar 
to be the owner of the land in fee simple. The proceedings of 
May 1st, 1776, record further arguments by Francis on this 
matter, who was increasingly obsessed by the theoretical side 
of the problem and correspondingly less inclined to test his 
theory by investigation. The Governor-General was equally 
anxious for further information, for his superior administrative 
capacity and his greater experience of the country were warning 
him that the available information was lamentably defective as 
a basis for legislative action. On the 30th of August the 
Governor-General gave voice to his anxiety in a minute con
taining certain proposals with regard to the approaching settle
ment in 1777, in which year the Committee of Circuit's 
settlement expired. 

"As the period is now approaching in which all the leases 
of Bengal will expire and it will be necessary to take the 
most early means for collecting materials to form the new settle
ment, I move that circular letters be written to all the Pro
vincial Councils and Collectors to form, upon the exactest 
calculation of the sadar and mofusil accounts, an estimate of 
the amount which each pargana or other district mahal is 
capable of yielding, from a fair and equitable collection of the 
rents, prefixing to each the amount of the jama at which they 
are rated for the present year; and to accompany the whole 
with such explanations as may be necessary to enable us to 
judge of the amount and conditions of the future leases. I 
would further recommend that they be directed to form a new 
distribution of the farms, by dividing such as are of too large 
an amount, reserving the parganas entire, and adding other small 
mahals together which lie contiguous to each other, by which 
the annual amount of each farm may not exceed one lakh of 
rupees, nor be less than 50,000 rupees. Whatever system shall 
be adopted for the future settlement, I apprehend that such 
distribution may still be of use and therefore propose it. Such 
a plan of distribution will be obviously of great utility if the 
farming system is continued, and, although it should be resolved 
to restore to the zamindar the care and management of their 
own zamindars, it may yet prove of assistance to them and to 
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the Board in the general instructions or regulations which may 
still be necessary under that system."156 

VII. On September 25th, 1776, Colonel Monson died. This 
was an event of no ordinary importance, for by it the Governor
General regained his authority in the Courlcil through the use 
of his casting vote. He had bome with patience, dignity, and 
courage the insulting tactics of his triumphant opponents in the 
Council ; he was now to show courtesy and forbearance with 
those same opponents in their defeat, for General Clavering and 
Mr. Francis made no effort to conceal their exasperated morti
fication at the tum ,of affairs. The Governor-General's suavity 
of manner in no way deflected the resolution of his intentions. 
On November 1st,157 in a lengthy minute, he urged the necessity 
of establishing "an office", or a commission, to procure accounts 
and other materials from which could ~ prepared a new settle
ment of the different districts. 

The minute commences by pointing out the necessity for 
accurate information as to "the real value of the lands" before 
the settlement proposed can be accurately drawn up. The 
collection of this information "will be a work of much official 
knowledge, sound management, and unremitted labour...... It 
is impossible for the Board to conduct a business of such detail, 
neither can it be left wholly to the Provincial Councils. °It 
requires uniformity in the design, authority in the execution, 
and an extraordinary share of responsibility to animate the zeal 
of those who are entrusted with the charge of it." 

The Governor-General then proposed the establishment of 
a temporary office" under the conduct of one or two covenanted 
servants of the Company" with a suitable staff to undertake 
this work. "Besides the immediate duty of this office ............. .. 
many other points of enquiry will be also useful to secure to 
the ryots the perPetual and undisturbed possession of their 
lands, and to guard them against arbitrary evictions. This is 
not to be done by proclamations and edicts, nor by indulgences 
to the zamindars and farmers. The former will not be obeyed 
unless enforced by regulations ........................ and the latter 

156 G. G. P. Aug. 30th, 1776. 
157 G. G. P. Nov. 1st, I776. 
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though it may feed the luxury of the zamindars or the rapacity 
of the farmers will prove no relief to the cultivator." 

'.the Governor-General then alluded to the failure of the 
late administration in establishing new pottahs and remarked 
that the present administration had met with the same failure, 
instancing the district of Burdwan. 

He concluded by advocating the establishment of this office 
as the indispensable preliminary which "may enable the Board 
to establish a more permanent and regular mode of taxation." 

Mr. Francis objected to the proposal, and stated that this 
work was presumed to have been done by the Committee of 
Circuit. He doubted whether any accurate information could be 
obtained from the zamindar or farmer, who will naturally 
conceal their real resources. Any enquiries from the ryQts will 
be rendered equally fallacious by exaggeration on the ryots' 
part. In any case, the work is too enormous and time too short 
for any such proposed office successfully to cope with it in 
time: Mr. Francis continued ............... "We know the amount 
of our expenses, and we know in general what the country 
can pay, we also know in general that it has been much over
rated. .. He went on to argue that no revenue system which 
was not settled or permanent, "a fixed jama," could be of 
any real use: he quoted Adam Smith in support. "The 
certainty of what each individual ought to pay in taxation is a 
matter of so great importance that a very considerable degree 
of inequality appears ............... not near so great an evU as a 
small degree of uncertainty." (Smith Vol. ii, 2nd part, 
page 424). Montesquieu, also, was brought in to reinforce the 
argument. Finally it must be decided to whom the actual 
possession of the land belongs. "Before we give perpetual 
possession we ought to determine the property. The State does 
not consist of nothing but the ruler and the ryot, nor is it true 
that the ryot is proprietor of the land ......... But it does not follow 
that because the ryot has no direct permanent property in the 
lands he should therefore have no right or that no care should 
be taken to protect him. If they are left to themselves, they 
will soon come to an agreement in which each party will find 
his advantage................. Mr. Francis then gave his opinion 
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that the ryot was better off then the zamindar, and that for 
Government "to dictate the specific terms of every lease is an 
invasion of the rights of property." He ended by saying that 
the Governor-General's scheme would disperse "a multitude of 
indigent and rapacious black officers through the country." 

The Governor-General suggestea the following officers for 
the commission, and the proposed cost of the salaries and the 
establishment amounted each month to Rs. 4,821/-. The 
follov.ing officers were appointed-

Mr. David Anderson on Rs. 1,200 p.m. 
Mr. GeQrge Bogle JI JJ .. .. 

One Persian translator (Mr. Henry Vansittart) Rs. 200 

p.m. 
1 Peskar-(Gunga Govind Singh). 
1 Naib and a staff of about 30 clerks and 30 menials. 

The Governor-General then explained in a weighty minute 
the necessity for creating this new office. "The general design 
was to obtain an accurate state of the real value of the lands, 
............ so that the burthen of the public revenue should rest 
with an equal weight upon the whole body of the people." He 
declined a theoretical discussion and preferred to confine him
self to discussing actual conditions as they presented themselves 
in Bengal, where he easily showed that an unequal assessment 
"acts as a heavy oppression ..... '" .......... Nor is any alteration 
in the assessment likely to produce discontent, because it will 
be no innovation. The ancient Tumar and Taksim or dis
tribution of the land and rent, which was formed about 220 

years ago (i.e., 1556), has long since ceased to serve as a rnle" 
.................. The Governor-General described the Tumar to be 
now "a mere object of curiosity" and continued ......... , ."'The 
land tax has therefore been collected for these twenty years 
past upon a conjectural valuation of the lands formed upon the 

,,receipts of former years and the opinions of the officers of the 
revenue, and the assessm.ent has been accordingly altered almost 
every year ............... " Hence "the necessity of obtaining an 
accurate state of the value of the lands to enable us to levy the 
public revenue with an equal weight throughout the whole 
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province." Incidentally the Governor-General states that 
similar reasons "induced the most free people in the world to 
adopt a similar measure, and in the year 1692 ali the lands in 
England were valued anew." 

Mr. Warren Hastings then dismissed the method "of actual 
survey and measurement" of the lands to be revalued as "too 
tedious, expensive and uncertain," and he gave his preference 
for an examination of the local accounts ............ "The accounts 
of revenue in Bengal are kept with a r~gularity and precision 
unknown in Europe. They are drawn out, I understand, on 
one uniform plan and are balanced and adjusted at fixed periods: 
.............. after giving a brief resume of the method adopted, 
he said ............... "if we can succeed in procuring them, they 
will furnish us with a ready formed abstract of the actual coHec-
tions ............ The smaller accounts will serve as checks on the 
larger since it is impossible to falsify the sum total of a pargana 
without falsifying all the parts of it ............... thus the fidelity 
of the greater accounts, when suspected, can easily be tried by 
a reference to the subsidiary accounts ..................... To collect 
these different accounts and methodise them for our guidance 
in forming a new settlement is one of the principal objects of 
the temporary office which I have proposed." 

The Governor-General did not consider "the actual receipts 
of rent for three years past," corrected by the opinion of the 
Company's district officers would enable Governmeat to 
ascertain the real value of the lands; he gives reasons, and 
shows that frequently after several years' regular payment a 
zamindar falls into arrears for a multiplicity of causes ........... . 
"The truth is that it is impossible to form a just judgment of 
the value of lands ............... but by an inspection of their (i.e., 
the zamindars') mofussil accounts." 

Another object of the proposed office is "the better and 
more effectual regulations of the pottahs for the security of the 
ryots in the perpetual and undisturbed possession of their lands" 
............ that "while the ryot pays his rent, the zamindar by a 
legal right (shall not 11&8) exact a higher rent from him than his 

1&8 Ms. illegible. 
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pottah prescribes." As for the zamindars, and Mr. Francis's 
assertion that the ryots and zamindars "if left to themselves will 
soon come to an arrangement in which each party will find his 
advantage"'~the Governor-General remarked ................ "It is a 
fact which will with difficulty obtain credit in . England, though 
the notoriety will justify me in asserting it here, that much the 
greatest part of the zamindars, both of Bengal and Behar, are 
incapable of judging or acting for themselves, being either 
minors, or men of weak understanding, or absolute idiots ...... " 
This partly explains the oppression by greedy and unscrupulous 
agents. The Governor-General ends his able minute by saying 
that the proposed office was merely to coIled material and that he 
·'declined giving a premature and partial opinion" while the 
facts were being collected. 

General Clavering and Francis described the Governor
General's propos~l as "a most illegal usurpation of the powers 
conferred upon the members of this Government" and pro
phesied that "all the ~ischief of the Committee of Circuit will 
be renewed." This discussion was continued at length and 
most bitterly by Francis and General Clavering, and replied to 
by the Governor-General with a courtesy so disarming that only 
in;econcileable prejudice could have withstood it. On 
November 29th, 1776,169 Messrs. Anderson ~d Bogle were 
officially informed of their appointments, and on December 
6th,l60 a week later, Mr. Charles Croftes, the Accountant-General 
in the Revenue Department, was added to .the commission at the 
instance of Hastings who had a high opinion of the professional 
ability and character of that officer. 

Clavering and Monson refused to sign . the official letter 
from the Council authorising. the establishment of this com
mission, (which is known as "the Amini office" in the con
temporary records) and Francis protested to the Court of 
Directors in a letter embodied in the Governor-General's pro
ceedings for December 27th, 1776. The Commission lost no 
time in proceeding to work and is sending out amins161 into 

159 G. G. P. Nov. 29th, 1776. 
160 G. G. P. Dec. 6th, 1776. 
161 Revenue OffiCeI8. 
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all the districts to collect the necessary accounts and papers. 
Some idea of the difficulties which confronted the officers of the 
commission may be obtained from the following extract (typical 
of many) from the reply of Ramram Basu, an amin, to the 
accusations brought against him by the agents of the Maharani 
Bhawani: the amin writes,l62 "Upon my arrival at the sadar. 
cutcherry of Bhettareah I first, agreeable to my instructions,. 
demanded the sadar hastobudl68 and jama wasil bakpM accounts 
with the subsidiary papers from the zamindari officers, and 
I have already transmitted a list of the papers which were 
delivered to me in consequence: I was next, by my instructions, 
to apply to the sadar farmers in these districts i there are no 
farmers for the parganas i the collections both of the sadar and 
the mofussil are carried' on by the zamindar, and I therefore 
required the zamindari officers to make the amini mohurrirsl65 

of the several parganas attend me. However to this day they 
have evasively only produced the officers of 49 mahalsl66 out of 
88 ............... Enc1osed is a list of papers which I gave to such 
mohurrirs as have yet attended me. They have not yet given 
in many papers which are necessary to check the sadar hastobud 
and sadar jama wasil baki with their subsidiary accounts: 
some say they will deliver them as soon as they can get them 
from the country, but they have broke several promises which 
they made to deliver them within a certain time. Others allege 
that there are none: such are the evasions of this people, and 
thus delay is occasioned in checking the accounts of the sadar 
officers .................. The hastobud and jama wasil baki cannot 
be satisfactorily ascertained without their subsidiary papers. 
It is necessary to use vigour to make the zamindar's officers 
produce the mofussil officers and furnish the papers, but, agree
able to my instructions, I have never yet sent a peanl67 into 
the mofussil.............. The letter concludes by stating that, 
although he had arrived 40 days ago, many papers were still 

162 G. G. P. March 14th, 1777. 
168 Detailed valuation. 
164 List of receipts, and arrears due. 
1115 Clerks. 
166 Small districts. 
187 Court Officer. 
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undelivered: he repudiated the idea of flogging anyone, as. 
had been alleged. 

A letter from the Provincial Council of Murshidabad dated 
March 20th. 1777,168 offers an interesting comment on the 
difficulties with which local revenue authorities were confronted 
in connection with the work of the commission and the orders 
of the Board, dated March 3rd, 1777, which' directed tliat the 
accounts of each month shall be closed on the 13th of the month 
and despatched on the 17th. "As you have determined. at a 
convenient time before the 13th April next, to order all the 
farmers whose leases expire with all their agents out of the 
mofussil (excepting the zamindars, talukdars, and others to 
whom their own lands have been farmed) and to transmit you 
our opinion on the effects such orders may occasion ..........•. in 
obedience to these commands we shall endeavour to give you 
as accurate information as our own knowledge and the experi. 
ence of our diwan and others whom we have consulted will 
afford j but we beg leave to observe, gentlelilen. that the subject 
is difficult ...........•........... .it is therefore with diffidence that 
we enter upon a subject of so much importance .................. In 
the Government of the Nawabs an annual settlement was made 
with the zamindars, and though the, year ends in Chaitra169, 
and their kistbundis or instalments run only to that period, 
yet whatever sums were collected till the 'Punia or new settle
ment was made, they were,brought to the amount of the old 
year, and credit given in the Government accounts as if they 
had been paid in the month of Chaitra: the Punia was generally 
held in Jyaisth or Ashar,17o and this interval was employed in 
raising money and col1ectingoutstanding balances for the pay
ment of the former year's deficiencY, adjusting disputed claims 
and settling accounts between ryots. and inferior officers of the 
collections: so that there was· in fact two months grace given 
to the zamindars, and, as the lands were usually continued to 
them, the business went on from year to year in this manner 
without any confusion or complaint and was not actually con-

168 G. G. P. April 4th, 1777. 
169 Bengali month, commencing in April. 
170 May-Jnne-Jnly. 



eluded until two months after their engagements had expired. 
In this time also the cultivation of the next year was attended 
to, and for the above reason, namely, of the lands remaining 
in the same hands. The zamindars advanced the necessary 
aid of takaviIn and took every requisite step for the safety of 
the ensuing year's revenue, but to secure this grand object still 
further and to preserve the chain by which everything was held 
in this Government, there was a person called an uhdadar, 
associated with the zamindar, and the settlements made con
jointly with him. He was responsible for the zamindar's 
deficiencies and on this account had a degree of authority that 
rendered him his superior, and he was always considered and 
respected as the agent of Government rather than the security 
of the zamindars ; as such he had an influence and was regarded 
as a check on the zamindar's conduct. All orders were issued 
through him, and he was the channel through which Govetn
ment conveyed all its mandates. By these means his power 
was not only great, but his knowledge of the country was equal 
to the zamindar's, and in him there was an agent always on the 
spot to whom Government could commit the care of the lands 
and revenues and by whom its regulations might be enforced 
(if necessary} independent of the zamindar; no link. therefore, 
of the chain was broken,-if the authority of the zamindar were 
suspended, or even if he were dispossessed of his lands. Such, 
gentlemen, was the former system of Government. 

On the present occasion there are two observations that 
occur to us. If the farmers and their agents are recalled by the 
13th April, which answers to the 4th Bysack, they will not have 
more than four days granted to them to do the same busineSs 
for which the zamindars and uhdadars were always allowed two 
months. The sadar farmer may have paid up the whole of his 
rents and yet not have received all that is due to him from 
his under-farmers; these again may have outstanding balances 
due from the patwaris and raiyats which they will inevitably 
be deprived of collecting as soon as their recall is made known ; 
and, such is the disposition of the people, that, even if the 

In Advance for seed, etc. 
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money were collected, there are many would withhold it on 
hearing of the dismission of the farmers ........ (the letter goes 
on to say that distance alone in the collection makes settlement 
within four days impossible) "The next observation is that the 
farmers are in some degree like the uhdadars; if they and their 
agents are immediately recalled the lands must revert to the 
zamindars who will in this place be left entirely to themselves ; 
of course, whatever is left not collected they will receive and 
what attention they may pay in this situation to cultivation or 
the next year's revenue is very doubtful. It is not at all 
improbable, from the general character of the people, but they 
may neglect it in hopes of obtaining a decrease in proportion 
to the qnantity of waste land: whatever may be the produce 
from fruits or from fisheries during the interval of the recall 
of the farmers, it will be difficult to make them account for it. 
They will not fail to gain over the patwarisi'i2 to their interest 
and, in league with them, they may ali:er old papers and make 
such new ones as would cause a good deal of embarrassment in 
forming the new bandobast. The grand objects of a zamindar, 
of which he never loses sight, are, in the first place, to make 
as low a settlement as possible with Government and conceal as 
much of the worth of his lands as he possibly can ; and, in the 
next, to withhold as much as he possibly can of the settlements 
he had made. Whereas the farmer will be induced, from the 
hopes of being continued, or from being appointed elsewhere, 
to observe a different conduct and pay more attention to the 
interests of Government......... There is another circumstance, 
gentlemen, which we think it necessary to mention, and that is 
the inevitable obstruction it will be to the business of the amins 
whom you have been pleased to appoint. H the farmers and 
their agents are withdrawn, of whom are they to obtain many 
papers they will require? The zamindars will most assuredly 
lay hold of the plea for withhoiding them and (will) say that 
the under-farmers and others who have been recalled have 
taken them away; and that, as they have had nothing to do 
with the lands for the last five years, they cannot give any 

171 Village accountants. 
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information about them.................. The farmers cannot settle 
with their agents in the mofussil in so short a time as by the 
13th April ............... and in justice to them we take the liberty 
of submitting to your candour the expediency of granting them 
an indulgence of sixteen days." 

On July 15th, 1777,178 at a meeting of the Board the 
Governor-General read paragraphs 41, 42, 43, 44 and 76 of the 
General letter, dated December 24th, 1776, from the Court of 
Directors: the first three of these paragraphs were afterwards 
issued in a circular letter to the Provincial Council, and ran as 
follows: 

"Having considered the different circumstances of letting 
your lands on leases for lives or in perPetuity, we do not for 
many weighty reasons think it at present advisable to adopt 
either of these modes, but in the meanwhile we direct that the 
lands be let for the succeeding year on the most advantageous 
terms, and that none be in future let by public auction." 

"But in every disposal of the lands it is our strict injunction 
that a preference be given and every indulgence shown to the 
natives resident on· the spot, and that no European nor the 
banian of any European be permitted to hold any share therein." 

"We direct that demands be made on \he respective land
holders for all outstanding balances or arrears of rent and that 
every just and proper step be taken to realise such sums as may 
stand (sic) an apparent value on our books, but if it shall appear 
from such circumstances as require lenity that these baiances 
cannot be collected, the whole or part thereof may be remitted 
for which we must depend upon the judgment and discretion 
of our Governor-General and Council, whose local knowledge 
will best enable them to decide with accuracy and precision." 

The Governor-General then submitted the following ques
tions to the decision of the Board : 

(x) Whether in general the lands shall be given to 
zamindars where they will agree to the iast year's 
jama or to a rent which the Provincial Councils 
shall judge adequate to their value. 

178 G. G. P. July 15th, 1777. 
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(2) Whether sealed proposals shall be received from 
the174---()f the lands. 

(3) Whether securities shall betaken from the zamindars 
who hold their own lands, or their lands be 
subjected to sale in the case of deficiencies. 

(4) Whl:!ther the salt for the ensuing year be let to the 
zamindars . and land-farmers, or new contracts 
entered into for one year on the present or any 
other plan. 

(5) Whether the settlement shall be left to be formed by 
the Provincial Councils. 

Mr. Francis asked for one day to consider questions of such 
importance. 

Mr. Barwell was for an immediate consideration. The 
Governor-General accepted. Mr. Francis' request. 

On July 16th175 General Clavering and Mr. Francis delivered 
their reply...... "In the middle of July we are called upon for 
our opinion on what principles and in what manner the settle
ment of the revenue for the current year shall be formed. We 
have yet had no communication whatsoever from the Govemor
General of the materials collected by the amins in the course. of 
the last six months, nor have the Provincial Councils of Bengal, 
except that of Dinajpur, obeyed the positive orders of the Board 
issued on the 30th August last,176 and repeated in April,177 to 
furnish us with an estimate of the amount of revenue which the 
districts under them might be fairly and equitably capable of 
yielding. If these orders had been complied with in proper time, 
we doubt not a settlement might have long since been <;ompletea 
on the only principle on which a settlement can or ought to be 
formed, we mean that of a fair and moderate estimation. 

In this situation it is obvious that if our opinions were now 
of greater weight at this Board than they have been for a consi-

m A blank is left in the MS. 
176 G. G. P. July 16th, 1777. 
176 i.ll. in 1776. 
177 1777. 
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derable time past, we should still be obliged to give them under 
particular difficulties ...............•..... 

1St question. We are of opinion that the lands should be 
restored to the zamindars, whose unalienable property they are, 
upon a reasonable jama. That of the last year we deem highly 
unreasonable, and impossible to be collected. To continue it 
for the present year would be fallacious in the first instance as 
it would flatter the Company with the hopes of a revenue which 
we never should realise, and in the end be productive of great 
loss; as we are convinced that immoderate and unreasonable 
demands not only create the necessity of future remissions, but 
furnish the landholder with the pretence of paying less than 
he ought. In the present circumstances and under the late 
orders of the Court of Directors to make the most advantageous 
terms for the current year. we think the safest course will be 
to take an average on the net collections of the last three or the 
last five years and fix the net jama of the present year at that 
amount, whatever it may be. We have reason to believe that 
the remissions and balances on the settlements of the last five 
years exceed the enormous sum of 220 lakhs of sicca rupees. 
If this be the fact, we presume it requires no argument to show 
the danger of following so fallacious a guide as the jama of the 
last year which was the highest of the five. We do not 
perfectly understand what is meant by a rent adequate to the 
value of the lands, as the proportion of the net produce to be 
left for the support of the proprietors is not specified. We 
yield, however, though with great reluctance, to the present 
necessity of leaving any share in the first determination of the 
rents to the Provincial Councils. If the average we propose be 
taken, it is not probable that many of the zamindars will decline 
a settlement on that footing. 

2nd question. We are of opinion that the receiving sealed 
proposals is fallacious and gives a dangerous opening to collu
sion, besides that it would in effect be an auction which is 
positively prohibit€d by the Company's last orders. There will 
not be many competitors for lands which the zamindars them
selves will not enga~e for on reasonable terms. We would trust 
the disposal of such lands, if any remain, openly and without 
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reserve to the Provincial Councils under the single condition, 
so justly and widely prescribed by the Court of Directors, "that 
a preference should be given and every indulgence shown to the 
natives resident on the spot, and that no European nor the 
banian of any European should be permitted to hold any share 
therein." 

3f"d question. The rent being fixed on reasonable and 
moderate terms with the proprietors, we are of opinion that the 
lands themselves are the natural and proper security for the 
dues of Government. Intermediate securities are only an addi
tional burthen to the country and continued, as we believe, for 
no other purpose than to dispossess the right owners of their 
property. At least, our experience does not make us acquainted 
with any other effect of that measure. In the first part of this 
'opinion we believe that our sentiments do not differ from those 
of the Governor-General. The sale of lands must answer 
ultimately for the payment of rents, but this we say upon the 
supposition that the rents are such as the lands should justly 
pay, otherwise it would be in the power of an arbitrary Govern
ment to alienate the whole landed property of the country by 
the unjust act of making an unreasonable demand npon it. 

4th question. In our minutes recorded in the consultations 
of September 24th last178 we have given our opinions at large 
that the salt lands should be united with the jama of the 
respective districts. We adhere to that opinion without repeat
ing the reasons on which it is founded. 

sth question. If proper measures had been taken in time, 
it would not have been necessary to leave the settlement to the 
Provincial Councils. We should have known at least by what 
rules they meant to proceed or have been able to find them by 
strict and positive instructions. In our actual circumstances we 
fear there is no other alternative, and that the settlement be 
left to be formed by them. We have taken notice of the 
enormous amount of the remissions and balances on the settle
ments of the last five years and we believe that our information 
on this point, though not precise, is nevertheless nearly 

1781776. 
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accurate. To obviate any doubts on this head and to give the 
Company dear and incontrovertible proof of the effects of an 
immoderate and excessive demand upon the country, we desire 
that the Accountant of this department may be ordered to 
make out and lay before the Board the two following accounts. 

(1) An abstract of remissions and balances for the settle
ment of the last five years, distinguishing each year. 

(2) An account, Demand, Receipt and Balance for the 
Bengal year II83, and the Behar year II84 
(1776/77). 

(Sd.) JOHN CUVltRING, 

" P. FRANCIS. " 

1.'hese accounts were made out and embodied in the minutes of 
July 18th, 1777. The first shows a total net deficit in the 
collectioD!1 from II79 to II83 B.S. (1772/3 A.D. to 1776/7 A.D.) 
of Rs. 1,28,25,910. The second shows a total demand of 
Rs. 2,67,97.39°, and a deficit of Rs. 56,8o,213.on that demand. 

The Governor-General replied in two separate minutes to 
this criticism on the same day as' that on which it was made. 
In the first minute he stated that the opinions of Sir John 
Clavering and Mr. Francis "differ so little from mine" that 
he will at once submit his plan to the Board. He declines to 
discuss the preface of the Minority's minute in order to avoid 
"an unprofitable and, to me, painful altercation." He prefers 
to reserve the plan of taking an average, as suggested, "as a 
resource for the final decision of the Board upon the settlements 
which may be formed by the Provincial Councils". There is 
no use in lowering the rate at which zamindars are willing and 
able to pay: if this average is "prescribed as a rule, it would 
afford too great an encouragement for every zamindar, however 
profitable his lands might be, to lay claim to the benefit of such 
an indulgence ...... " 

"The business of the hastobud179 is not yet finished ; what 
might have been the work of a very few months under a settled 
Government has been protracted by many difficulties and 

170 Valuation. 
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impediments I shall not here enumerate" ........ :... He lamented 
"the tardiness of zamindars, the weak influence of Govern
ment", as some of the causes of the delay in the return of 
information from the amins appointed in 1776. "Such, however, 
as are ready will be translated and digested with all possible 
despatch, but will prove of more utility whenever a permanent 
settlement shall be formed than at the present ............ " but 
maiIy valuable accounts were available. 

In the second he put forward his own plan for the forth
coming settlement. 

He commenced by expressing surprise at being blamed for 
delay in making the new settlement "when the orders 
from the Court of Directors not only justify the delay 
but clearly prove that they had not even a suspicion of our 
venturing to engage in so important a business without their 
special orders· for it. They had been . so repeatedly requested 
to furnish us with instructions. They had promised us 
instructions, and many laboured plans, accompanied by every 
official light that could be thrown on them, had been offered to 
their choice. How then could the Board have formed the new 
settlement without waiting for the authority which they had 
solicited and expected as their indispensable guide" •........ The 
Directors, despatching a letter in December, 1776, knew that it 
could not well arrive before July, 1777, and orders could not 
be carried out before they were received. 

THIC GOVItRNOR-GItNERAL'S PLAN OF ·SItTTLltMItNT 

1. That such lands as are now in charge of the zamindars 
be left under their management, if they will consent to hold 
them on the jama and kistbandP80 of last year. 

2. That such lands as are now in charge of the zamindars 
be left under their management, although they shall refuse to 
bold them on tbe jama and kistbandi of last year, if they will 
consent to hold them for such a rent as the Provincial Council 
of the Division to which they belong shall judge adequate to 
their real worth. 

180 A system of paying the revenue by instalments. 
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3. That no malzamin or security shall be exacted for such 
lands as have been let in the manner directed in the preceding 
articles which are either the entire portions of single zamindars, 
or, being divisions of a ~mindari, are so considerable as to have 
been let separately to the proprietors, or, being the property of 
many zamindars who possess them in common and undivided, 
the produce only being shared between them, have been let to all 
the co-partners, but the sole management and direct responsi
bility expressed in their kabuliyatl81 to one of the co-partners. 

4. That for all lands let to the zamindars as above 
directed, it be expressly stipulated in their kabuliyats that in 
case of their falling in arrears they shall be liable to be dis
possessed and their zamindaris or portions of them sold to make 
up the deficiency. 

s. That such zamindaris as belong to many proprietors 
in distant divisions or shares, may be let in form in the manner 
hereafter mentioned, with this especial Condition that the farmers 
shall exact the rents due from the zamindars or talukdars, but 
shall not dispossess them or interfere in their respective 
collections without the sanction of the Provincial Council of the 
Division to which they belong, which shall only be granted 
in the case of their falling in arrears. 

6. That if the co-partners of a, zamin,dari cannot be 
induced to delegate the charge of their zamindari to one of 
their number, as provided with in the third article, a malzamin 
or security be accepted in lieu thereof, but the conditions of 
the lease shall be the same as are expressed in the third article. 

7. That the Provincial Councils shall be directed to 
advertise for sealed proposals to farm for this year only all 
such lands as are not described in the preceding articles, i.e. all 
such lands as are at present under charge of zamindars who 
shall refuse to retain them in the terms prescribed in the two 
first articles, or which are at present under charge of the naib 
diwans of sazawalsl88 or ihtimamdars ;188 that the advertisements 
be immediately published; that they shall express the names of 

181 The nearest English equivalent is deed of lease. 
188 Officers specially deputed to the fiscal charge of a district. 
188 An officer-in-charge of a fiscal nnit. 
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the parganas or divisions constituting such respective farm; 
that they shall fix a day for receiving the proposals, not 
exceeding twenty days from the publication; that they shall 
express that the terms shall be granted to those persons who 
shall offer the most advantageous terms, provided they are men 
of substance and residents of the district in which the farms 
are situated; and that every farmer shall give such security for 
the performance of his engagements as the Provincial Council 
shall judge sufficient. 

8. Deals with the salt contracts. 

9. Deals· with the salt contracts. 

10. That the Provincial Councils shall be authorized and 
directed to rec~ive kabuliyats from the zamindars and farmers 
to whom the lands shall be let in any of the preceding modes, 
and to put them in immediate possession, transmitting the 
amalnamasl84 for the sanction and ratification of the Governor
General and Council. 

II. That all the antins now in office be directed to repair 
immediately with their accounts to the sadar cutcherries of the 
respective Divisions in which they. are employed,· to attend on 
the Provincial Councils and furnish them with such materials 
and informations as may be· required for the formation· of the 
settlement. " 

In August Sir John Clavering's health broke down, and he 
ceased to attend the meetings of the Board; in September he 
died. The records of the Board's proceedings for September 
are apparently lost j they are missing from those preserved 
among the Revenue Records of the Bengal Government. In 
the meantinle, Francis continued his attacks on the Amini 
Commission. On October 3lstl85 he; criticised in a hostile way 
the behaviour of the amin Nanda Lal in the Dacca Division. On 
November 18th186 he called for the .estimated cost of the 
enquiry as he proposed to lay it with comments before the 
Court of Directors. Messrs. Hastings and Barwell objected on 

184 Deeds. 
185 G. G. P. Oct. 31St 1777. 
1811 G~ G. P. Nov. 18th, 1777. 
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the ground that accounts without full explanations would be 
misleading, and the business of the amins was not yet 
completed. The Governor General showed his usual modera
tion and courtesy, and his refusal is convincing. He made the 
"beau geste" in a minute in which he appealed to Francis to 
enter into more friendly relationship, for the sake of the public 
benefit and more efficient administration. He drew attention 
to the deplorable personalities which had swelled the proceed
ings, and he urged Francis to meet him half way by withdraw
ing a hostile and offensive minute. Mr. Francis replied with 
some insincerity that he was "not the personal enemy of 
Mr. Hastings", and that his opposition was based on grounds 
of public policy alone. He consented to the withdrawal of the 
minute and Mr. Barwell pronounced a benediction. 

On December 12th Mr. Edward Wheler took his seat at 
the Board in the vacancy caused by Colonel Monson's death. 
But the work progressed in spite of the hostile intentions of 
Francis, and on March 25th, 1778, the Report was completed 
and signed, and on April 3rd it was laid before the Board. It 
is now reproduced verbatim for the first time. Harington in 
his "Analysis" has printed a large portion of it, but <that book 
is scarce and not easily available for students of this period. 

Before considering the Report itself, it will be advantageous 
briefly to consider what the Company's district officers had 
achieved between 1772 and 1777 in their efforts to provide the 
basis for a sound revenue settlement. 

First, and perhaps most important of all, they had learned 
that no imported theories could assist them in the revenue 
administration of the districts committed to their charge; they 
recognised that some system based on local custom and tradi
tion was necessary; they laid stress on the corrupt and 
oppressive state into which that system had fallen. They 
realised that the Company's first attempt to collect the revenue 
of the Diwani lands had been vitiated by an assessment that 
was excessive, by ignorance of the country and its numerous 
cllstoms, and, above all, by the employment of a wrong agency 
in the wholesale use of ,ijaradars, or farmers. They had found 
out the feebleness of the traditional collecting agency, the 

., 
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zamindars, and had detected, but -failed to break, the collusion 
between the zamindars and the registering agency, the 
kanungos. They had painfully discovered that no two districts 
had the same customs, and that in every pargana the local 
traditions and methods must be taken into calculation when 
assessing or collecting the revenue. The senior officers in the 
districts were almost unanimous ill their condemnation of the 
system of public farming, and they recognised the danger of 
that centralising policy to which the Board adhered in spite of 
all warning and advice. To be brief, the revenue administra
tion was, by the close of 1777, in the hands of a public service 
in which the best available officers were employed. A very high 
standard of linguistic ability seems to have obtained among the 
revenue officers, especially among those employed in the Diwani 
adalat Courts, and a noticeably higher standard of conduct 
was expected from and enforced among the entire service. 
While much of this is due to the "flair" of the Governor
General for choosing a good man, and to his zeal for efficiency, 
yet a due share of credit must be given to Messrs. Clavering, 
Monson and Francis, who made it their first -aim to strike at 
any corruption among the Company's officers. Finally,_ the 
district officers had learned the extent of their own ignorance, 
and it is interesting to note the respectful but resolute way in 
which they combat the dogmatic assertions of the Board; their 
leading champions in this were Mr. Edward Baber of Midnapur 
and Murshidabad, and the Provincial Council of Patna. 

The defects were still glaring: the main cause of them 
was the weakness or nervousness of the Directors who constant
ly and peremptorily forbade the employment of officers by 
themselves in the mofussil, and in this they were to some extent 
supported by the Governor-General whose fixed obsession was 
that the revenue administration could most efficiently be handled 
in Calcutta by the Board working through Indian diwans and 
amins in the districts. No touring was permitted, in spite of 
repeated applications to the B"oard for permission. The same 

. ignorance of the amount actually paid by the ryots, and the 
difference between that amount and the sums received by the 
Company still prevailed; but progress was being made in. this 
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respect, and the district officers were learning the right 
methods of obtaining that knowledge. A serious obstacle, by 
the irony of fate, to a vigorous district administration of the 
revenue was the Governor-General himself, whose acumen and 
judgment enabled him to select good officers, but whose 
ignorance of the work required from revenue district officers, 
and whose fixity of purpose, for good or bad, were responsible 
for that rigid central control which was so detrimental to an 
efficient revenue administration and which was never relaxed 
so long as he remained in India. 

Of course all parties, whether the Board ill Calcutta or 
the officers in the districts, were loud in their denunciation of 
the disastrous influence exercised by the Supreme Court on the 
revenue collection, but that feature is outside the scope of this 
enquiry. 

The Amini Report was the first technical and professional 
explanation of the system employed in collecting the land 
revenue of Bengal that was placed before the Company. As 
Harington points out, the Commissioners use the word "rent" 
where they often should use "revenue", but the meaning is 
obvious and does not detract from the value of their work. 
The Report commences with a general classification and 
explanation of the branches of the public revenue, showing that 
the revenue from land is incomparably the most important. 
The various classes of landholders and the different forms of 
land tenure are set forth together with a description of the 
hereditary and temporary agencies that existed for administer
ing and collecting this revenue at the time when the Company' 
assumed the Diwani. The accounts of a district are explained 
in detail, their modus operandi and their inter-dependency. 
The decline in administrative efficiency, resulting in oppression 
of the ryots and the defrauding of Government, is related with 
comments showing how the zamindars "trusting to the want 
of information in Government" had deliberately increased the 
areas of land alleged to be free from taxation because they 
were ostensibly devoted to religious uses. The report lays 
stress on the necessity of expert and continual supervision by 
responsible officers of the revenue collections, and concludes 
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by suggesting a few general principles to· be observed in 
assessing the land revenue of a district. 

The accounts in Bengali and Persian collected by the 
Commission in the course of their duties were sufficiently 
numerous to fill three rooms in a housE! hired by Government 
as part of its offices. The Commissioners expressed the 
opinion that they should be carefully preserved as "they will 
be highly serviceable as references in settling disputes, in the 
division of land, in the variety of investigation which in the 
extensive transactions of revenue fall to the share of the native 
officers, and may lay the foundation of regular and permanent 
registers. " 

Mr. Francis considered these records to be so much 
lumber, a sufficient comment on his petulant determination to 
see no good in anything that did not originate from his own 
mind, or that was not subject to his control, so far as the 
governance of Bengal was concerned. 

Lastly, the Amini Report is an enduring monument of the 
work done by unknown British officers of the Company whose 
services were never acknowledged by their "Hon'ble Employ
ers" , and on whom the limelight of public recognition 
never fell; indeed, it is not too much to say that calumny 
has been their reward, for it is a humiliating reflection that, 
to most English readers-to many English students even-Jos. 
Sedley is the typical East India Company's district officer; 
whereas it is the sober historical truth that he was the excep
tion, not the rule. The King to-day has "hard bargains" in 
every Service, and the Company suffered the same experience. 
In a recent number of "Bengal Past and PresentIBB" a most 
illuminating account of the .average life of the average British 
district officer in Bengal is given. The writer served In 
Mymensingh,then a remote part of Eastern Bengal, and wrote 
his experiences in the year I805. The original manuscript 
belongs to Rao Bahadur D. B. Parasnis of Satara, by whose 
courtesy the pUblication was made possible. The writer must 
have joined the service at a period when its traditions were cry~ 

1B7 Ser:W. No. 58, vol. xxix, part ii, pp. IIo-I47. 
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tallising, traditions that could only have been formed by men 
in the service between 1772 and 1805. The narrative speaks for 
itself and depicts a small, conscientious, administrative class, 
too exclusive perhaps, but absorbed in their work, leading a 
quiet, sober, and uneventful life: he draws attention to the 
fact that there are no idlers; "Everyone in India has work 
to do ;"-the average day of the district officer was much like 
that of his modern successor: it commenced with a ride at 
dawn, with office or court work from 10 till S, and with the 
usual quiet evening and early bed. The author mentions an 
occasional day's pig-sticking and some shooting as the chief 
amusements, and he draws his conclusions of the effect of such a 
life on his countrymen in the service i-in his private life the 
average Briton in the service was independent, inclined to be 
arrogant, content with his prospects, and satisfied; "in his 
public character (whatever calumny and detraction may say 
to the contrary) he is minutely just, inflexibly upright, and i 
believe no public service in the whole world can evince more 
integrity" . 

This comment on the public char&cter of the Company's 
district officers in 1805 may well be applied to their predeces
sors between 1772 and 1786, for they were the fathers of the 
service, and anyone who has read through the voluminous 
proceedings of the various Committees of Revenue during 
that period will endorse this. Their motto must be that which 
bas sustained many good Britons in Incia. 

"si Qua pios respectant numina, si quid 
usqllam iustitia est, et mens sibi conscia recti, 
praemia digna ferant. ,,188 

188 Aen. i, 6oa-604. 
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Bengal Govt. Records, and embodied in the G. G. P. 

April 3rd, I77S. 

To THE HON'BLE WARREN HASTINGS, ESQ., 

Go-vef'nof'-Genef'alat FOf't William. 

Hon'ble Sir, 

Having completed as far as was in our power the com
mission for collecting materials for the settlement of the revenue 
in Bengal which the Hon'ble Board was pleased to intrust to 
us, we think it our duty to close it with a few general 
observations on the revenue of this province, and the mode of 
collecting it, and to explain the nature of the materials which 
we have prepared and the uses to which this material may be 
applied. 

The only general and regular assessment of revenue on 
Bengal was that which was formed in the reign of Akbar. 
The whole of the lands were then valued, and the rent of each 
inhabitant and of each village ascertained. A regular grada
tion of accounts was established. The rents of the different 
inhabitants who lived in one neighbourhood, being collected 
together, formed the account of a village: the rent of several 
villages, being next collected into one view, formed the account 
of a larger portion of land: the aggregate of these accounts 
exhibited the rent of the district, and the sum total of the 
rents of all the districts formed the account of revenue of the 
whole Province. 

From the reign of Akbar till the Government of Jafit; 
Khan,l the annual amount of revenue, and the modes of levying 
it so established, were preserved with little variation. Jafir 

1 Murshid Quli Khan I704-I7~5. 
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Khan and his successors appear first to have broke through 
this regular system by introducing the practice of imposing 
new assessments on the country. Aliverdi Khan added to 
these taxes and they have been largely increased (since) the 
revolution which took place after his death. The additional 
assessments2 which from time to time have been imposed by 
the Government. the changes which the country in the course 
of so many years has undergone. the alteration in the prices of 
grain and other produce. and the consequent alteration in the 
value and rent of land. have rendered the valuation of Akbar 
in no wise applicable to the present state of Bengal. 

To attempt to ascertain . the assessment of taxes which 
subsisted in the time of Akbar. to trace the alterations that 
have taken place, and to apply the knowledge to the purpose 
of. raising a revenue from this country in its present situation, 
were a task equally difficult and unprofitable. We shan 
therefore confine our attention chiefly to the actual state of the 
revenue and to the sources from which it is now derived. 

The revenue of Bengal may be classed under three 
general heads Mal, Sair. and Bazi Jama. Under the head 
of Mal is comprehended such revenues as are of a fixed and 
ascertainable nature. and issue but of known and per
manent sources. Of these, the rents of lands form so great 
a proportion, that the word Mal, in its common acceptation, 
is often exclusively used to express land rents. Other revenues, 
however, such as the rents of salt works, of orchards and of 
sugar manufactures, a tax on persons following particular pro
fessions, and some less considerable articles of profit, are 
generally referred to this branch. 

The head of Sair contains such rents and profits as are 
uncertain in their amount, and annually liable to considerable 
variations. Of this kind are customs or dutie!> collected or 
merchandise passing through the country or sold in the markets. 
rents of lakes or of ferries, and fees paid by brokers or by 
'Weighers. 

Such articles of profits as are of so casual and eccentric a 

• Under the system known·as "taksim." 
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nature that they cannot be foreseen or estimated properly 
belong to the general head or Bazi Jama. These are so various 
and so different from each other that we must, in this plact:, 
content ourselves with giving a few examples. 

Fines, forfeitures, and fees on marriages, before they were 
abolished, used to constitute part of the Bazi Jama. Contribu
tions made by the priests of particular castes of Hindoos, ac
knowledgments given for the liberty of gyazing cattle on plains 
or commons, of selling spirituous liquors, or of cutting wood 
or long grass are usually included in this class. 

But as some of the more minute articles of profit which 
we have mentioned are frequently classed. indiscriminately 
under either of these heads, and as there are other sources of 
advantage, such, for instance, as gain on the exchange of 
rupees, which are so often entered under distinct names, it is 
impossible to describe the several branches of the revenue with 
that precision which we could wish. But we believe we are 
justified in the general division of the subject and that the 
outlines with which we have characterized the Mal, the Sair 
and the Bazi Jama are fairly drawn. 

There is one branch of the Revenue, 'Viz., salt, which, as 
it forms in a manner a. distinct subject, we have not included 
under either of the foregoing heads. 

It appears that this article in Bengal, as in most other 
countries, has long been considered as an object. of the public 
revenue, and formed a part of the ancient rent roll· of the 
province. Great parts of the lands of those districts which are 
situated towards the sea, being overflowed or impregnated with 
salts, were unfit for the cultivation of grain; at the same time 
that they were valuable from the !;lalt which they yielded. Btlt 
as the quantity of this article produced in each district could 
not be estimated. by the extent of land, but· depended on the 
number of salt works, or people employed in manufacturing it, 
different modes of obtaining a revenue from them were 
adjusted. 

That we may not embarrass our enquiry with a number of 
technical terms, we shall consider the salt of Bengal, as it 
has respect to revenue, under the two general and known 
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heads of Tikka8 and Khazana. These distinctions, though 
perhaps under different names, appear to have existed under 
the ancient Mogul Government. 

In some places, the Khalaris,' or salt works, were hired 
out b:v the zemindars at a certain rent, payable either in money 
or salt, which was called Tikka, and the money or value of 
the salt thus obtained formed a part of the jama of the Mal 
revenues, as we have already mentioned. 

In other districts the whole, or a great part of the public 
Revenue, or Khazana, was paid in salt. The zamindar, or 
person in the management, engaged to deliver to Government 
the whole quantity of salt which the district was supposed 
capable of yielding, on receiving in advance, or being credited 
in the amount of his land revenue, the charges of manufactur
ing it at a fixed rate, and the difference between the prime cost 
so fixed, and the value of the salt included in the revenue of 
the district. 

In some districts the tikka, in some the khazana, prevailed : 
and we are inclined to believe that, in general, the one or the 
other of these modes were established according to the greater 
or lesser proportion which the salt manufactured in a particular 
place bore to the grain or other produce. That, where a district 
only yielded salt, the revenue was paid in that article according 
to the khazana mode, and, on the contrary, where salt was 
only a secondary object to the culture of grain, the revenue of 
the district was raised chiefly on the land, and only a certain 
rent or tikka was paid for each khalari or salt work. 

During the last five years the whole of the salt of Bengal, 
whether tikka or khazana, was manufactured on account of 
Government. The zamindars or farmers of the revenue, and 
in some places contractors, engaged to deliver at a special rate 
a certain quantity from their respective districts. If they 
exceeded this quantity, they were to receive a premium, if they 
fell short of it, they were to forfeit a penalty for the deficiency. 
The person who contracted paid the usual hire for the tikka 

8 Literally, a contract, here means "a farm of salt works paying 
either in money or in salt" (Wilson.) 

'Saltbed, or factory. 
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salt works; the khazana ones continued to be exempted from 
any rent. In the former the price of salt was advanced to the 
contractors from the public treasury. In the latter credit was 
given for it in the accounts of the zamindar or farmer. The 
salt thus manufactured on account of Government was sold to 
merchants, and the difference in the price yielded a consider
able revenue. It was, in fact, extending the ancient khazana 
mode generally throughout the country. 

Salt also, both in ancient and in latter times, was subject to 
a duty at the Custom House; but the revenue raised from it 
in this manner belongs properly to the head of Sair. 

Amongst all these various sources of revenue and of profit. 
those which issue out of land form so capital and important a 
branch, that, comparatively speaking, the revenue of Bengal 
may be -said to consist in land rents. It is necessary therefore 
to investigate this branch of the public revenue with particular 
attention. 

Almost all the lands of Bengal are held under some person 
who collects the rents, pays a revenue, and stands between the 
Government and the immediate tenant of the soil. Whether 
the land be considered as belonging to G'Overnment, as 
the property of the person under whom it is held, or 
of him by whom it is occupied and cultivated, it is still subject 
to some superior who possesses rights and claims over it, the 
extent of which we presume not to examine .. But whatever 
the rights may be, the land itself is liable to the payment of 
the Government revenue and whoever possesses it holds it 
on this special condition. 

The persons who thus hold land, subject to the payment of 
revenue, may be classed under the following heads. 

Zamindars. 
Chaudhuris. 
Talukdars and Ryots. (Raiyats). 

A Zamindar, whatever rights his tenure or his office may 
convey, is the superior of a district; of which (unless his 
authority is suspended). he collects the rent for which he pays 
a revenue to Government. He is the first in point of rank 
amongst the several landholders. 
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A Chaudhuri is inferior, though next in rank to a zamindar ; 
he is also the superior of a district and in most other points 
similar to a' zamindar. 

Talukdars are either Huzuri or Mazkuri. The first hold 
under, and pay their quota of revenue immediltely to, Govern
ment, and although inferior in rank and title to either of the 
two former classes of landholders, seem to possess their little 
territories on a tenure full as secure, and at a revenue generally 
more fixed. The mazkuri talukdars on the contrary hold under 
a zamindar or chaudhuri to whom they pay their rents. 

The immediate occupant of the soil, whether to be 
considered as proprietor or tenant, is called Ryot: The ground, 
of which he enjoys the fruits, and for which he pays a rent is 
granted by the zamindar, the chaudhuri or the superior in 
whose district it is situated. The word "Ryot" in its most 
extensive signification means a subject. B.;t it is usually 
applied to the numerous and inferior class of people who hold 
and cultivate small spots of land on their own account and 
might perhaps properly be denominated 'Terre' tenants. It is 
here confined to this last sense. 

The grand and important distinction in the condition of 
these several classes of landholders appears to be the holding 
immediately under Government, and paying the assessment of 
revenue into the public treasury, opposed to holding under a 
subject. 

To hold immediately under Government is justly regarded· 
as a high privilege. The favour and interest which those who 
are connected with Government naturally possess, the more 
ready attention which in consequence is paid to their representa
tion, and the desire that every man must feel to be emancipated 
from a state of dependence, conspire to render the privilege not 
only a mark of distinction but the source of real and substantial 
advantages. 

The two higher classes of landholders appear always to 
have enjoyed this privilege. There is reason to believe, however, 
that it was originally confined only to them j that the whole of 
Bengal was distributed amongst zamindars and chaudhuris, and 
the other to free himself from dependance on his superior. 
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they, in order to bring waste-land into cultivation, in considera
tion of a sum of money, the performances of particular services, 
or to provide for a relation or dependent, were induced to parcel 
out portions of their districts to talukdars subject to their 
authority, who engaged to collect and pay an annual revenue. 
But the relative state, in which a zamindar and his vassal 
were thus placed, gave rise to circumstances which made it the 
interest of the one to endeavour to dispossess his tenant, and of 
the other to free himself from dependence on his superior. 

A taluk comprehended only a few villages or a small tract 
of ground, and the possessor was able to attend to the 
cultivation of every part of it. It improved by his care; the 
rents of it increased; and it became more populous and valuable 
than those parts of the district which remained under the 
management of the zamindar, or his officers. The avidity of 
the zamindar being awakened, he endeavoured either by force 
to seize the taluk, or, by raising the rent, to compel the 
possessor to abandon it. These oppressions furnished the 
talukdar with the plea and strengthened his desire of becoming 
independent; and the Government through favour to him, or as 
a punishment on the zamindar, frequently removed him from 
under his authority. The great number of taluks which, from 
time to time, have been lopped off from zamindaris and rendered 
huzuri, while it has served to diminish the power and 
advantages of particular zamindars, has also tended, by 
increasing the number of the immediate tenants of Government, 
to render the collection and accounts of the revenue more 
diftiCult and intricate. 

The rent of land, through whatever channel it passes into 
the public Treasury, is paid by the ryot or immediate cultivator 
of the soil. It is unnecessary, perhaps, to enter into a minute 
examination of the different tenures on which ryots cultivate 
and hold their lands, or to ~ttempt to enumerate the various 
and often contradictory customs that prevail in almost every 
province.6 The most general distinction, however, with 
respect to those tenures, is that of Khudkasht and Paikasht. 

6 I.e. district. 
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(

The name of Khudkasht is given to those ryots who are 
inhabitants of the village to which the lands that they culti. 
vate belong. Their right of possession, whether it arises from 
an actual property in the soil, or from length of occupancy, 
is . considered as stronger than that of other ryots; and they 
generally pay the highest rent for the lands which they hold. 
The Paikasht, on the contrary, rent land belonging to a 
village in which they do not reside. They are considered as 
tenants at will, and, having only a temporary and accidental 
interest in the soil which they cultivate, will not submit to the 
payment of so high a rent as the proceeding class of ryots, and 
when oppressed easily abandon lands to which they have no 
attachment. The Khudkasht ryots partake of the rights of 
hereditary landholders. The Paikast are more of the nature 
of annual or transitory tenants. 

Ryots, with respect to the manner of paying their rents 
may be divided into Hari, Fasli, and Khamar. The first hold 
a certain quantity of land for which they pay a fixed rent per 
bigha8 whether cultivated or fallow. The rent of the Fasli 
ryots depends on the crop which their land is made to produce. 
Thus a bigha of ground. if cultivated with mulberry, pays a 
much higher rent than if sown with rice. The Khamar ryots 
pay in kind and give a proportion of the crop as the rent of 
their land. 

The explanations, which we have hitherto given, relate 
to the land subject to the payment of rent or revenue, but in 
every district throughout Bengal there are considerable 
quantities of land exempted from rent under the general 
denomination of Bazi Zamin or, more properly, Lakhiraj Zamin, 
by a grant either of some of the former emperors or of 
the zamindar or superior of the district. 

The lands exempted from the payment of revenue by 
firmans of emperors are called Aima. They constitute how
ever but an inconsiderable proportion of the Bazi Zamin, and 
in some place have ever been t1?-ade liable to the payment of 
a small quit rent. Beneficiary grants of this nature have been 

6 In Bengal a bigha is 1600 sq. yards i a little less than one third 
of an acre. 
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made by zamindars to a much larger extent, and under so many 
names and pretences that it is difficult to enumerate them. They 
have been bestowed chiefly for the support of Brahmins, 
Priests, and Hindoo Temples, or for other religious purposes. 
We shall afterwards have occasion to enquire more fully con
cerning those endowments. 

Some part of the land of a zamindari is also 
from revenue under the name of Nancar, or land 
for the immediate support of the zamindar. 

( 
exempted .' 
set apart 

Chakeran Zamin, or land appropriated to the maintenance 
of public servants, may also be comprised under the head of 
free lands. These at present consist chiefly of small portions 
or detached spots of ground, and are enjoyed by the lower 
class of officers in lieu of wages. 

But as the practice of bestowing jagirs on the superior 
officers of Government, or for the support of particular 
establishments, is not only-very ancient but has been continued 
to the present time, it may not be improper to say a few words 
concerning them while we are treating of the Bazi Zamin. 

Whilst the constitutions of Delhi remained entire, the 
expenses of the . Nazim and the Diwan and of all the 
great officers of State, the charges of maintaining a fleet 
of armed boats at Dacca, the establishment of artillery 
and of all the principal departments of the Government, were 
provided for by assignments of the revenues of particular 
tracts of land. The districts, of which the revenue were so 
appropriated were termed Jagir Mahals; and zamindars in 
whose territories they were situated, were allowed a propor
tionate reduction of their share of general assessment. Assign
ments of this kind were likewise frequently granted for the 
support of individuals. Such as were hereditary were termed 
Altamgha ; those which expired with the life of the incumbent 
were called Zati, or personal; and those which were held 
officially, or on the condition of performing particular services 
were distinguished by the name of Mashrut, or conditional. 

Before the accession of Jafir Khan7 a very considerable 

7 I.e. prior to J704 A.D. 
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proportion of the revenue of Bengal was thus assigned in jagirs. 
But during his government many of the grants were resumed, 
and in lieu of them others were given in the Province of 
Orissa. And as the successors of J afir Khan gradually threw 
off their sUbjection to the emperor, the system of jagirs in 
Bengal fell into disuse: the expenses of the different depart
ments of State were defrayed from the public treasury; and 
the jagirs held bIY individuals, either fell in as the incumbents 
died away, or were resumed. These assignments, however, are 
still common in the neighbouring province of Behar, and one 
or two instances might be given of their existence in Bengal. 

After this short enquiry into the nature of the different 
kinds of land, and the condition of the usual persons who 
hold it, we shall proceed to explain the manner in which a 
district is subdivided, and the revenue of it collected. 

A large zamindary may be divided into gaons or villages; 
tarafs or dibs, which comprehend a number of villages; and 
parganas which contain several tarafs, and are the most con· 
siderabae division of land next to a zamindary. In each of 
these places, whether gaon, taraf or pargana, a Cutcherry or 
court for collecting and managing the revenue, is held by the 
officers of the zamindar. 

The MandaI or Makadam is the chief ryot of a gaon or 
village, and may be said to hold the office at the good-will 
of the inhabitants. His duty and situation lead him to act 
as a mediator between the ryots and the petty collectors of 
the revenue, to assist them in selling their crops and in raising 
money to pay their rents, and to settle or accommodate the little 
disputes which arise in the neigbourhood. He is therefore 
chosen from amongst the oldest or most intelligent inhabitants; 
and his influence and services depending solely on the good 
opinion of the ryots, it is not the interest of the zamindar to 
change him so long as he preserves their confidence. 

The head officer of a gaon or village, on the part of the 
zamindar, is styled Karamchari or Patwari. We are to distinguish 
their duties according to the import of their names, we should 
assign to a karamchari the collecting the rent and the general 
management of the business of the village; and to a patwari 
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the keeping of the accounts. But their duties are often con
sidered as similar. In large villages both of these officers are 
employed; in smaller villages there is occasion only for one. 

The Halshanah8 is also an officer of the zamindar. He 
is employed in measuring and marking out the ground which 
each ryot possesses, in distributing land to new tenants, and, 
where the rents are paid in kind, in gathering in the propor
tion of the crop which is due to the zamindar. 

The karamcharis, patwaris, halshanahs are seldom 
changed; the experience and knowledge which they possess 
recommend them to every superior; and whether the rents are 
to be· paid to a zamindar, to a farmer, or to a collector im
mediately appointed by Government, they generally continue to 
hold their offices. 

A Gomastah, on the contrary, is immediately appointed by 
the person (who) is in possession of a district, and is frequently 
changed at the end of the year without any great inconvenience 
to the revenue. He is placed as a check over the several 
officers whom we have mentioned. 

An Ihtimamdar or Shikdar, is also a temporary officer 
appointed to manage and collect the revenue of a dih, taraf, 
or pargana. The gomastahs of different villages, compre
hended within his division, transmit their accounts and pay 
the revenue which they collect to him, for which he is account
able in the same manner to the superior offices of the zamindar. 

The Sadar or head cutcherry of the whole district, in 
which the zamindar or his diwan resides, is held at his usual 
place of residence and orders are issued from thence to these 
several officers and subordinate cutcherries. 

But in extensive zammdaris it is usual for the zamindar 
to farm out the revenues of partiCUlar districts at a certain 
annual sum. The farmers are called Kutkinadars9 and stand 
exactly in the stead of shikdarsor ihtimamdars. The latter 
receive a salary and are accountable for what they collect. The 
advantages of the former depend on the bargain which they 
have made. 

B Probably derived from 'Hal'--a plough. 
9 An under-tenant. 
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From this account of the customs which obtain in great 
zamindaris a general idea may be formed of the nature of 
inferior portions of land. These, according to their size, may 
consist of only a few villages or may extend to several tarafs 
or parganas. But the business of a chaudhuri or of a talukdar 
is conducted on the same principles though on a smaller scale: 
their officers are distinguished by similar names, and hold 
similar courts for collecting the revenue and transacting the 
affairs of their petty territories. 

Having shown the manner in which land, with respect to 
revenue, is divided, and having enumerated the names and 
duties of the persons who hold it or who are employed in 
collecting the rents, we think it necessary to explain the nature 
of the accounts which are kept for the internal management of a 
district. And although, in this extensive province, the names 
and forms of accounts vary in different parts of the country. 
yet there is one general character that runs through the whole, 
and which it may be sufficient for us· to point out. 

The principal objects, then, of all accounts of revenue, or 
the chief points which they seem intended to ascertain, are 
1st, the quantity of land; 2nd, its jama ;10 srd, the payment or 
receipts on that jama; and 4th, the balance or arrears. The8\! 
distinctions, in general, sufficiently mark tl).e sense in which they 
are to be understood; but the term jama will occur so often, 
&nd is of so various and uncertain a signification, that it may 
be not improper to premise an explanation of it. 

J ama literally signifies amount. 1st, when applied to land, 
it means the original rent at which it is supposed to have been 
rated in the time of Akbar, or an ancient rent fixed at some 
later period. It is then called &~ jama, and is used in 
contra-distinction to the amount of the subsequent taxes called 
the AJ.>wab1i jama. 

2nd; when~pplied to Sair, or to other uncertain sources of 
revenue, it is understood to be the amount at which these 
revenues are estimated, or at which they are formed, and is 

JD Total revenue. 
11 Original. 
12 Abwab is a cess. 
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distinguished by the addition of the name of the particular 
branch of revenue with which it is connected, being called 
Sair jama, Bazi jama, or Karttani jamaIS. Where the revenues 
or profits are of so uncertain a nature that they cannot be 
estimated, and are stated only according to the sum received, 
they are entered under the head of Hasb-ul-Wasuli, which 
means--'according to the amount.' 

The aggregate of all these different sources of revenue, 
whether the rent of lands, the receipt of customs, or other 
incidental profits, when applied to a whole division, is termed 
the Mofussil OJ:: Hastobud jama of that division, which implies 
the gross revenue to be collected in all the villages as rated 
in the accounts. 

The portions of the hastobud jama, in ascending through 
the accounts of the villages, dihs and parganas,14 are 
distinguished by the name of the division to which its produce 
is to be remitted. Thus the jama of the several dependent 
villages, after deducting the expenses of collection, is called 
the Dihati jama,15. and exhibits the net estimated sum to be 
received at the cutcherry of the dih or taraf. The parganati 
jama in a like manner is an estimate of the sums to be received 
at the cutcherry of the pargana j and the zamindari jama is the 
estimated amount of the revenue of the whole zamindari. 

The assessment or sum demanded by Government from 
7.amindarS, chaudhuris, or huzuri talukdars is called the sadar 
jama. The word 'sadar' means head or chief j and in the 
business of the revenue is used as a relative term, and in 
contra-distinction to mofussil, which signifies parts or branches. 
Thus the head court of a zamindari is sadar with respect to 
the villages or tarafs, . or subordinate parts of which it is 
composed, and is mofussil with respect to the cutcherry at 
Murshidabad or Calcutta. 

We return from fhis discussion to describe the manner 
in which the accounts of a district are kept. 

1st. The Chitta is an account of all the lands of a village, 

IS Aggregate deductions, or a tax in compensation of such. 
14 Pargana, a barony. 
15 Village assessment. 
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divided into dags, or portions, according to the order of time 
.in which they were measured. It contains the quantity of 
land in each dag, a description of its boundaries, the different 
artic1es with which it is cultivated, and the names of the ryots 
who occupy it. Whenever a measurement takes place, which 
is general1y in the course of ten or fifteen years, such an account 
is drawn out and signed by the gomastah, and deposited with 
the patwari of the village. But as one ryot may hold ground 
in different dags, the lands of each ryot are not distinguisheu 
in this account. 

2nd, Goswaf'(J Paitha is an abstract of all the Chitta 
accounts of a village arranged under the heads of Paikasht, 
Khudkasht, Khamar, Devatra16 etc., according to the duties 
of measurement. 

3rd, Ekwal is a particular account of the names of the ryots, . 
and the measurement of the different spots of land which they 
hold, arranged under the heads of Paikasht, Khudkasht, 
Khamar, Devatra etc. These three accounts of lands are not 
altered or new formed every year. 

4th, Jamabandi contains an account of the jam a as well as 
of the land. It specifies 1st, the name of the ryot; 2nd, the 
quantity of land which he holds; 3rd, the crop with which it is 
cultivated; 4th, the ratel7 per bigha ; and 5th, the total annual 
rent of each ryot. As a new measurement does not take place 
every year, the amount is annual1y liable to considerable 
changes. Thus, if one ryot relinquishes a portion of his land, 
and another takes it, or it lies uncultivated, in either case it 
will occasion an alteration in the original jamabandi. This 
account, although so very useful, is not kept in every part of 
the country. The want of it, however, is in some measure 
supplied by means of the Kharja18 which shall be presently 
described. 

16 Land devoted to religious endowments, etc. 
17 "The zamindar is authorised ............ to levy his rents according to 

the pargana rate6; a term so el86tic ............ that it is a subject of regret 
that at the time of the Permanent Settlement no attempt was made to 
define more accurately the relative rights of the zamindar and ryot, 
and no stronger barrier created to afford protection to the tenantry of 
Dengal" (D C. Smyth, Collector of Hooghly, 1823)· 

18 Expenditure. 
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5th, Nakl-i-patta. This is a register of all the pattas. or 
, . grants, by which the ryots hold their lands. 

6th, Kami-Beshi-dar-fardi19 is an abstract account of the 
increase or decrease in the jama of each ryot at the beginning 
of the year, to which the patwari, as a sanction for his own 
conduct, procures the signature of his immediate superior. 

7th, Hal Hakikat is an account formed at the beginning 
of the year from the Jamabandi and Nakl-i-patta. It specifies 

'the asal jama of each ryot, the different abwabs or taxes 
subsequently imposed, the increase or decrease in the rent, and 
the alterations occasioned by the ryots changing their lands. 
This account, therefore, contains in fact the settlement of the 
revenues to be collected from the ryots during the .course of 
the year. 

8th, -Kistbandi or Mawari. This is an account of the 
monthly instalments by which the annual rent is to be paid. 
The original jama is first divided into twelve equal parts. But 
as the payments must be legulated chiefly by the harvests, the 
equal proportions or months' rents are broken into i months 
thus, 

Baisakh t month. 
J aistha ! month. 
Asarh 2 months. 

In some places taxes are imposed by adding a month or 
half a month's rent to the jama. In such case, it is not un
common, from the accumulation of taxes, to find that the whole 
year's jama contains eighteen or nineteen months' rent. 

9th, Taujih, otherwise termed Baki Jai. This account 
exhibits the Kist or monthly instalment, ~ amount paid by 
the ryot. and the balance, if any remains, is added to the kist 
of the succeeding month. 

lOth, KhaTja, in some places termed Talab Baki, is an 
account current of each ryot. On the right hand side of the 
page are specified the particulars of the ja~a as contained in 
the hal hakikat. and on the left are inserted the sums which 
he has paid with the dates qf payment. . 

19 Kami=decrease. 
Beshi=increase. 
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lIth, Bara Thoka ox: pattora is formed at the end of six 
months or eight months, and by way of pre-eminence is called 
hissab or the account. In this the patwarris insert the jama 
and receipts .until the date; either on account of revenue, 
temporary mathots,20 takavi (money advanced to the ryots to 
enable them to cultivate their lands), or under any other 
denomination whatsoever. The balance21 being struck is added 
to the demand for the remainder of the year; and the aggregate 
being divided into monthly proportions, according to which it 
is to be paid, forms a new kistbandi. 

12th. Akhiri Hissab 'Kharja, or, as it is called in some places, 
Wassil Baki Kbarja. This is an adjustment of each ryot's 
account made out at the end of the year, stating the jama, 
the receipts and the balances for the year. It also states the 
Arzi22 or pleas for' abatement of rent, which being deducted 
leaves the sum of undisputed balance.' 

13th, Akhiri lama. Wassil Baki is an aggregate of the two 
former accounts, and contains a state of the revenue of the 
whole village, distinguished into jama, receipts, and balances. 
It first states the jama of the preceding year, the increase or 
decrease which has since taken place, the undisputed balance 
outstanding, the sum advanced for takavi; and the amount 
of all those constitutes the jama or demand for the current 
year: 2nd, the sum received either of the revenue of the 
current year, the arrears of the former, or of takavi, are next 
entered under these respective heads, and the balance together 
with the original articles of arzi is inserted in the latter columns. 

14th, Shomar2S (Shambar?) is an account of the daily 
receipts of whatever denomination, whether collected according 
to the kistbandi or received as presents, mathot or the like; 
and in general contains full memorandums of every day's 
transactions. 

15th, Seeah24 is an account similar to the Shomar from which 

20 Pine, or tax. 
211.e. deficit. " 
22 A petition. 
29-24 I cannot find these words in Wilson's ~10S6ary. Shomar perhaps 

is a corruption of Shambar, a day: Seeah IS defined by Mr. Smyth 
(c/. note 17) as "a daily ledger or account-book." 
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it is formed; but, being drawn out afterwards, is more regularly 
arranged under the different heads of Khudkasht, Paikasht, 
Khamar, etc. It contains in general the collections only on 
;lccount of the kistbandi. The sums received as presents or 
mathots are not inserted. This account contains also the 
expenses. 

16th, Pattan iama khaf'ja is a monthly treasury account, 
specifying the receipts and disbursement arranged under the 
different heads for each month formed from the two preceding 
accounts. 

17th, Tirij25 lama Kharja is an annual Treasury account 
formed from the Pattan Jama Kharja. 

18th Akhiri NikaSJl!. All the foregoing accounts are kept 
by the karamcharis an4 patwaris. The gomastah, ihtimamdar 
or head collector, a person who has the management of the 
taraf, pargana or division, compares and ascertains annually 
the articles collected under thE! head of each .individual ryot; 
he then checks and retrenches the articles of expense in the 
karamchari's account, and having given credit for the amount 
paid to him by the karamcharis, he ascertains the sum due 
from them and the balance due from the ryot. This adjustment 
is called the Akhiri Nikas. 

Abstracts of all these accounts or adjustments are kept 
by the officers in the tarafs or parganas and transmitted to the 
sadar cutcherry of the zamindar, which, being collected into 
one state, exhibits the rents, the payments, and the balances 
of the district. 

At the commencement of the year, an account called the 
Daul Bandobast27 is drawn out by the zamindar. It contains 
the rent-roll of the zamindari and is formed by adding together 
the rent of each mazkuri talukdar,28 the sum which each 
katkinadar28 has agreed to give for his farm, and the estimated 
revenue of such parts of the district which are to be collected by 
the immediate officers or agents of the zamindar. By the 

16 An abstract compiled from other accounts. 
lI8 A final adjustment of· the Revenue demand. 
27 The gross receipts demanded from the tenants. 
28 A talukdar paying his revenue to the zamindar. 
28 Under-tenant of a revenue farmer. 
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regular subordination of these cutcherries, and this chain of 
accounts which we have described, the zamindars and other 

~ 
landholders are enabled to transact the affairs and to collect 
the revenue of their respective districts. It remains to consider 
the modes by which the revenue is assessed and the checks by 
which the payment of it is secured to Government. 

In forming conclusions on this subject and, indeed, on all 
our reasonings concerning the revenue of Bengal, we cannot 
too carefully avoid a comparison between the customs and 
institutions that prevail in this country and those which are 
established amongst a people more free and more refined. The 
revenue of Bengal consists chiefly of land rents. The proportion 
taken by Government has consequently been always very large 
when compared with the land tax of states where the invention 
is exhausted in discovering other objects and modes of taxation 
which shall raise "a revenue in a manner imperceptible to those 
who actually pay it, and where it is rather the policy to conceal 
than to lighten the burden. 

In the first part of the address we observed that the ancient 
assessment on Bengal was imposed according to an actual survey 
and valuation made in the time of Akbar, and that this 
co~tinued long to be the standard by which the revenue was 
raised. In order to preserve and correct this valuation and 
register, institutions well calculated for that purpose were 
formed. Two hereditary kanungos were appointed by the 
Emperor. Counterparts of all accounts were kept in their 
office as public records; their naibs or deputies were stationed 
in different parts "of the country to mark the establishment of 
new villages, transfer of land, and other circumstances which 
occasioned a change in the state of the country; and every 
sale or deed of transfer, the measurement, the boundaries and 
divisions of land were registered by them with a minute 
exactness. 

These institutions appear well adapted to the nature of a 
simple and despotic Government and to a country which, as 
the province of a great Empire, was governed by foreign Vice
roys and officers who were frequently changed. The records 
of the kanungos, containing a history of the successive altera-
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tions which took place in the state of landed property through
out the kingdom, furnished an extensive and permanent source 
of information. They were referred to 'on every point that 
respected the finances or civil Government, in all disputes 
concerning lands, and served equally as a guide in imposing or 
collecting the revenues,80 and as a check on the embezzlements 
or exactions of the zamindar and public officers. 

From the establishment and powers of this office, from the 
occasional and subsequent surveys and valuations which from 
time to time were made of different districts in Bengal, and 
from the measures which were taken to collect the revenues of 
zamindaris which had fallen in arrears, it appears to have been 
an established maxim in this country that the accounts of the 
rents of every portion of land should be open to the inspection 
of the officers of Government. It was chiefly by the intimate 
knowledge and the summary means of information which the 
Government thereby possessed, that the revenue was collected 
and that zamindars were restrained from oppressions and 
exactions. 

To the neglect of those ancient institutions which we have 
described, and to the want of information in the Government 
of the state and resources of the country, may perhaps justly 
be ascribed most of the evils and abuses which have crept into 
the revenue. An exposition of some of these evils will best 
serve to point out the utility of the ancient system, and seems 
necessary also to elucidate and justify the extensive plan upon 
which our commission has been executed. 

When the ancient mode of assessment on an actual valua
tion fell into disuSe, and the sum demanded by Government 
from the zamindars as their respective quota of revenue, came 
to be fixed, not from a knowledge of the capacity of their 
several districts formed on regular and authentic R('counts.81 but 
it became in many cases a matter of no small difficulty to 

80 The Ms. here contains this note. "Naib Diwan's report, 
Mnrshidabad Committee. 2nd July, 1774." A reference to the petition 
submitted by the Sadar Kanungos of Bengal. forwarded by the Naib 
Diwan with his comments, for the payment of their rasnm or allowance 
which had been withheld. Revenue Board Proceedings, July 5th, 1774· 

81 '.e. Taksis. 
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merely by a conjectural estimate,S! this innovation on the part 
of Government authorised the like practice in the zamindars, 
and every. additional sum exacted from them was levied by 
accumulated taxes33 on the vassals and ryots when a part of 
the ryots could no longer subntit to· such exorbitant demands. 
They were forced to shun persecution by deserting their lands 
and habitations. ~ 

The revenues of the zamindars being thus diminished, the 
rents of the remaining ryots were proportionately increased, 
and new demands occasioned new desertions. These circum
stances mutually operated as causes on each other, and largely 
contributed to the impoverished state of some of the districts 
of Bengal. The taxes multiplied to such a degree and were 
raised under such a variety of names and pretences, that 
it became in many cases a matter of no small difficulty to 
ascertain the rule by which the complaint of a ryot for undue 
exactions of rent ought to be enquired into and decided. 

Nor was it in the power of Government effectually to 
remedy this evil without a more intimate knowledge of the 
amount of revenue of each district. For, although the increase 
of the assessment may have been the principal or at least the 
original cause of the various additional taxes imposed on the 
ryots, it does not follow that a reduction in the assessment 
would produce a diminution in the rents. The prospect of 
contingent and future benefit from the greater cultivation and 
improvement of his country is hardly sometimes sufficiently 
powerful to induce a zamindar to forego the immediate advant
age which he enjoys by rack-renting his zamindari, exacting 
the greatest possible revenue from the tenants and vassals. 
Were it necessary to support the truth of this position, 
we could produce many proofs from the accounts which we 
have collected. The instances, especially in large zamindaris, 
are not infrequent where a reduction in the demands of Govern
ment have been immediately followed by new taxes and new 
impositions. 

It appears also from experience that, unless the proportion 

82 I.e. Taksim. 
33 Abwabs. 
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which any particular tax bears to the amount of the assessment 
on the whole district be previously ascertained, it cannot be 
abolished without opening a door to great impositions. For~ as 
soon as the intentions of Government are known, it is then 
impossible to procure faithful accounts of its amount. It 
becomes the interest of every zamindar to form exaggerated 
estimates and to state his loss. at as large a sum as possible. 
In the year 1771, the Bazi jama, which was supposed to consist 
onJy of fines and forfeitures, was, in"consequence of the command 
of the Company, ordered to be abolished. It was not then 
known that this extensive branch of revenue_ comprehended 
many taxes of an unexceptionable nature. In 1772, the Sair 
Chalanta, or duties collected by zamindars on goods passing 
through their districts, was abolished and a new system for 
the management of the customs established. -To indemnify 
the zamindars for the loss which they sustained" by this 
measure, a deduction from their revenue was granted them, but, 
being possessed of no accounts by which an estimate of the 
whole sum collected throughout the provinces under this. head, 
or of the respective proportions of each zamindar could be 
formed, Government was reduced to the necessity of granting 
abatements, according to the accounts then delivered in by 
the zamindars themselves. Similar inconveniences attended the 
abolition of the Maroocha or tax on marriages, and claims on 
account of these oppressive and impolitic taxes continue to be 
preferred from the belief that it is impossible for the officers of 
Government to contravert them. 

But it is not only the abolition of taxes or measures 
calculated for the ease of the inhabitants, or the better Govern
ment of the country, which give rise to claims for abatement 
of rent. They are frequently preferred by the zamindars and 
farmers on pleas of such a nature that it is difficult to conceive 
by what rule and on what principle they can be decided without 
a reference to the actual registers of the land and of the revenue. 
They are generally made on account of the encroachments of 
a river, or the establishment of a new gunge or market, of the 
usurpation of a village by a neighbouring zamindar, and, in 
almost every instance, depend on facts which can only be known 
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by inspecting accounts, or by an enquiry made on the spot. To 
reject them without examination would, in some instances, be 
injustice to the claimant. To admit them without proof, or to 
allow a conjectural portion of the remission demanded, would 
tend, by shewing the ignorance of the officers of revenue, to 
encourage new claims and new impositions j and the revenue 
of a district, if lowered on pleas of a permanent nature, is hard
ly ever to be restored. But the possession of the accounts of 
the land and rent of each village, and of the amount of customs 
('ollected at each market, would, in many instances, either 
prevent causeless applications, or afford the means of investigat
ing them. And in many cases, when it might be necessary 
to depute an amin to examine into the truth of the fact alleged, 
would serve equally as a guide to his enquiries, and as a check 
upon his conduct. 

It appears also that the zamindars and their officers, when 
left to themselves, at the same time they raise the rents of the 
land, and load the generality of their ryots with accumulated 
taxes, dismember and diminish the value of their zamindaris 
by exempting from rent large tracts of land under the name of 
Bazi-zamin, as we have already mentioned. We mean not to 
condemn the principle on which such grants may sometimes 
have been made. Indulgences of this kind, when bestowed 
with moderation, and as a reward of merit, or for the relief of 
indigence, may not only be allowable but useful and necessary. 
But our account will show that the zamindars, or their officers, 
trusting to the want of information in Government, or improv
ing the opportunity which the minority or imbecility of their 
master affords them, have carried this custom far beyond· the 
bounds of moderation. It will hardly be credited, that in the 
small district of Mahomedshahi, which pays only Rs. 2,90,000 

to Government, no less than I,6I,OOO bighas appears thus to 
have been exempted from taxation. 

The very large proportion of land set apart for the 
maintenance of servants in some zamindaris gives strong reasons 
to believe that the name of Chakeran Zamin has also been used 
to cover collusive grants, and to diminish the public revenue of 
a district. 
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If the checks and institutions, which we have before 
described, were necessary in fonner times to prevent abuses of 
this kind, and for the security of the revenue, they appear 
much more so at present. The Mogul Government from its 
greater vigour, the undivided authority which it possessed, and 
the severe example which it could make of off~ders, was able 
to detect and prevent collusions by means unknown to, and 
incompatible with the genius of our Government. The dread 
of the powers with which the Mussalman Government was thus 
armed, on the minds of a people long used to submission, was 
alone sufficient to render the exercise of them seldom necessary. 
When the English obtained possession of this country, the 
revenues continued to be collected by the ordinary coercit7e 
means, and although the same severities were not practised, 
the idea of absoiute undivided power continued to operate, and 
the force of that impression is not yet entirely spent. But 
tmder the present constitution, where every act of authority, 
every right of Government, is liable to be contested and 
1itigated, it is only perhaps by regular systems and official 
checks that the public revenue can be secured. For it is 
evidently the interest of a zamindar to obtain a remission in the 
amount, or to evade payment of the sum assessed on his district. 
In this case it is often necessary to divest him of the manage
ment and either to collect the rents by officers immediately 
appointed by Government, when it is called a khas collection, 
or to farm them out for a certain sum to be paid into the public 
treasury. The farmer, or the superior officer of Government, 
styled sezawalM or amil, stands in the stead of the zamindar, 
and receives the revenue from mazkuris,3/j from shikdars,88 or 
from katkinadars.87 But without the possession of the accounts 
and knowledge of the revenue of the district, the interest of the 
zamindar will prompt him, and his superior influence will 
always enable him, to obstruct the collections of a sezawal or 
farmer, in hopes, ultimately, to reduce the Government to the 

M A salaried native revenue official. 
3/j Tenants paying revenue to a zamindar. 
88 Native revenue officials. 
87 Under-farmers, or under-tenants. 
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necessity of restoring him to the management on his own terms. 
From all these considerations and from our sense of the 

design of the Commission on which we were employed, we have 
endeavoured to render the estimates and accounts of revenue, 
which we have prepared for the information of the Board, as 
extensive as possible. We now proceed to explain the· plan 
on which they are constructed. 

The first branch of the accounts serves to show the jama 
or assessment of each mahal or division held immediately under 
Government and of which the revenue is paid into the public 
treasury for the last ten years: the revenue actually received; 
and the balances uncollected. In our letters of the 29th 
August and* we have fully pointed out the principles on which 
these accounts and the subsidiary estimates of annexations and 
alienations are formed. 

The second branch of our accounts consists chiefly of 
estimates of the various sources of revenue of each district, to 
which our enquiries extended, of the revenue received from 
these sources and the balances uncollected, and of the land 
exempt from rent. As the districts had in general been let 
to farmers for five years, who were bound by a clause in their 
leases to deliver to Government a hastobud38 of their respec
time farms, we considered it our particular duty and the 
special end of our Commission to collect these accounts, and 
we accordingly extended our enquiries to the whole term of 
the late settlement. By thus collecting and arranging the 
materials which we procured from the farmers and zamindars, 
and by comparing and checking the accounts of one year 
with those of another, we have been enabled to form the 
following states of the several districts mentioned in the 
abstract which accompenies this address. 

The hastobud or valuations of the annual revenue of the 
several districts. This account exhibits a state of every 
different source of rent or profit. 

The Jama Wasil Baki of the district, or account of the 

-(Blank left in Ms.). 
38 An estimate, 
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jama corresponding with the total of the hastobud, the 
amount of the receipts, and the balances of revenue. 

The Bazi Zamin, or accounts of all the lands in a district 
held free of rent. 

The Chakeran or account of land appropriated for the 
maintenance of servants and officers. 

In order to render the valuations as accurate as possible, 
we instructed the amin to collect the accounts of the Bengal 
year II78,89 the year immediately preceding the settlement, 
as the ground work of our enquiries, and as a clue by which 
the alterations that took place in the five subsequent years 
might be traced. 

The hastobud or valuatIon of the revenue, therefore, 
first states the mofussil jama, or estimated gross revenue of the 
district, for the year II78. This, according to the custom 
which prevails in most of the provinces is divided into two 
heads. The Hazera,40 which comprehends every source of 
revenue or of income, whether rents of land actually occupied, 
or taxes, customs or other articles of profit actually existing. 

The Plateka,41 under which is entered the rated revenue 
of the land formerly in cultivation but unoccupied at the time 
when the accounts are formed. The amount of the hazera 
and plateka added together forms the mofussil jama for II78. 
as appears under the third column of our account. 

But as the revenue of each district underwent consider
able and annual alterations, having in many instances been 
augmented, and in others diminished, we next collected from 
the accounts of the subsequent years every article either of 
increase or decrease which served to add to or lessen the 
revenue of the district. These articles are so various that it 
was impossible to specify each in the hastobud or estimate, 
and we have therefore inserted the whole amount of the 
increase during the five years in one column,. and the whole 
amount of the decrease in another, which, being respectively 

89 1771-177'2. A. D. 
40 A corrnption of hazir, "an acconnt showing the assets of an 

estate." (Wilson). 
41 "Abandoned land, formerly cnltivated." (Wilson). 
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added to or deducted from the revenue of II78,42 exhibits the 
regular mofussil jama of II83.4S In some districts where there 
appeared a profit from Batta," Karttani46 or other articles which 
had not been comprehended in the hastobud of II78, or in 
the accounts of the· subsequent years, we inserted them under 
a separate column and included them with the former addition. 
This is the first stage of the hastobud, exhibiting an abstract 
of the jama of II78 compared with that of II83. 

The succeeding columns point out the general heads of 
which the jama ·of II83 is composed, or by which it is 
distinguished. As these however vary in the accounts of 
almost every district it ,has not been in our' power to adhere to 
a uniform plan in drawing out this part of the hastobud 
account. But we have, in general, inserted under the head of 
Mal the proportion of the Raiyati, the Khamar, or other lands, 
separating the Asal46 from the Abwab4? where our accounts 
enabled us to do it, and other principle taxes; and have 
distinguished the customs or tolls which composed the Sair, 
and some of the chief articles of profit which partake of the 
nature of Bazi jama or (word illegible in MS, precarious?) 
sources of income. We have also in many cases specified the 
karttani or deduction made from the receipts. The sum of 
all these different heads, as inserted in the several latter 
columns of the accounts, being added together, forms in a 
separate column, the amount of the hazera or actual existing 
sources of revenue of the year II83, to which the amount of' 
the plateka being added, the last column exhibits the total 
hastobud jama. 

This description, when applied to the actual accounts of 
the several districts, and compared with the titles of the 
several columns, and the totals at the bottom of the accounts, 
will, we hope, be sufficient to explain their nature and the 
leading principles on which they are constructed. They con-

42 I77I-I772 A. D. 
'8 1776-1777 A. D. 
"Discount. 
45 Karttani, a clipping. 
46 Original. 
'7 Amounts added by imports, cesses, etc. 
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tain also the names of the taluks, parganas, tarafs, or other 
considerable sub-divisions of which the district is formed, 
with the num~r of vIllages or mahals which they contain; 
and by drawing the eye across the different heads or columns 
of the account, the particulars (as above described) of which 
the jama of each sub-division is composed may be easily 
discovered. 

As subsidiary to the hastobud we have in many of the 
districts formed and translated an account of the villages in 
each pargana or taraf, showing the name of each village, the 
amount of the jama, and' the quantity of land held free of 
revenue. It has not always been in our power to procure 
materials to complete this register. 

Although the amount of the Sair revenue is inserted in 
the hastobud, we have judged it proper to draw out a separate 
account specifying the names of the different markets (word 
i11egible in MS) and other heads under which it is rated. 

As the hastobud of a district exhibits the rents of the land, 
and the different sources of revenue, the Jama Wasil Bald 
shows the sum received on account of these rents or sources. 
'the former is in the nature of a rent-roU, the latter is an 
account of the rents actually paid in the course of the year, 
and of the balances uncollected. 

In preparing the Jama Wasil Baki accounts of the several 
districts we judged it proper, for the reasons above given, to 
extend our enquiry to the five years for which the lands' had 
been let. In this account, therefore, we have in the first 
column stated the mofussil jama of the Bengal years II 79, 
IISO, IISX, II82, and IIS3 together with the total of the five 
years. We have then entered the payments or receipts for 
each of these several years with the total of the whole; and 
in the latter columns of the account we have stated the 
balance outstanding for the whole five years, from which 
having deducted the amount of the plateka, the remainder shows 
the balance of the hazera or existing sources of revenue. 'this 
we have distinguished into the arzi, or that part of the 
balance, which, in consequence of pleas for abatements, had 
been admitted into the accounts of the tarafs or parganas; into 
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the Tujveery,48 or that part which is open to enquiry, consist
ing chiefly of unauthorised reductions in the jama, and into 
the mofussil or Lakalam Baki, or undisputed arrears of rent. 
This account, like the hastobud, comprehends the names and 
revenue of each particular taluk, taraf, or other considerable 
sub-division of the district. 

After the explanations we have already given of lands 
held free of rent, little requires to be said on the Bazi Zamin 
account. It points out the different denominations under which 
lands of this nature are rated, the number of bighas of 
each kind, together with the names of the tarafs and other 
divisions in which it is situated. Where we could obtain 
sufficient materials, we have distinguished such portions as are 
held by the zamindar or his family and such as are held by 
individuals. 

The Chakeran, or account of lands appropriated for the 
maintenance of officers and servants, is formed on a plan 
similar to the proceeding account. It in general contains the 
number of servants for whom this provision is intended, what 
proportio1l of them are stationed about the person of the 
zamindar, how many are employed at the cutcherries of the 
parganas or tarafs, and how many in the villages. Independ
ent of the purposes of revenue to which the register may be 
applied, it appears necessary in appointing establishments for 
the police and security of the country. 

As explanatory of all the different accounts which we 
have described, and to mark the alterations each district has 
undergone during the last five years, we have prepared 
separate abstracts of the increases and decreases. They point 
out every new source of revenue which has been opened during 
the above period, and the augmentation or diminution of those 
that existed previous to it. 

From the first class of these states, shewing the jama or 
assessment and sum actually received by Government from 
each separate mahal during the last ten years, a general idea 
may be formed of their capacity. 

48 Query. Taguvari-,.e. a judge or an arbitrator 1 (a S. Indian 
word). 
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The several accounts of the second class, exhibiting the 
rent roll or valuation of each portion of a district, and the rent 
or revenue which it has yielded during the last five years, 
mark also the nature, the increase or the decrease, of the 
different taxes, the improvement or decline of cultivation, and 
serve to convey an intimate knowledge of the state and 
resources of each district. 

In the course of this address and in the exposition which 
we have given of the evils that have risen from the want of 
public accounts, we have pointed out many purposes to which 
these various materials may be applied, either in the abolition 
of oppressiv~ or impolitic taxes, in ihe investigation of pleas 
for remission or abatement of rent urged on account of 
the establishment or removal of a market; the encroachment 
of a river, or other local causes; the division of land j in the 
sale or transfer of portions of a zamindari and, generally, in 
controlling and checking every department of the revenue. 
Our enquiries concerning the relative condition of the great 
zamindars, and of the mazkuri talukdars who hold under 
them, ,will naturally suggest another important use of these 
accounts. As the rent of each talukdar is there registered, 
the officers of Government, by a summary and intuitive process, 
may decide on the compl~int of vassal on account of exactions 
made by his zamindar. 

In the formation of a settlement, and in aetermining on 
the revenue of any particular district, it is either by comparing 
the jama or assessment, and the revenue actually received by 
Government for a. number of years, or by inspecting the 
hastobud or valuation of the (IIstrict and the sum which is 
actually yielded to the zamindar or farmer, that a judgment 
of its amount can be formed. The possession of the materials, 
which we have prepared, furnish this information and is likely 
to induce the zamindar to agree to the assessment proposed, 
or, in case of his refusal, will enable the Government to 
distribute the zamindari into specific divisions, and to collect 
the rent by farmers, or officers independent of his authority. 
In either case an attention to the amount of Bazi zamin held 
by the zamindar or his family, and the quantity of land 
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appropriated for the use of officers and servants, appears 
necessary in determining the jama of the district or the 
establishment and charges requisite for collecting the revenue. 

It is foreign from our duty, and becometh not us, to pretend 
to form a judgment of the assessment to be imposed either on 
the whole Province or on any particular district of Bengal. 
But it may not be improper to suggest a few general principles 
on this subject drawn from the nature of the materials we 
have compiled and from the information we have received in 
the course of our enquiries. 

In forming an opinion of the state of a district, and of 
its improvement and decay, an attention to the accounts of the 
hazera4s and plateka50 for some years past may be ~ry useful. 
If the former has been annually increasing, and the latter 
diminishing, it serves to mark the increase of cultivation and 
improvement, and 'Vice 'Versa if the hazera appears to be 
decreasing every year. Where an additional cultivation is 
attended with an increase in 'he nirik,51 or rent of land, it gives 
room to believe that the district is in a flourishing state; but 
if while the nirik is increased, the country grows less populops, 
it may 1>«: considered a strong sign that the rent of the land is 
higher than the situation of the district will bear, and, unless 
some other reason can be assigned, the growing depopulation 
of the country may be justly ascribed to this cause. 

From the abstract accounts Qf the increases and decreases 
or causes which have served during the last few years to 
augment or diminish the revenue of a district some useful 
conclusions may also be drawn. These causes, according as 
they are temporary, fixed, or progressive, have either an 
acciclental or permanent effect on the revenue. Thus, if a 
considerable part of a district pays its rent in kind (khamar). 
and the receipts have been increa~ed or diminished by the 
dearness or cheapness of grain, or if an uncommon drought has 
affected the revenue for a particular year, in both instances the 
cause is plainly of only a temporary nature. But if the amount 

"Existing assets. 
50 Rent of unoccupied Lands. 
61 Nirik, I.e. the market, or prevailing, rate of anything. 
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of revenue has been angmented by the establishment of new 
villages or markets, or lessened by the abolition of particnlar 
duties or the encroachments of rivers, these causes are likely 
to have a fixed and permanent influence in the revenue and 
capacity of the" district. 

It is more difficult to explain precisely the nature of 
progressive causes of increase or decrease, although well under
stood by every native mutsudee.52 Where it appears that, at 
the same time that the cultivation of a country is increasing, 
the rent of land is also annually growing higher, or, on the 
contrary, that, although the rents have been lowered in order 
to induce ryots to remain or to settle on the lands, the country 
becomes every day less populous, the increase or decrease may 
be considered as of a progressive nature, and we may be able 
probably to discover its origin in the want or abundance of 
circulation, in the greater or more limited rent for the produce 
of the district or in other radical causes which are likely not 
only to continue to ope:ate but to gaiu strength. In consider
ing the influence which the accumulation of taxes has in 
hastening the decay of particular zamindaris, we have given a 
strong instance of the progressive steps by which the revenue 
may diminish from year to year. The application of these 
conclusions, and of this knowledge, to the purpose of imposing 
an assessment and apportioning it to the state and circumstances 
of a district is evident. But in those cases where it may be 
necessary to grant a remission there is reason to believe that 
unless a proportion of the abwabs or taxes on the ryots be at 
the same time struck off, the indulgence of Government 
especially in large zamindaris, will seldom be felt by the lower 
class of people. 

Before we quit the consideration of the states and estimates 
which we have laid before the Board, and the uses to which 
they may be applied," it may be proper to observe that the 
quantity of land exempted from rent (as will appear by the 
accompanying abstract) is so very great that it appears well to 
merit particular attention, either to investigate and resume the 

62 Accountant, or clerk. 
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late grants, or to take measure to check the growth of a 
practice so injurious and alarming to the public revenue. 

The original accounts in the Bengal, Persian and Orissa 
languages from which the English ones have been formed are 
equally extensive and voluminous: those contain the materials 
from which our accounts have been drawn and descend to parti
culars which, however necessary to be known to the inferior 
officers in the management of the revenue, were too minute for 
us to attempt to translate or to submit to the attentions of the 
Board. If preserved as records, they will be highly serviceable 
as references in setting disputes, in the division of land, in the 
variety of dnvestigation, which, in the extensive transaction of 
the revenue, fall to the share of the native officers, and may 
lay the foundation of regular and permanent registers. 

The frequent use which we have made of Bengal and 
Persian words requires an apOlogy. They are, in general, terms 
of common acceptation and could not be translated without a 
risk of altering the idea, which, to all who are conversant with 
the business of the Revenue, they immediately convey: they 
are however for the most part accompanied with short 
explanations. 

We have the honour to be, 

Hon'ble Sir, 

Your most obedient and most humble servants, 

CALCUTTA, 

The 25th March, 1778. 

(Sd.) .. .. 
D. ANDERSON, 

CHAIu.Es CROFTlts, 
GEORGE BOGLE . 

[N.B.-This report is entered in the Governor-General's Pro
ceedings-April 3rd, 1778, as the "Anmeeny letter". 
The Board formally thanked the members of the Com
mission for their services.] 
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Three abstracts or appendices are attached to the Report. 

The first abstract gives an account of the quantity of land 
held as Chakeran63 Zamin in the different districts to which 
amins were deputed. 

It is in six columns:-

Column 1. Names o~ Districts. 

" 

" 

" 

" 

" 

2. Total quantity of land held (in that district) 
under the name of Chakeran. 

3. Quantity of land held as Chakeran exempt from 
taxation. 

4. Quantity of land held as Chakeran subject to a 
small tax. 

5. Amount of the revenue assessed on the Chakeran 
land mentioned in column 4. 

6. Amount jama of villages held as Chakeran of 
which there is no measurement exclusive of the 
lands inserted in the preceeding columns. 

The totals mentioned in the respective columns are:~ 

I. 21 districts are named in which Chakeran zamin 
lands exist. 

2. 12,04,847 bighas of land. 
3. 10,61,130 
4· 1,43,416 
5. Rs. 66,049 
6. Rs. 37,623 

" " " 
" " II 

as Lands exempted from revenue, to pay officials and servants. 
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Ah5tract account showing the amonnt of the hastobud jama or 
valuation of the gross revenue§ of the districts to which 

amins were deputed. 

Totfl 
Names of Parganas Hastobud 

jama 
Plateka* Hazera t 

Twenty.four Parganas (SA. Rs.) 13,56,461 62,688 12,93,733 

Town of Calcutta .. 
" 

1.10,299 

I 
. .. 1,10,299 

Hooghly or Mahomed 
Aminpur ... .. .. 2,76,062 13,582 2,62,479 

Nadia . ,. ... .. .. 15,85,798 2,42842 13,42,955 

Mahomedshahi ... n .. 3,80,409 38,744 3,41,661 

Jessore ... . .. .. ., 4,83,388 87,087 3,96,250 

Saidpur ... . .. .. .. 1,19,580 19,191 1,00,:;Sg 

Hijli ... ... (Arcots) 2,94,945 28.275 2.66,669 

Shuja mota ... .. 65,291 5,919 59,371 

Alisoda ... ... .. 1,91,647 25,527 1,66,119 

Midnapur ... 
" 9,94.757 . .. 9,94,757 

Birbhum ... (SA. Rs.) 11.44.825 4,11,613 7,33.211 

Bishenpur ... .. .. 5.18,731 r7,918 5.00,813 

Pachete ... ... (ViZlri Rs.) 1,54,423 49,673 1,04,750 

Rajshahi ... ... (5.\. Rs.) 29.64,631 .. , 29,64,331 

Rokanpur ... .. .. 3,65,010 26.773 3.38,316 

t Khas Taluks ... .. ., 
I 

1,2S,519 U,941 1,12,578 

.Plateka. Rated revenue of land unoccupied but still kept on the 
rent·roll. 

tHazera. Revenue of occupied lands and other actual sources. 
tKhas taluks. Districts under direct State management. 
§Fractions of Rupees have been omitted in each case. 
N.B.-The gt'oss total of the hastobud amounted to Rs. 2.09,96,155. 

but this included rupees of different denominations and unequal values. 
The sicca rupee was tbe standard coin; the others varied in value below 
that standard. 
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Abstract account showing the amount of the hastobud jama or 
valuation of the gross revenue of the districts to which 

amins were deputed-Continued. 

Total ,. 
Name of Parganas Hastobud Plateka Hazera 

jam a 

Fateh Singh (Murshidabad Sonats) 1,62,633 21,651 1,40,982 

Jehangirpur ... (SA. Rs.) 3,63,570 1,04,629 2,58,940 

Laskarpur ... tt .. 2,97,846 3°,338 2,67,5°7 
Dacea (exclusive of 

Sylhetl ... (Areots) 43,63,561 . .. 43,62,56I 
Chitta gong (exclusive 

of Tippera) ... tt 6,68,529 ... 6,68,529 

Rajmahal (Patna Sonats) 2,94,541 38,096 2,56.4I8 

Hatinda ... tt tt 77,788 4,3I7 73.470 

Bhagalpur ... 
" n 4,66,329 2,5I8 4,63,8IO 

Pumea ... tt " 
19,°9,214 4,96,I98 I4,13,OI6 

Rangpur .. (Narainy Rs.) 16,50 ,655 3,71,695 I2,78,959 

-The third and last abstract shows the quantity of land 
held under the name of Bazi Zamin;64 this is stated in two 
columns, one of which gives the name of "the districts to 
which the amins were deputed"-26 in all. 

The total amount of Bazi zamin land was 43,96,095 bighas. 
There is a footnote to say that this total does not include the 
amount of Bazi zamin in Pachete,65 as in the accounts of that 
district the land so held "is not stated according to the qu.antity 
of land, but according to the jama at which it stood previous 
to its being granted. The total jama of the Bazi zamin in that 
district is Rs. 20,848-1-2". 

The second abstract account "shows the amount of the 
hastobud jama or valuation of the gross revenues of the 
districts to which amins were deputed" and is reproduced 
verbatim. 

64 Miscellaneous Lands. 
65 A district in the Burdwan Division. 
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x. 
2. 

3· 
4· 
5· 
6. 

7· 
8. 
9· 

10. 
II. 

12 

A.-THE VICEROYS OF BENGAL. 1712-1773. 

1704 (de facto)} ,... h'd Q l' Kh 
Cd .) ,1.tJ.urs 1 ulan. 

1712 e lure 
1725-1739 
1739-1740 
1740-1756 
1756-1756 
1757-1760 
1760-1763 
1763-1765 
1765-1766 
1766-1770 
1770-1773 

Shuja-ud-Din Khan. 
Sarfaraz Khan. 
Aliverdi Khan 
Siraj-ud-Daula. 
Mir Jafar. 
Kasim Ali Khan. 
Mir Jafar. 
Najm-ud-Daula. 
Saif-ud-Daula. 
Mobarak-ud-Daula. 

B.-THE BENGAL YEARS. 

A.D. B.S. 

1765 = II71-72 
1766=II72-73 
1767=II73-74 
1768 = II 74-75 
1769= II75-76 
1770= II76-77 

A.D. B.S. 

1771 = II 77-78 
1772 = II78-79 
1773 = II 79-80 
1774= Il80-81 
1775 = II81-82 
1776 = 1182-83 

A.D. B.S. 

1777 == II83-84 
1778 = II84-85 
1779 = rr85-86 
1780= II 86-87 
1781 = II87-88 

C.-THE BENGAL MONTHS. 

Baisakh begins April 14th (Bengal New Year)s Day). 
Jaistha .. May 15th 
Asarh .. June 15th 
Sraban " 

July 16th 
Bhadra .. AUgtlSt 17th 
Aswin .. September 17th 
Kartik- .. October 18th 
Agtahayan 

" 
November 17th 

Paus .. December 16th 
Magh .. January 14th 
Phalgun OJ February 13th 
Chaitra .. March 15th-April 13th 

(Chaitra Sankranti) 



THE KANUNGO 

In the third book, and the eleventh "ain" of the Ain-i
Akbari1 it is written, "the kanungo is th~ refuge of the husband- ,
man: there is one in every district." This, like many oriental 
definitions, is an expression of intention rather than of fact. 
The name 'kanungo' means ::10 expounder of the law, and the 
duties were those of a registrar and are enumerated by Mr. 
Patterson in his report of 1787. thus :-"the records which show 
and distinguish the'distribution of lands and farms,2 the names 
of the parties, and the nature of their tenures or trusts 
specifying ·what are under the khalsa,s what ja'gir,' or what 
are rent free; the records which state and particularise the 
quantity of land in actual cultivation, or quantity uncultivated 
or waste, the several kinds of produce· of the spring and 
autumn harvests, with the price current of every article: the 
jama or assessment and the rates of asS}!ssment; the. particulars 
of the wasul baki, i.e., the receipts and arrears of land revenue; 
the progress of cultivation and the particulars of ail losses or 
injuries to the revenue with the respective occasions of them" 
were a[1 parts of the kanungo's responsibilities: in addition, 
he had to "record the genealogies of zamindars, to register 
all grants of lands, charities or immunities and to keep copies 
of every paper which their duty obliges them to attest or 
authenticate: to keep' regular counterparts of the Government 
accounts and to transmit attested copies at regular intervals 
to th.a head quarters of Government." They were also respon
sible for the condition of the records, that they were preserved 
from loss or decay, and that faulty or damaged records were 
:replaced with accurate and true copies. It was also enjoined 
that the records should be kept in good order, easily accessible, 
and so arranged as to be forthcoming when called for ; in short, 
"it appears that the objects of the institution were a mutual 

1 Blochmann's translation. 
2ljaras. 
8 Headquarters of the revenue administration. 
4 Land granted free of revenue for services rendered. 
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benefit to the Sovereign and the subject; to be a chain of use
ful and necessary information to Government itself ; to supply 
the want of personal experience under the frequent changes of 
its provincial ministers and agents, and to preserve the sources 
of its revenue from being dissipated or destroyed by fraudulent 
alienations or embezzlements; to facilitate the administration of 
justice and to give stability to property; to check the agents 
of Government employed in the coUections, and to defend the 
ryot from oppressive and illegal impositions by affording him 
an appeal to the modes and rates of assessment as established 
and authorised by Government." 

Such an office, if really effective, would demand a highly 
trained, conscientious staff of officers, and in the palmy days of 
the Mogul Government it seems to have fulfilled the intentions 
for which it was created. The origin of the office is uncertain. 
Akbar reconstituted and extended it, but there is some 
evidence that the kanungo's office, perhaps under another name, 
existed before the Mogul era because the kanungo was the 
record officer of the pargana, and the pargana as an administra
tive district was in existence before Akbar introduced his re
organisation of the land revenue. There were two chief or sadar 
kanungos, and they had a chain of subordinates called naib or 
deputy kanungos in the districts. The office, like most offices 
in the East, became hereditary, and the information obtained 
by successive generations became, as it were, a craft: from this 
knowledge outsiders were jealously .excluded and it was used 
to establish and strengthen the hold which the owners of this 
knowledge had over the land revenue of their respective 
districts. This hereditary succession naturally defeated the 
very object for which the office was created, and it was 
vigorously denounced by Mr. Baber in 1772, when he was the 
Company's Resident at Midnapur, in a letter which is quoted 
by Mr. Patterson, and which will be found on page 169 of 
this book. Mr. Baber showed how the professional knowledge 
and privileges of the kanungo have been used to build up a 
guild which abused the confidence of Government by collusion 
with the very men whom the office was instituted to keep in 
check, "Viz., the zamindars, and by purposely keeping Govern- • 
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ment in the dark. More powerful officers than Mr. Baber had 
discovered this fact before the Company assumed the Diwani. 
Murshid Quli Khan, the great Viceroy of Bengal at the begin
ning of the eighteenth century, as· Mr. Patterson points out, 
ousted the existing kanungos from their office and filled their 
places with his own nominees. "The Nazim saw the 
importance of the office and knew his interest too well not to 
place the management of it in the hands of his own creatures". 
Unfortunately the change- only benefited Murshid Quli Khan 
and those whom he made kanungos, for the new men also held 
the office hereditarily and, in the course of one or two genera
tions, obtained the same information and influence over the 
districts which enabled them, as their predecessors had done, 
to defy Government and to dictate their terms to the zamindars; 
many of them actually became zamindars, thereby making it 
their direct interest to neglect their duties and to deceive 
Government. "Quis custo~iet ipsos custodes"? The kanun
gos, by the time that the Company became Diwan, held in their 
hands all the vital information necessary to the efficient collec
tion of the land revenue, and this· information they had no 
intention of surrendering to Government. Governor Verelst 

. and· his colleagues had already described their- oWll difficulties 
when attempting to make a fair assessment of the revenue, in 
the proceedings o!Jhe Sel~ct Committee, August 16th, 1769, 
where they complain of "the ignorance of the real produce and 
capacity of the country in which we were necessarily kept by a 
set of men who first deceive us from interest, and afterwards 
continue the deception from a necessary regard to their own 
safety": they also specifically mention the collusion of the 
zamindars and the tax collectors. But the kanungos were also 
\-lffering from the creeping paralysis which overtook the 
administration of the Mogul Empire, and their power, though 
stilt· great, was rapidly waning. In 1771, the Comptrolling 

, Council of Revenue at Murshidabad issued a circular letter to 
the various supravisors calling for their opinion on the utility 
and necessity of the office of kanungo. 

The replies received form part of the proceedings of the 
Comptrolling Council of Revenue, Mursiiidabad, July 2nd, 1771. 
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The following officers sent in a reply: 

The Supravisor of Nadia-Jacob Rider. 
" " " Rangpur-John Grose. 
" " " Purnea--G. Ducarel. 
.. .. .. Bhagalpur } 

Rajmaha1 Wm. Harwood. 

" .. 
" .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

.. Birbhum-A1ex. Higginson. 

.. Chittagong-W. Wilkins. 

.. Dacca-T. Kelsall. 

.. Dinajpur-H. Cottrell . 
" Jessore-W. Rooke . 
.. Hooghly-W. Lushington . 
.. Rajshahi-Boughton Rous . 

An opinion -was also submitted by Mahamed Riza Khan, the 
Naib Diwan. 

Seven of the eleven Supravisors, 'Viz., Messrs. Rider, 
Higginson, Wilkins, Kelsall, Rooke, Lushington and Boughton 
Rous, pronounced against the retention of kanungos on the 
ground that the office had outlived its usefulness, and was a 
needless loss to the revenue in the shape of kanungos' 
allowances, an extra tax on the ryots, and a source of confusion 
in the collections. The antiquity of the office is acknowledged 
in every case. Messrs. Ducare1 and Cottrell returned evasive 
replies: theSupravisors of Rangpur and Bhagalpur considered 
that the kanungos were necessary "for the preservation of the 
documents". In no case was a reply received challenging the 
position per $e of the kanungo and the improper power that 
he held; it was not until further experience was obtained under 
the Collectors that this view was put forward. 

Mr. Lushington, Supravisor of Hooghly, sums up best the 
attitude of the majority of the Supra visors, as will be seen from 
the subjoined extracts of his letter, dated March 9th, 1771. 

"I enquired into the origin of this office and was informed 
that it was established by King Akbar. He deemed it expedient 
to change his officers every three years. But this fixed plan 
of changing subjected his Government to inconveniences. To 
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remedy this defect as much as possible, he established the office 
()f kanungo, and the appointed business of it was to preserve the 
records of the laws and customs which prevailed in the revenue 
branch, and to keep regular accounts of the collections: in the 
former capacity they pronounced the law or custom in doubtful 
cases; in the latter, they became a check upon the officers of 
Government: but the influence of this check has long been on 
the decline, and within. these 20 or 30 years past almost totally 
lost: and the only mark of . the original importance of this 
()ffice that now remains is the right to examine and take an 
account of all the receipts of the revenue, which indeed 
-constituted that check which this 9ffice was intended to have 
upon the collectors. It appears then ...... that diffidence in the 
integrity of the officers of Goverpment, or rather the stlbadarsi 

'Of the Provinces, first induced the estal:>lishment of this office; 
the influence .of which began to decline when the subadar~ 
broke their fidelity to the King and established themselves as 

. independent princes over the Provinces that were in their 
charge, and they now appear to me to be reduced to the 
standard of mohurrirs or common writers; and all the service 
that, according to my judgment, can result from this. office 
henceforward will consist in the records of past transactions 
............ Upon the whole I am of opinion that an advantage will 
accrue to Government ..... .from a proper reform in this office ... " 

The Naib Diwan very naturally upheld that system which 
he knew, to which the country was accustomed, and which had 
done good service. Mr. Patterson quotes this opinion of the 
Naib Diwan in full who makes out a strong case for the 
kanungo, but the whole of his defence is based on the assump,
tion that the kanungo is performing and; in the past, has 
performed his duties efficiently and honestly. The N aib's 
defence W~LS, however, sufficient to convince the Comptrolling 

, Council of the necessity of retaining the office of kanungo, and 
they passed a resolution to that effect on July 2nd, 1771, which 
Mr. Patterson reproduces. 

The matter did not long rest here. In a minute of the 

5 Viceroys. 
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Committee of Circuit laying down regulations for the general 
superintendence of the revenue collections, it was definitely 
stated that. the Committee considered the office of kanungo to 
be useless in view of the changes which have taken place in 
the revenue system; "out of tenderness to the ancient form 
of Government" they decided to continue the head kanungos 
but to transfer all their mofussil agents into Government 
servants on a regular salary. They hoped thus to eliminate 
the kanungos and, at the same time, to obtain their local 
information. 

Mr. Edward Baber, Resident at Midnapur, was apparently 
the first officer of the Company who seems to have been fully 
alive to the excessive power of the kanungos, and the abuse 
which they made of that power. His letter is quoted in full 
by Mr. Patterson in his report and is also embodied in the 
Revenue Board's proceedings for December 15th, 1772. 

In this letter definite accusations are brought by a 
responsible and senior officer of the Company against the 
kanungos. He states that the kanungos are working purposely 
against the Company; that the European and Indian Officers 
of the Company are being deliberately kept in the dark; and 
that the zamindars, partly from fear and partly from self
interested motives, are in collusion with the kanungos whom 
he asserts to be the real masters of the country, because they 
have in the course of time deliberately converted a simple 
clerical office into such a powerful weapon that no one, except 
the kanungos themselves, can say with any pretence to 
accuracy what the revenue capacity of the country is. ,Mr. Baber 
drives his argument forcibly home and the Board is challenged 
to state "on what information, on what materials" the last 
settlement6 was made. 

The letter made a great impression temporarily on the 
Board, and in their proceedings they recorded that the excessive 
power of the kanungos was "highly pernicious to the interests 
of the Company, by encouraging collusions and concealments 
among the zamindars, by depriving us of the means of procuring 

6 i.e. of J772. 
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a thorough knowledge of the country, and debarring the 
inhabitants from direct access to the servants of Government" 
............ But as the kanungos were "officers of the ancient 
constitution, the registering of all deeds, contractsalld, grants 
of lands shall be continued to them as formerly, in considera
tion of which they shall receive their allowance as Nancar" ...... 
(Nancar was a species of Kharij-jama, i.e., rents assigned to 
individuals by Government in payment of services rendered). 
Later on, the Board reversed these views, and so far from 
describing the kanungos as "highly pernicious" were "inclined 
to allow a degree of credit to the kanungos as necessary and 
useful servants of the revenue" -the reasons of this change 
of view will be recorded. 

Mr. Edward Baber pushed home the charge with another 
letter, dated January IIth, I773, complaining of the "delay, 
chicanery and opposition in a set of people whose minds are 
so peculiarly .turned to low cunning and who are averse to 
relinquish any part of that authority which they have so long 
exercised so much to their own advantage......... Even in the 
execution of your orders I meet with nothing but insolence 
and defiance." This second letter of Edward Baber's records 
that the kanungos' nancar in his district was fixed by Todar 
Mall himself at Rs. 2,ooo/~ per annum, but that in the accounts 
delivered to the Board "they have forged a claim to Rs. I5,000/
nancar. That they collect Rs. I5,000 where they are only 
entitled to Rs. 2,000 is, I believe, very certain ............ " The 
Board replied on February 5th, I773, that they meant to up
hold their authority but that "the kanungos were entitled to 
a proportionate share in the general increase of the rents" 
since the time of Todar Mall. 

This drew a third letter from Edward Baber, dated February 
nth, in which he states very definitely his opinion of the 
kanungos' claim to remuneration: 

...... "The nancar of the kanungos is no part of the rent 
of the ~amindars, but an assignment of land entirely distinct in 
form and independent of the malguzari.7 Neither an increase 

7 Payment of land revenue. 
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nor a diminution of the rents in the least affected the kanungo ~ 
he neither contributed to the former nor reaped any advantage 
from the latter. When the appointment was made, the King 
allowed them Rs. 2000/- annually for wages, but agreeably 
with the custom of the country this was not paid from the 
Royal Treasury, but a certain portion of land supposed to yield. 
so much was separated from the malguzari and assigned to them. 
The present system is quite opposite to this. You intend to 
pay their wages ...... and to resume the land which was. 
appropriated for that purpose: having ... (MS. illegible) reasons 
to fear some regulations of this kind, the kanungo:; endeavoured 
to provide against it by forging a claim to Rs. 15000/- which~ 
if you, gentlemen, should take into your hands for the Company 
the land granted to them in lieu of wages, they would demand. 
Now they certainly have no claim to more wages than the 
Royal Sanad stipulated, which is Rs. 2000/- and if they receive 
this in money the land must fall entirely into the possession 
of the Company, and whatever it yields be brought to their 
credit. This is so very agreeable to reason and justice that 
neither zamindars nor kanungos can offer a specious argument 
against it j for, as I said before, the land of a kanungo is not 
part of the estate of a zamindar, they are wholly unconnected, 
and no part of what is paid by the latter to Government is in 
consideration of what is held by the former, who, again, cannot 
with justice bring any complaint seeing he will receive that sum 
for the payment of which only so much land was granted him .. 

The Board did not reply. but, as will be seen, Mr. Baber's 
argument is founded on the assumption that a fixed wage, even 
if fixed two centuries back, is a fixed wage, and that no increase 
of value or decline of purchasing power is to he allowed to 
affect it: few, if any; would subscribe to his opinion, but the 
correspondence is quoted to show that the refusal or 
reluctance of kanungos to give up their registers was regarded 
by the Company's servants as dishonest contumely, not always 
with reason. At the same time Mr. Baber's letters, especially 
that of December 13th, 1772, contain an accurate and powerful 
summary of the foggy conditions in which settlements were 
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made and of the absolute unreality of those settlements. The 
Council of Revenue at Patna, in a letter dated August 16th, 
1773, made some comment on the office of kanungo. 

This comment was enclosed in a letter to the Committee 
of Revenue and is embodied in the proceedings of that Body 
for August 31St, 1773. Mr. Patterson has quoted it in his 
report. 

The Council of Patna point out that some form of record 
is essential, and that the kanungos are "generaJly masters of 
their subject"> but tbat collusion and self-interest render the 
records valueless. 

This letter, and that of Edward Baber's, is a distinct advance 
on the opinions submitted by the Supravisors in 1771, and by 
the Committee of Circuit in 1772; the kanungos were looked 
upon by those critics as archaic relics of an old system, whose 
utility was past: in 1772 it was realised in the mofussil, at 
least, that all the knowledge essential to a just and satisfactory 
collection was in the hands of the kanungos. 

The case for the kanungos was put by the sadar kanungos 
of Bengal when they petitionedB for the payment of their 
allowance. In this petition they state: 

"The office of kanungo, which is almost co-eval with that 
of the Mussulman Government in Bengal, has hereditarily 
descended to us. Our ancestors, as well as ourselves, always 
attended the Supreme Ruler in the Metropolis, and his faujdars 
and oflicers in the districts, and entered in their records all the 
transactions regarding the jama, the settlement receipts, and 
revenue accounts in general; and they kept registers of the 
taksim or original revenue of the parganas and villages in the 
possession of the zamindars and talukdars. 

The ascertaining the circumstances of the jama, and the 
preparing the grants of zamindaris and talukdaris were matters 
which depended on them and were done with their signature. 
By them disputes concerning boundaries and controverted 
successions to zamindaris and talukdaris were, by the orders 
of the rulers, settled agreeably to the established laws and 

8 R. B. P. July 5th, 1774. 
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customs of the country, and after duly investigating and tracing 
their origin and grounds in the records of former times. The
rulers were by them informed of ancient customs, forms, and 
institutions. In short, our ancestors, as well as ourselves, 
transacted to the utmost of their power by means of themselves, 
their deputies and agents, all affairs and matters dependent 
on the Government. We have continued to manifest the 
utmost zeal, diligence and fidelity. After paying the expenses 
of our deputies and writers stationed at the sadar and in the 
districts out of the allowances of nimtaki9 and saranjamilO (i.e. 
office allowance). which we have long hereditarily and officially 
enjoyed, the inconsiderable sum which remains serves to repay 
the charges of our own maintenance. Of these allowances, 
since the beginning of the Bengal year II79,u which is near a 
year and a half ago, we have not received a single farthing, and 
we are reduced to extreme distress from the urgent demands of 
our creditors. We therefore hope that you will be pleased to 
order the regular payment of these allowances so that we may 
cheerfully attend to the Company's business and pray for the 
lOIig continuance of your happiness and prosperity." 

The Boardl! then decided to give an authoritative ruling 
on the whole question: 

"The Board having observed the assiduity and alacrity with 
which the kanungos have attended to the duties of their station 
in the Khalsa, notwithstanding the discouragement ensuing 
from the detention of their allowances, and being sensible of 
the distress to which this circumstance now subjects them, 
proceed to take their case into consideration and pass a final 
judgment upon it. 

Read for that purpose the following papers:-

First, the letters of the several Supravisors addressed to the 
Council of Revenue at Murshidabad, J,77I.11l 

II An allowance to the kanungos of one half per cent. on the asa1 
jama. 

10 Percentage on collected revenue. 
U 1773 A. D. 
12 R. B. P. July 5th, 1774. 
18 Government of Bengal Records, Vol. v, pp .. 341-345. 

Sll_ 
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Secondly, the letters14 of the several Collectors in consequence 
, of the orders of the Committee of Circuit. 

Thirdly, the Proceedings15 of the Council of Revenue at 
Murshidabad of the 2nd July, 1771, from which the Board 
think it proper to insert in this place the opinion then 
given by the late Naib Diwan." 
The Naib Diwan also referred to the letter (of which be 

gives no date or reference number) from the Provincial Council 
of Burdwan on the subject of the rights and pretensions of 
the kanungos of Orissa, and to the minute and resolution in 
the consultations of the Board, 22nd Febcuary', 1774, which 

, were as follows. 
"The Board, having maturely considered the representation 

of the kanungos together with all the foregoing materials, are 
unanimously of opinion that the office shOUld be preserved for 
the following reasons:-
First. Because of its being of royal institution of so long 

standing since the time that the settlement of the revenues 
was effected by Todar Mall, Diwan of Sllah Akbar. 

Secondly. Because of ancient and hereditary, right of the 
families who at present hold it. ' 

Thirdly. Because of its utility in properly conducting the 
various branches of the business and assisting in the 
investigation of the value of the lands and the rights of the 
land-holders. 

Fourthly. Because, notwithstanding the expectations the. Board 
entertained of supplying the place of this office by the 
establishment of diwans in the districts, yet it is now 
obvious that, were they to depend on this arrangement alone 
for preserving a complete registry of the revenue records 
and accounts, the same would soon be liable to great 
mutilation, and in time to tota11oss, owing to the 'fluctuation 
in the system itself and the frequent removals of official 
incumbents. 

Fifthly. Because from this circumstance the rights not only 
of Government but also of individuals would soon be 

14 R. B. P. 177'J.-1773 passim. 
16 Cf. note 13. 
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involved in darkness and ambiguity, and the public revenue 
as well as private property lie at the mercy of every • 
rapacious intriguing mutasadi acquiring a temporary power 
and influence in the districts. 
It is therefore resolved that the establishment of sadar 

and mofussil kanungos shall be continued in all the districts, 
that the Provincial Councils shall accordingly be directed to pay 
them their usual appointments from the commencement of the 
year 1I8116 and to employ them in the business in such manner 
as they can be rendered most serviceable." 

The following circular letter was then drafted and sent to 
the Calcutta Committee of Revenue and the Provincial Councils 
of Murshidabad, Dacca, Dinajpore and Burdwan:-

"Having had under our consideration and maturely weighed 
every circumstance tending to recommend the continuance or 
abolition of the office of kanungo, we have determined it shall 
be continued in all the districts on its present footing. You 
will therefore be pleased to pay them their allowances, sadar 
and mdfussil, from the commencement of the year 1I81 and 
to employ them in the public business in such manner as they 
can be rendered most serviceable. 

The necessary muchulkas17 to be entered into by them for 
the due execution of their trust will be taken Rt the khalsah 
as well as from the principals as their agents." The back pay 
for 1I79 and 1I80 was also directed to be paid. 

This decision of the Board was a confession of weakness; 
and on the part of the President, Warren Hastings, a complete 
reversal of his views in 1772. It was an acknowledgment that 
business could not be carried on without the kanungos and it 
left the revenue in the hands of a body of men who, if they 
chose, could keep the Company very ill-informed as to the 
real facts of the revenue. Warren Hastings and his colleagues 
on the Council left the position worse than they found it; they 
permitted the kanungos to realise that the executive administra
tion of the Company, so far as the collection of revenue was 
concerned, was beyond the control of the Company's agents j 

16 I774 A. D. 
17 Bonds. 
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thus they created such a state of increasing confusion and 
~ chicanery that, as Sir John Shore wrote in 1782, "the state of 

the districts is now less known, and the revenues less under
stood, than in 1774. The records and accounts which have 
been compiled are numerous, yet when any particular account 
is wanted, it cannot be found. It is the business of all ......... to 
conceal and deceive." 

The effects of the Board's decision were soon felt. The 
Board of Revenue found themselves face to face with the 
problem of adjusting a fair and equitable portion of the revenue 
to shares of estates which had become liable to sale for arrears 
of revenue. This proportion had to be declared before the sale 
could be advertised, under Section 31 of the Board's Regulations, 
dated April 15th, 1788. But the information as to the area and 
assets in respect of any mahal was not available from any 
existing records: therefore the Board of Revenue had to require 
the Collectors to gather the necessary information by making 
a fresh hastobud.18 A similar dearth of information added to 

I the difficulties of the Decennial settlement and it was the logical 
result of the Board's decision on July 5th, 1774, to reinstate 
the kanungos. The Board had been weakening on the subject 
and eagerly seized at the suggestion to retain the old state of 
affairs which was tentatively put forward by the Provincial 
Council of Revenue at Burdwan on May 26th, 1774. This Body 
wrote that "notwithstanding the suspension of their (i.e., the 
kanungos') office it has been found necessary to consult them 
occasionally" ................... The Board in their reply, to which 
allusion has already been made, completely changed their 
previous opinion: "the pernicious influence" of the kanungo 
became "necessary and useful service", and they are considered 
to have CIa right to the possessions which they have so long 
enjoyed, derived originally from formal and authentic grants 
of the Court"......... after having been previously recommended 
for abolition, to all intents and purposes, by a Committee 
composed of members drawn from the Board and presided over 
by Warren Hastings himself. The position of the kan'.lngo and 

18 Valuation. 
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his all-pervading grip of the collections reveals the difficulty, 
in fact, the impossibility of obtaining an accurate knowledge , 
of the revenue i but another doubt obsessed some of the 
Collectors, a doubt that had only too much foundation. This 
was the fear, amounting gradually to conviction, that the sum 
paid in by the zamindars was not. that which they took from 
the ryot i that the ryot was paying excessive and heavy amounts 
in revenue, a large proportion of which was the illicit profit 
of the zamindar, talukdar, chaudhuri, and kanungo: it was this 
knowledge and this fact that placed the zamindar. talukdar and 
chaudhuri at the mercy of the kanungo, as Edward Baber points 
out in the letter already quoted j and the profit was so large 
that it was to the interest of all, except the ryot, to keep the 
knowledge from the Company and the Company's servants. 

The Revenue Board's proceedings contain many references 
to the dependency of the Company's district officers on informa
tion supplied by the kanungo, information which could not 
easily be checked. The Council of Revenue at Patna in a 
letter, dated October 17th, 1774,19 refer briefly to "the kanungos 
to whose registers we are still obliged to have a reference when 
occasion calls for any accounts from the mofussil." At a meet
ing of the Board20 the Governor-General proposed that the 
kanungos should be consulted in matters of local usages and 
customs on a question of exacting' a muchalka which was one 
of the allegations made by the Rani of Burdwan against Mr. 
J. Graham. On October 27th. 1775, the Board sent21 an order 
to the Provincial Council of Revenue, asking whether they 
found it necessary to refer in matters pertaining to the revenue 
to the opinion of the kanungos. The question arose out of the 
famous case of Kamal-ud-Din Ali Khan and the precise amount 
of the responsibility attaching to his katkinadar,22 Basant Roy. 
in the Hijli farm. The Dacca Council reported that they found 
such references frequently necessary.1S "We do not find any 
instances upon the Dacca Consultations of questions formally 

18 R. B. P. Nov. 1St, 1774. 
20 G. G. P. Jan. 1St, 1775. 
21 G. G. P. Oct. 27th, 1775 •. 
21 An under-renter or sub-tenant of an ijara. 
IS G. G. P. Dec. 16th, Dec. 22nd. 1775. 
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proposed to the officers of the Khalsa or kanungos for the 
~ express purpo§e of deciding upon what persons the demand for 

the revenue in the, first instance is to be made; but in the 
course of business reference is continually made to the diwan, 
saristadar, mustaphi, and kanungos ..... ," then follows examples 
with dates of such enquiries, relating to inheritance, pedigrees, 
charity lands, questions of measurement, etc. 

The B~dwan Council also reportedlK , 'that it has always 
been customary to consult the diwans and kanungos in 
matters of revenue between head farmers and katkinadars," and 
they give instances. 

The Councils of Patna and Murshidabad do not appear to 
have answered the question, but deal directly with the question 
of responsibility attaching to katkinadars: the Dinajpur25 

Council reply that no such reference, judging from their 
proceedings, appears to have been made. The remaining Council, 
the Calcutta Provincial Council, or Committee of Revenue, had 
already given their opinion when their Chief, Mr. Henry 
Cottrell, gave26 evidence before the Board in connection with 
the same case. The questions and his answers are given 
verbatim : 
Question (Col. Monson}.-"Are there any instances of the 

proceedings of the Calcutta Committee where the 
kanungos have been called upon: for their opinion with 
regard to rents due from a farmer and to mention 
instances? 

Answer (H. Cottrell}.-I do not recollect any. 
Question.-I shall be obliged to Mr. Cottrell if he would state 

the nature of the office of kanungo. 
Answe,.-They have the custody of the taksim accounts or 

accounts of the division of lands of the zamindars and 
talukd~rs of every province and village in Bengal. They 
have also the custody of the Tumar accounts, or accounts 
of the original jama chargeable upon these lands. They 
used also, while the office was in full fotce, to keep 

UlbicJ. 
25 G. G. P. Dec. 22nd, 1775. 
16 G. G. P. Sept. 2gth, 1775. 
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registers of the transactions of every sadar cutcherry2T 
in a zamindari where their deputies were stationed, and 
their name points them out as persons to be referred to 
when knowledge of the law is desired to be arrived at. 

Question.-Do you not consider the kanungos as officers rather 
to record the deeds and transactions of the sadar 
cutcherry proceedings than as persons to give a judicial 
opinion upon them? 

Answe,.-By the cutcherry transactions that I spoke of in my 
last answer, I mean those only relating to malguzari28 

matters, and have never known them act as registers in 
matters of Diwani adalat. With respect to their opinions, 
I should not consider them of any weight unless called 
for, and should then pay a deference to them. With 
respect to this office, I have had opportunities of enquir
ing into it but in three cutcherries, one was at Dinajpur 
where there was a gomastah of no abilities and who 
seemed stationed there rather to receive the pultaki29 

than for any other purpose, the same was the case at 
Nadia; what I have seen here I have already mentioned." 

The position of the kanungos themselves was clearly and 
explicitly stated by a naib kanungo who had been arrested by 
order of the Supreme Court, and who repudiated the Court's 
jurisdiction in what appears to be a legally flawless argument. 
The petition of the naib kanungo embodying this admirably 
clear statement was forwarded by the Provincial Council of 
Murshidabad. so 

In his petition the kanungo denied the Court's authority. 
"My principal (i.e., the kanungo Lachminarayan) is a servant 
of the ldng of Hindustan, and, being exalted greatly above all 
the people of Bengal and promoted to the post of kanungo, 
is in the management of affairs obedient to the diwan of this 
Subah alone; and, besides this, has no connection with the 
Company or any English gentlemen. NOhvithstanding this, 

2T Head office. 
29 Revenue payment. 
29 Tolls on ferries and bridges. 
SO G. G. P. October 3rd, 1777. 
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on account of debts of many years standing claimed ............ of 
which my principal himself knows nothing, such a distUIbance 
has been raised as has never happened before to any kanungo ... "-

This reply is a terse exposition of the kanungo's position 
from his own point of view, and it is unassailable. The. 
kanungo, as such, was not concerned with the Company j he 
was, first and last, the servant of the Diwan who, in. turn, 
was the servant of the Emperor: that the Diwan was a foreign 
Corporation was beside the question. Bearing this in mind, 
a certain amount of sympathy is due to the kanungos j some of 
them were in great poverty and both sadar and naib kanungos 
complain that their allowances were being withheld in defiance 
of the Board's order of July 5th 1774, directing the payment 
of these allowances. The Councils of Patna and BUIdwan 
forwarded several of these complaints, and a similar petition is 
recorded in the Board's proceedings for December 1st, 1778, 
when the kanungos of MidnapUI arid Jellasore petitioned for the 
payment of their rasum jSl Mr. Francis in opposing the petition 
expressed his doubt as to whether the kanungos were any use. 

It appears that the two sadar kanungos were quite ineffec
tive by the close of 1772. They had stayed on in MUIshidabad 
after the removal of the Khalsa to Calcutta. On June loth, 
1776,82 the Calcutta Committee of Revenue wrote to the Board 
........ !'We think it OUI duty to acquaint you that the persons 
who exercise the office of kanungo at the Khalsa are only 
deputies, the chief kanungos residing at MUIshidabad un
employed." Between 1774 and 1781 the power of the naib 
kanungos at the Khalsa and in the districts rapidly crumbled ; 
individually they could still be of much service or a source of 
much obstruction, but the increasing knowledge and, conse
quently, the increasing power of the EUIopean district officer, 
combined with the firmer grasp of the Diwani by the Company, 
and the practical dissolution of the Mogul Empire, were power
ful inducements to the naib kanungos in the districts to throw 
in their lot with the new regime and to transfer their allegiance 
and services to the. new rulerS of the country. Moreover, as 

Sl Fees. 
at G. G. P. July 2nd, 1776. 
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an institution, they, too, had decayed with the dynasty that 
bad employed them, and the new order of affairs proved too 
strong for them. In 178188 Mr. J. D. Patterson, the writer of 
the report of 1787, which is the subject of this discussion, was 
appointed Register of the Office of Kanungo. On April 23rd, 
1781, he submitted to the Committee of Revenue a report on 
the institution and origin of the kanungos. This report is 
shorter and, as is to be expected, contains much less informa
tion than the second report which was submitted by him six 
years later: I transcribe it, in order that the reader may see 
for himself the difference between the information obtained in 
1781 and 1787 respectively and the deductions consequently 
drawn from that information. 

THa REpORT OF 1781. 

"MThe office of kanungo, if strictly executed with integrity, 
may not only be made of the most important use to Govern
ment but, with proper regulations, highly beneficial to the 
people. In the first respect, by recording every transaction of 
note, every local custom, the increase or decrease of the 
revenue, the grants of Government to individuals, the soil and 
produce of each district, the deaths or removals of zamindars 
etc., and the boundaries, divisions of land j thus Government 
may be in possession of a historical account of the changes of 
property in every part; and, as an acquaintance with the 
manner and customs of the subject is of the highest consequence 
to the ruling power, they will derive from this office a source 
of authentic information j they will have it in their power, by 
referring to its records, of observing the effects of former 
regulations upon trade, policy, or the revenues and be conse
quently enabled to suspend, correct or enforce their resolutions. 
They will see the decline or increase of the revenue, trade, 
cultivation j and be able to trace the causes of either, and judge 
what encouragements or restrictions are necessary; fraudulent 
alienations of ~and will be prevented j property secured to the 

sa c. R.. P. Feb. 20th, 1781. 
a4 c. R.. P. April 23rd, 1781. 
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possessor and disputes relative to inheritance terminated with 
ease, celerity and justice. 

This office or one like it is supposed by some to have 
existed under a different name in the time of the Hindu Rajas 
of this country; others assign it a more modern date; the word 
kanungo is Persian, and derived from the words 'kanun' and 
'goinda', i.e., a pronouncer of laws. 

But whether or not it was prior to the princes of the 
Mahomedan dynasty, it was made an essential part of their policy, 
as it was necessary to intrust their subadars and diwans with 
different force and authority to maintain the regulations they 
had prescribed; it was equally necessary on the other hand to 
counteract the influence which they might acquire in conse
quence -of their situation; they were therefore made responsible 
for their conduct and accountable for the amount of their 
revenues. They were recalled every three years and it was 
the business of the kanungo to attest his accounts before they 
could be passed at the Court of Delhi. The kanungo's office, 
being the depository of the records of every transaction which 
could affect the revenues, kept up the chain of business; the 
successor's want of experience was immediately supplied and 
the confusion that such a change might have occasioned was 
prevented. The distance from the seat of Empire rendered 
this establishment absolutely necessary, for Government, through 
the medium thereof being supplied with information in every 
instance th~t concerned the revenues or affected the arrange
ment of the country, 'Were enabled to judge what measures 
were most proper to adopt, and to apply immediate remedies 
in every case. 

The zamindars, farmers, and collectors had it not in their 
power to conceal or embezzle their rents and, as all taxes and 
assessments were registered, no new imposition could be laid 
upon the ryot without detection. 

In order to comprehend the importance of this office, it 
will be necessary to say something of the plan by which the 
Court of Delhi governed their distant provinces. In every 
suba they appointed four great officers. The N azim or Military 
Governor, with great, but (in some respect) limited powers. 
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Second, the Diwan, who superintended the settlement and col
lection of the revenues. Third, the Kanungo who kept the 
records of every transaction j he was not removable by or 
amenable to them and was consequently a check upon both. 
Fourth, the Nazir who was under the Diwan and trusted with 
the executive power. 

The particulars of the kanungo's duties were as follows:
First, to register and attest accounts of all the lands, their 
rents, the tenures by which lands are held, and everything 
relating thereto. Second, aU accounts of collections and ex
penses of Government in the sadar and the mofussil. Th"ird, 
to register and attest all surat-hals or depositions. Fourth, to 
register and attest all the accounts of the different departments. 
Fifth, to register and attest aU sanadsSli of lands, places, or 
pensions, grants and transfers of landed property. Sixth, all 
decrees in the adalats relative to landed property: Se'Venth, 
all local customs, laws, rules and remarkable occurrences. 
Eighth, to decide from his records in matters of dispute 
regarding landed property. Ninth, to register and attest the 
accounts of the dismissed Nazim which could not be passed at 
Delhi without being so authenticated. Tenth, to send copies 
of the above accounts and occurrences to Delhi. Ele'Ventn, to 
register the genealogies of the zamindars, their deaths and 
removals. Twelfth, to attest and register the accounts of the 
receipts at the Government custom-houses. They had the 
privilege of becoming security to zamindars for which they 
received rasum :-this was intended to raise the character and 
consequence of the kanungos. In short, the office was extended 
to every article that could concern the Government of the 
country, but particularly in what respected the revenues. An 
officer on the part of the kanungo was always present in the 
cutcherry88 of each district ana took regular account of the 
collections made, which he transmitted to the sadar kanungo's 
office where they were prepared to be sent to Delhi-he likewise, 
at the close of each day, attested the collector's cash book. 

Thus Government became acquainted with the exad 

SIi Patents. 
SCI Head Office. 
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amount collected, and in case of any fraud it was immediately 
discovered and checked. An officer likewise was stationed at 
the Government custom-houses who took account of the collec
tions made there, and received from the merchants, over and 
above the duties, a rasum of half an anna in the rupee upon 
the sum collected, three-fourths of which went to the zamindars 
and the remainder to the two sadar kanungos. But the. rasum 
and practice was abolished about the Bengali year II79,.S7 when 
those collections were given in charge to the Company's 
servants. 

The regularity of this office was of the greatest benefit to 
the farmer -who could obtain from it a particular account of the 
real produce of his farm and of its several sources j since the 
decline of this office, confusion has taken place in many parts, 
and the only accounts of the collections are in the hands of 
karamcharis88 and patwaris88 who state matters as they please 
without check or control. As the fundamental revenues of this 
country are derived from the rents of the land, alienation of 
landed property becomes a circumstance of the first concern; 
and, as it is never permitted without the express approbation 
or order of Government, the kanungo's office, by keeping an 
exact register of all grants and authorized changes of property, 
confirmed possession to the individuals and prevented all 
fraudulent gifts or consequences which might injure the 
revenues and rights of Government. 

As it was likewise a depository of the particular local 
customs and laws of each district, reference was had to the 
kanungo in all doubtful and disputed cases. The registering 
of 9linads respecting places of trust or for the administration 
of justice prevented anyone from exercising unlawful authority 
or assuming a judicial power for the purposes of corruption or 
oppression. In the recorded genealogies of zamindars, their 
deaths or removals by which the rights of inheritance were 
ascertained or determined. Lands were granted to the 
kanungos to defray their expenses; but when Akbar, the wisest 

rrt 1773 A. D. 
88 Bailiffs or stewards. 
88 Village accountants. 
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and most glorious of the princes of Hindustan, took upon him
self the management of the provinces which had only paid 
a peshkash or tribute to his successors, he sent the celebrated 
Raja Todar Mall to form the settlement of the country. The 
Raja caused a complete rent-roll thereof to be made, surveyed 
and divided the lands, assessed and fixed the jama of each 
zamindari, etc., and brought the whole into a regular system. 
The lands which the kanungos held were resumed, and in lieu 
thereof they were allowed the nimtaki, or one half per cent., 
upon the tuma jama of each zamindar, eto.; but in some places 
in the mofussil where lands were held by the kanungos' inferior 
officers, possession was continued to them. This was the 
state of the office till the accession of the Nawah Jaffir Khan0 
who, being recalled by the King, the kanungo Dipnarain 
(grandfather to the present l,akhsinarain) from motives of pique 
refused to attest his accounts j he, therefore, by promises 
persuaded Raghunandan, the kanungo's vakil, to attest the 
aocounts in the name of his principal. He then repaired to 
Delhi where his accounts were passed, and a settlement made 
with him for the fixed sum of one croreR of rupees for the 
provinces of Bengal to which he returned with the title of 
Kartalub Khan. 

From this period, the accounts of the sadar expenses of the 
Government ceased to be cognisable by the kanungo office, and 
were annexed to the sarista of the Nawab's private diwan, the 
above mentioned Raghunandan. Dipnarain, .by an artifice, was 
thrown into confinement under the severity of which he died. 
He was succeeded in the office by his son Shivarain and there 
was no other material alteration till Aliverdi Khan,a taking 
advantage of the trouble of the Empire, and the weakness of 
the administration, seized upon Bengal and became, in a man
ner, independent, although, to gloss over his usurpation, he 
affected to hold of the King. The dependence of this office 
upon the Court being destroyed, its power and consequence 
fell in proportion: it became dependent upon the N awab and 

40 Murshid Qali Khan I704-17as. 
U Ten millions. 
'I 174()OI706• 
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the Roy Royan,43 and the officers little better than mohur
rirs." Since the Company has been in possession it has 
several times been abolished, and as often restored, without 
being thoroughly defined or put unaer proper regulations. The 
investigation of its present state is attended with so much 
obscurity and confusion, that it will be necessary for Govern
ment to interpose its authority before matter can be brought 
to light and methodical arrangement take place. 

There is now no sadar general cutcherry for the three 
Provinces to which the several independent kanungos are 
amenable, and by which the whole may be brought into one view. 
In ord~r to set this in a proper light I beg leave to lay before 
the Board a list of the several kanungos who have, or pretend 
to have, sanads from the Court of Delhi respectively. You will 
see, gentlemen, the necessity of reducing them under one head 
and of establishing such regulations that the channel of informa
tion may be opened, regularity and method take place of 
confusion, and the State enjoy the benefit of so political an 
institution. JJ 

[A list of kanungos in the provinces of Bengal, Bihar and 
Orissa follows]. "All these have their partiCUlar naibs and 
gomastahs, and are independent of each other. They severally 
receive from Government their respective allowances of nimtaki, 
etc., amounting in the whole to upwards of two lakhs and a half 
of rupees besides lands, villages, rasum mera" and daftar 
serinjama.46 

The places of the inferior officers under the kanungos at 
present are mostly farmed, and the amount of the kanungos' 
receipts on that account is called mera, and is one of their 
most considerable perquisites, although in many places no busi
ness is actually carried on. To others the kanungos have given 
the appointment as a charity or indulgence. In some places 
the office has been still found of great use from the intelligence 
and diligence of the officers. 

43 Chief Officer of the Khalsa. 
" Clerks. 
46 Literally a percentage of the harvest. 
48 Office allowance. 
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The Province of Bihar was measured and assessed by Nur
ed-Din Khan, commonly caned Noor Khan, an officer of the 
Court of Delhi, many years after the settlement of Bengal by 
Raja Todar Mall, and accounts and estimate of that Province 
are the foundation of the present accounts and valuation in 
the same manner as the taksim and tumar jama of Todar Man 
are now used in Bengal. In this province the word kanungo 
is not used j they are called sadarias: there are two principals, 
their naibs and gomastahs are dispersed into almost all the 
principle villages j these deputies and agents farm their appoint
ments j they receive for their pay the amount of a certain tax 
levied for that purpose by the patwaris upon the tenants of 
their respective villages and some hold lands in lieu thereof: 
they pay an annual acknowledgment, each to his principal, 
which rasum forms the only emoluments of the head sadarias." 
This concluded the report of I781. 
The Board then passed47 the following orders:-

"that the Diwan do can upon the kanungos to produce 
their sanads and that the Register do translate one 
of them and lay it before the Committee." 

"that the diwan be required to lay before the Committee 
an account of all such lands as are appointed for the 
use of the kanungos in their several and respective 
districts, also of all rasums, mera, daftar serinjami 
and other emoluments allowed to the kanungos, 
received or collected by them." 

"that parwanas48 be' accordingly issued to all zamindars 
and talukdars, directing them to. transmit to the 
diwan an account of all such lands, rasum, etc., as 
are enjoyed by the kanungos in their respective 
departments. II 

In the above account I am unable to find any authority 
supporting Mr. Patterson's assertion that since the Company 
had possessed the Diwani the institution of kanungo had been 
several times abolished and as often restored: the recorded 
proceedings of the various Revenue Committees contain no 

47 c. R. P. April 23rd, 1781. 
48 Written instructions. 
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evidence or reference to such transactions. It is true that in 
1772 the Committee of Circuit stated that the office of kanungo 
was useless, and passed a resolution ordering all the naib or 
district kanungos to be enrolled as Government servants, at 
the same time retaining the two sadar kanungos at Murshida
bad not for any -definite purpose, but "out of tenderness to the 
ancient form of Covernment". As has been shown earlier, 
this order. was practically reversed in the same year when the 
Board of Revenue declared that although the power of the 
kanungos was "highly pernicious to the interests of the Com
pany", yet, as they were officers df the ancient constitution, the 
registering of all deeds, contracts and grants of lands shall be 
continued to them, as formerly, in consideration of which they 
shall receive their allowance. as nancar". In May 1774, the 
same Board stated that they were "inclined to allow a degree 
of credit to the kanungos as necessary and useful servant of 
the revenue." . 

Between 1781 and 1787, there is nothing of specific interest 
to notice: ~he !c::anungos became of increasingly less importance, 
as Government was correspondingly less dependent on them for 
information. In establishing a registrarship of kanungos the 
object of Government was "to collect into one general office at 
the Presidency all the usual records from the numerous kanungos 
of the three Provinces at the regular periods according to the 
customs of the Mogul Government; and the better to avail 
themselves of the benefits of such institution, by facilitating 
and securing the means of information, that Government had 
thought it proper that this general office should be given in 
charge to a Company's servant." The rest of th~- story may be 
told in the words of Harington.49 

"After the conclusion of a perpetual settlement of the land 
revenue in the provinces of Bengal, Behar and Orissa, the 
kanungo office, sadar and mofussil, was considered unneces
sary; and consequently abolished, to save the actual expense; 
with a considerable addition which would have been requisite 
to render it efficient for the original purposes of its institution. 

4U Analysis, ,"01. ii, pp. 145-149. 
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The following reasons for the abolition of this office were 
stated by the Marquis Cornwallis. 'The public assessment on 
the lands. is fixed throughout the country ............ The rights 
of the landholders and cultivators of the soil, whether founded 
upon ancient custom or regulations which have originated with 
the British Government, have been reduced to writing. The 
kanungos are no longer necessary to explain rights of the 
former description, and they are wholly unacquainted with the 
latter. The Courts of Justice will have their codes of regula
tions to guide them in their decisions respecting the rights and 
properties of the people. Suits between individuals, or between 
Government. and its subjects, regarding the revenue, will be 
decided by the engagements subsisting between the parties ; and, 
if a local custom is required to be ascertained, better evidence 
regarding it will always be obtainable from inhabitants of the 
district of respectable character, than could be procured from 
mofussil kanungos, whose official attestations and declarations 
have long since fallen into contempt and disregard in the eyes 
of the people, from having been invariably made the cloak to 
every species of fraud and abuse. These officers therefore are 
not only useless, but their continuance would be prejudicial 
to the country.'50 

The office of kanungo being accordingly abolished 
throughout the lower provinces, the records of mofussil naibs, 
gomastahs and mohurrirs, were ordered to be delivered over to 
the Collectors, who were authorised, if necessary, to proceed 
for the recovery of them in the mode prescribed by section 
16, Regulation 3, 1794,· and -were required to furnish the Board 
of Revenue with a list of the records so delivered, as well as 
to be careful in preserving them. The Board of Revenue were 
likewise directed to require from the sadar kanungos and their 

• naibs the whole of the records kept in their respective _ offices ; 
and, after causing a list to be taken, were desired to submit 
it to Government with their sentiments in what manner these 
records should be disposed of for the public service. This was 
done accordingly; and the records are deposited, for occasional 

60 Minute dated May, 1793. The order abolishing the Kanungos was 
issued July 5th, 1793. 
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reference, under native officers to have immediate charge of 
• them, subject to the superintendence of the Board's Account

ant." 
[It was considered necessary to continue the kanungo in 

the upper provinces and in Benares,]. "The continuance of this 
office, under rules and restrictions, would be productive of 
public benefit in the province of Benares, as we11 as in the ceded' 
and conquered provinces.51 Rules, by Regulation 4 of 1808, 
prescribed two kanungos for every pargana in the ceded and 
conquered provinces and in the province of Benares, to be select
ed by the Collectors and under the authority of the Board of 
Commissioners. The office was declared not td be hereditary; 
to be salaried, 'precluding all further ,claims to pecuniary 
allow~ces under the denomination of nankar and any other 
denomination.' This re-introduction of kanungos did not apply 
to Bengal and only to kanungos appointed in the ceded and 
conquered provinces: the regulations for such kanungos drawn 
up in 1808, are evidently based largely on Bengal experience." 

51 ct. Ascoll, p. 121. Note 2.-for an explanation of the ceded ~nd. 
conquered provinces; territories added by lJord Wellesley, 18<n-1803: 
not tq be confused with the ceded lands of 1756 and 1;>60. 



REPORT ON THE OFFICE OF KANUNGO 

ORIGINAl, CoNSULTATIONS. BoARD OF RItVltNUB. 

MAY 18TH, 1787. No. 63. 

By Mr. J. D. Patterson, Registrar of the Kanungo's Office. 

The accounts which I have been able to obtain of the origin 
of this office are various, some giving the credit of its institu
tion to· the Emperor Akbar; that, it being the policy of his 
administration not to suffer the Governors of Provinces to hold 
their offices more than 3 years lest they might acquire an 
influence dangerous to his Government, he found it necessary 
to establish a permanent office that would be a perpetual source 
of connected information and prevent the consequences which 
might otherwise be occasioned by the frequency of these 
changes: others, on the contrary, affirm that prior to the Mussal
man conquest of the countries, a similar office was in use under 
the Hindu Government, that this custom continued to be 
observed afterwards during the dynasties of the Afghan and 
Pathan kings, that Raja Todar Mall wh<? was sent in the 
nineteenth year of the reign of the Emperor Akbar to fix and 
regulate the assessment of the provinces, finding that these 
officers were in possession of the ancient records of the 
country. and of course were necessary to him on that account, 
embraced the policy of turning their local knowledge and 
experience in the customs and ways of the country to the 
advantage of his sovereign and to attach them the more to the 
new Government; that he confirmed these in their offices, 
enlarged their power and conferred on them many distinguishing 
marks of favour and protection. From the Ain-i-Akbari it, 
appears that the office of kanungo was an ancient institution 
and that there was one kanungo stationed in each pargana. • 
He is mentioned as being the protector of the ryots and seems 
to have been classed with the patwari with whom he shared the 
amount of the sudui patwari,l or two per cent. patwarl fees. 

1 The derivation appeam to be from Sada (Tamil) a sheaf or ~in I 
given as payment by certain villagers, to the village accountant. 
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The only innovations with regard to the office which appear to 
have been made by Akbar were remitting the kanungos' half 
of the two per cent., and ordering them salaries in· money from 
Government according to their rank: (the first 50 rupees, the 
second 30, and the third 20 rupees permensem) and, secondly, 
the appointment of head kanungos to collect copies of the papers 
and accounts from the provincial kanungos and transmit them to 
the royal offices. They kept the taksimll accounts of their 
respective parganas which specified the revenue, village by 
village, according to the distribution or divisions of the lands.: 
for, in the 15th year of the reign of Akbar, when Raja Todar Mall 
and Mozaffer Khan were appointed to the joint administration 
of the office of Vizier, it appears that they collected from the 
kanungos the taksim accounts of the Empire, and having regu
lated the assessment by an estimate of the produce of the lands, 
formed a new jama8 which was called tumari, . probably from 
being entered on the rolls of the Empire, tuma signifying 
literally a roll. 

lt likewise appears that the records called· Mauzina were 
anciently kept by them; for in the definition of the duties of 
the Buttickchee,' he was instructed to call for the Mauzina, 
bo~h of money and kind, for ten years from the kanungos, and 
having from them made himself the master of the rates, usages, 
and capacity of the districts, to give satisfactory information on 
these points to the aml1. jj These records state and particularise 
the quantity of land in actual cultivation, the 'quantity unculti
vated or waste, the several kinds of produce, both of the vernal 
or rabi crop, and of the autumn or kharif harvest, with the price 
current of every article; the jama, or sum assessed, and the 
rates of assessm~t,the particulars of the Wasul or receipts, and 

• of the arrears. The process of cUiltivation . and the particulars of 
• all losses or injuries to the revenues with the respective 

oce-asions of them. . 
i' 
,", ., 

I Distribution of the revenue assessment. 
8 Revenue assessment. 

I< I cannot trace this word: neither Wilson nor Wilkins mention it. 
M.S corruption of patwariji 1 

6 Revenue official. 



From the nature of these records, and the kanungos being 
,particularly de~i-ibed as the protector of the ryot, the ancient 
duty of the kanungos appears to have been eonfined to register
ing the usages of the district, the rates and mode of its assess
ment, and all regulations relating thereto, in order to prevent 
the impositions of avarice or the almost equally oppressive 
consequences of inexperience. To note and record the progress 
of cultivation, the produce of the land, and the price current 
thereof, and to be at all tiJ;lles able to furnish Government with 
materials to regulate the assessment by just and equitable 
proportion. 

From the several titles of kanungos. Mustaphi and 
Mazumdar,8 now in use, the nature a'nd objects of the institution 
in th~ light it is at present considered, may be deduced. 1st, 
kanungo, (literally expounder of the laws and customs) in this 
capacity it appears to be their duty to note' and record all local 
usages.' laws and regulations respecting the revenues, the rates 

, 'and modes of assessment, and to note and' record from time to 
time all changes and alterations8 made in them ; to remark alid 
record all events such as ~he appointments, deaths or removals 
of Zamindars, etc., to preserve the records of the tumar and 
taksim jama, tl1e great foundation of. asseSsment fixed by Rajah ' 
Todar Mall;' the records that show the component partsD of the 
jama, or respective resources of supply; the records which sht.w 
and distinguish the boundaries and limitslO of zamindaris. 
talukdaris, parganas, villages, etc. ' 

The reCords which show and ,distinguish the distribution 'of 
lands and farms,ll the Il3mes of the partieS, and the nature of 
their tenures Or trusts. specifying what are under the Khalsa. 
what jagir. or what are rent-free. The records111 which state and 
particularise . the quantity· M' land ,{n actual cultivation or. 
quantity uncultivated or, waste. the sev~al kinds of produce of 
the vernal or rabi crop, and of the autumnal orkharif harvest " 
With the price ,current of every article, the -jama or the sum 
assessed and the rates of assessment, the particulars of the wasul 

II The iatter of the6e .two titles is Ii common surname in Bengal. 
'Dastur al amil. a Amal dastur. D Hakikat 'jams. 10 Girdbandi. 

11 Ihtimambandi. 1lI Manzina. . -. 
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or of the receipts and of the arrears, the progress of cultivation 
and the particulars of all losses or injuries to the revenue with 
the respective occasions of them. 

To record the genealogies of zamindars, to register all parts 
of land, charities or immunities, and to keep copies of every 
paper which their duty obliges them to attest or authenticate. 

2nd, Mustaphi (keeper or controller of accounts). . One of 
the most important duties of the department. This title is 
assumed by the naib kanungos, and by prescription ~ become 
hereditary. In this capacity it is their duty to keep regular 
counterparts of the -Government accounts and papers of the 
revenues and collections, etc., such as copies of· the kabuliyats 
or engagements of the zamindars or farmers for the amount of 
the revenues of .the districts allotted to them as fixed by the 
settlement. Copies of the kistbandi or deeds -which specify 
the insta~ents by which the payments are to be made. 

Counterparts of the Seeah amdani or running treasury entry 
of the amount produce (sic) of the collections as paid in day by 
day by the respective renters. 

. Counterparts of the Seeah Maujudat or daily entrance of 
receipts, remittances and disbursements. 

. Counterparts of the Tanzi, or the monthly accounts of each 
renter and district, specifying the amount of the current instal
ment, the arrears of the preceding one, the total demand, the 
receipts on Account and Balance. 

Counterparts of the Arsatta or monthly running treasury 
accounts of receipts, remittances and disbursements j particu
larising the sums, articles ;lnd dates, etc., arranged under their 

. proper heads and made-up from the Seeah Maujudat. 
Counterparts of the Awarija jama kharch particularising 

running Treasury accounts of receipts, remittances, and dis
f ~ .ursements, ma,de out annually or at any period that it may lle 
called for, from the arsatta. 

Counterparts of the jama wasul baki or general account of 
th! demands,. receipts and balance made out at the close of th., 
year, or any period that it may be called for. 
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Counterparts of the jama kharch or general Treasury 
accounts of receipts, remittances, and disbursements. 

They represent that, while the 'principals regularly kept 
these check accounts of the sadar or seat of Government, their 
deputies in the country did the same in their respective stations, 
and transmitted attested copies of them to their principals at 
regular stated periods. and, as these provincial accounts consti
tuted a check upon the agents of Government employed in the 
mofussil collections, so those kept by the principals were intend
ed to control the great officers of Government, it being from 
these documents that the papers and accounts transmitted to 
Delhi were prepared. 

3rd. Majumdar (keeper and collector of the Records.) 
This title is assumed by the lower officers under the kanungo, 
such as their peshkar, etc. In this capacity their duty appears 
to be a careful attention to the records, to preserve them from 
loss or decay j to replace such as are decayed with true and 
faithful copies, to arrange them in the corrected order, and to 
keep exact lists of them with referencei that they may be at all 
times immediately found and forthcoming when called for. In 
short, from the nature of the records which this office seems 
intended to preserve, it appears that the objects of the institu
tion were a mutual benefit to the Sovereign and to the subject; 
to be a chain of useful and necessary information to Govern
ment itself; to supply the want of personal experience under 
the frequent changes of its provincial ministers and agents, and 
to preserve the sources of its revenues from being dissipated or 
destroyed by fraudulent alienations or embezzlements; to facili
tate the administration of Justice and to give stability to pro
perty; to check the agents of Government employed in the 
collections and to defend the ryot from oppressive and illegal 
impositions, by affording him an appeal to the modes and rates 
of assessment as established and authorised by Government. 

In the Province of Bihar the office of kanungo appears-in 
some measure, to retain its ancient form; there are more 
kanungos than parganas, all either independent of each other 
<)r- in partnership, and, according to their own account, each 
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holding his office by patent. *Some1s are stationed in single 
villages, and biliers have parganasa1lotted to* them called 
Sadarias. Exclusive of their own particular stations (in 
Champaran and Tirhut) they were appointed to attend at the 
seat of Government and collect the usual papers from the rest, 
but without any other controlling authority over them. Since 
the institution of the Amanat Daffarl' by Mr. George Vansittart 
as a general receptacle of all the records of the Province, the 
office of sadaria has lost its influence, and by degrees has ceased 
to operate. They all consider their office as an inheritance 
transferable like any other property, by sale or. otherwise. In 
Purneah there are 20 kanungos but no sadaria or superior to 
collect the annual papers or accounts from them. This sub
division of authority into such a variety of independent 
channels has prevented the kanungos of those districts from 
rising to that degree of rank and consequence which the 
kanungos of Bengal formerly held and their naibs have since 
by degrees assumed. These deputies have gradually become 
the supreme arbitrators in almost all matters of property and 
revenue, and in proportion to their advancement their prin
cipals have sunk into contempt and obscurity. The revolution 
that aggrandised the deputy at the expense of the principal took 
place at a time when the weak and unsettled Government of 
Mohamed Shah gave leisure to the Viceroys of the Empire to 
shake off their allegiance. The Nazim saw the importance of 
the office and knew his interest too well not to place the 
management of it in the hands of his own creatures. 

Accordingly in the commencement of the administration 
of Jaffir Khan,1& Gorung the elder was appointed to act as 
deputy for Joy Narain Singh, kanungo, under pretence of his 
minority; and towards the close of the same administration 
Gorung the younger was made deputy to Sheo Narain upon the 
same plea. These men were not only invested with the full 

IS The portion between asterisks is erased in the MS., but, as nothing 
is placed above the erasure and the sense of the passage depends on the 
erased part, I have inserted it. 
~ 14 An office for registering trusts, depositing deeds etc. 

'1 i.II., Murshid Quli Khan, 171_1725 A.D. 
Nawab-i-Nazim of Bengal. 
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management of the public duties of the office, but with that of 
the household and private concerns of their principais. They 
saw that their advantages depended upon the pleasure of the 
Nazim and felt the necessity of conforming to his will. Upon 
the accession therefore of Shujah Khan16 to the Musnud,17 
they endeavoured to ingratiate themselves with him through 
the intrigues of the revenue officers of the Khalsa, by pretended 
diseoveries of new resources and by authorising new taxes 
upon the country: the zamindars, apprehensive of a further 
increase, should the full value of their districts be ascertained, 
submitted to the imposition without daring to murmur, and by 
their compliance confirmed the power and hastened their 
advancement of the naib kanungo. Although ostensibly 
dependent on the revenue officers, yet from this permanency 
of their office, and the utility of their local knowledge and 
experience, they were consulted upon all occasions, cases were 
referred to them for decision, and by degrees they insinuated 
themselves in almost every branch of business. During Kasim 
Ali Khan's18 time, the naib kanungos were not so much trusted, 
he saw and checked their usurpation, but after the restoration 
of Mir Jafar19 and the cession20 of the Diwani to the Company, 
they rose again into importance. They seem to have considered 
their appointment as an inheritance: accordingly the elder 
Gorung having adopted his nephew Radhakanta Singh (elder 
brother of Gungagovind Singh) secured the succession to him. 
Radhakanta afterwards resigned it to his brother Gungagovind, 
and he again to his son Pran Rishen Singh. The younger 
Gorung held his office 22 years j he was succeeded by his 
brother Bholanath Singh. In the time of the Nawab Ali Verdi 
Khan,21 Bholanath was dismissed from the office and his place 
was filled by a Brahmin named Hari Kishen, uncle to the present 
Kishen Chand. Hari Kishen resigned his office. Sheo Narain, 
kanungo, a few days before he died, adopted Lachmi Narain, 
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who was at ten years old invested in the office by Ali Verdi 
Khan and Ram Narain Mustaphi, elder brother of the present 
Siri N arain Mustaphi, was appointed to act as naib. He held 
that office a few years when he was displaced to make room for 
Lakshi Kanta, a mohlJI'rirD who continued in the office till his 
death, which happened after the restoration of Mir J afar!S to 
the musnud. Raja N anda Kumar, who was then Roy Royan, 
appointed Jaganath, the son of Hari Kishen to act as naib, but 
in 'II79'lA he was removed, and Siri Narain Mustaphi appointed 
in his room. 

We may trace the seeds of its own perversion in the very 
institution of the office. Alone possessing the avenues to infor
mation, it was as easy for these people to conceal as to discover 
the resources of the country. The zamindars feared them and_ 
would naturally endeavour to purchase their silence and prot~ 
tion by every sacrifice in their power. The reliance of 
Government upon their records for every species of information 
secured them from detection. Under such circumstances of 
impunity on one side and powerful temptations on the other, it 
is not all surprising that their integrity should give way, and 
that they should join with the zamindars in defeating the very 
purposes for which the office was instituted. Mr. Baber's2'i 
letter from Midnapore upon this subject affords a,complete and 
satifactory account· of the process of their influence over the 
zamindars and proves that, however useful the institution may 
appear in speculation, it cannot answer the end without proper 
checks and regulations. I beg leave to .quote the letter. 

"Whatever might be the original motives which induced 
Government to make this appointment, I am of opinion that 
it is now wholly unnecessary. and that it is not only a useless 
expense to the Company but in other respects detrimental to 
their interest. The real office is only that of a public 
(registrar) but there are some circumstances attending it that 

22 Clerk. 
!S 1763. 
'lA i.e., 177'2./73 A.D. 
\!6 Mr. Edward Baber, Resident and afterwards Chief of the 

Provincial Council at Marshidabad; the letter is dated December 13th, 
1772. 



have contributed to give the possessor an authority in the 
Provinces superior to any other. even that of the faujdar211 

himseU. 

The appointment is hereditary j and therefore, not being 
subject to those changes to which that of the faujdar was liable. 
it became. from this permanency. very respectable: besides 
which. the kanungos have always been the agents of Govern
ment. set up as spies on the conduct of the faujdar. Conse
quently they have been justly considered as favourites of the 
Court and respected as such. From the nature of their office, 
they have a daftar2'7 in each pargana. Thus they have 
karkoons28 and mohurrirs in all parts of the province, by whose 
means, and from their perpetual residenC"e, they are so 
intimately acquainted with the circumstances of the zamindars. 
that they keep them in the most abject subjection. The 
revenues of Midnapur have been always settled upon a taksis29 

or conjectural valuation and no hastobud ever taken. As long 
as the terms of the taksis were complied with. no scrutiny 
was made into the zamindar's estate, and therefore the know
ledge of a faujdar (whose residence was very uncertain and 
sometimes very short) relative to the value of it. must be 
extremely inaccurate. This the zamindars well know j and, 
they know also as well that it was in the power of the kanungos 
to expose the value of their pargana to the faujdar j this power 
the kanungos availed themselves of. and it was the rod which 
they held over them. so that the apprehensi'on of an increase 
of his rents kept the zamindar in very effectual awe of the 
kanungo, and there was scarcely any terms which the one would 
impose to which the other would not submit. Hence it arose 
that the zamindar was obliged to grant them money ............ he 
let them have farms at an undervalue. He granted them 

28 An important officer with powers of criminal jurisdiction i also 
entrusted with considerable revenue administrative powers. 

Mr. Patterson in a note translates it "native Collector." 
117 Office or agency. 
28 Cashiers. 
liD Mr. Baber here makes a notable mistake. Taksim is a conjectural 

valuation. TaksiB is an estimate made after a due enquiry into the 
revenue. 
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charity lands under th~ denomination of Devatra30 Brahma
zothara, S1 and he suffered them to establish hats3\! and 
ganjs88 with certain immunities. 

In a word, the kanungos have an absolute influence over 
the zamindars which they exercise in every measure that can 
promote their ·own interests j and how fruitful in expedients 
these people are, I need not say ; I shall only observe that, in 
general, these expedients operate to the prejudice of the 
Country. 

It was well known that the kanungos were better acquainted 
with the state of the Provinces than any other persons, but the 
zamindars individually, could possibly be. It was therefore 
natural to apply to them on many points relative to the collec
tions, and in this manner they insinuated themselves into a 
branch o~ business foreign to their office j however, they made 
themselves so· useful in this department, that at length most 
of the business of the Province was transacted through them 
and this intermediate agency, wherein the faujdar and zamindars 
threw an additional weight of influence into their scale from 
their sources (which) flowed in a tide of ascendancy to the 
kanungos and greatly sunk the power of the faujdar, and, 
though it was nominally vested in the latter, it was exercised 
really by the former. 

One innovation paved the way for another, and in process 
of time it so happened that now the kanungos manage not 
only the zamindars but the business of the Province. There 
is not a record, but what is in their possession, nor a paper 
given in by the zamindars but through them. Their continual 
residence on the spot afforded opportunities, which they 
never let slip, of interfering in the collections. 

They watched the different tempers of the faujdars and 
made encroachments on their authority as they found them 
more or less active. From one step to another they have 
advanced so far as to gather the chief management of the col-

80 Lands assigned for the support of a temple. 
81" II "n " I, bramine 
112 Markets. 
lIS Toll bare at ferries. 
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lections in their own hands; and so much of the executive 
part have they, at last, obtained that they are now virtually 
the Collector while he is a mere passive representative of 
Government. They are the channel through which all his 
orders are conveyed . 

. In this double capacity they have a double advantage. 
They can dictate what information they choose should be 
given to the Collector, and they execute their own dictates. 
This usurped power is not more repugnant to every principle 
of good government than it is contrary to the original institu
tion of the office, which was nothing more than that of simply 
keeping copies of the collections, which were stipulated by 
Government and made by the faujdar, and of witnessing and 
registering public deeds. The intent and utility of this depart
ment in the Mogul Government were excellent. It was 
constituted to check and control the faujaar and zamindar's 
accounts, and that; notwithstanding the many and frequent 
changes of faujdar, there might be preserved regular records 
uninterrupted by those events, and an office remain to which 
Government could always apply for materials regarding the 
collections. 

I have shown the reason why the zamindar is afraid of 
offending the kanungo; whence it is also very apparent why 
the kanungo should keep on good terms with the zamindar and 
it is to the interest of both to keep the Collector as much in the 
dark as possible. This collusive connection between the kanungo • 
and the zamindar is diametrically opposite to the intention of 
Government and entirely counteracts the very purpose which the 
appointment was meant to promote; instead of being the agents 
of Government, they are b'ecome the associates of the tamindars 
and conspire with them to conceal what is their chief duty to 
divulge. 

After so many years, nay. almost centuries, ought not 
Government to have obtained from these people the most per
fect and intimate knowledge of the nature and value of the' 
rents? and will it be believed that, as tliis day, it is still in the 
dark? However extraordinary it may appear, I venture to say it is 
really the case, and a proof (might I be permitted) I would 
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appeal to the late settlement of the revenue ·of Midnapur. On 
what information, on what materials, was it made? Was there 
a sin~e instrument produced to guide the judgment of the 
Board? 

It is true the kanungos have a most perfect knowledge 
of the Province, and a very great influence over the zamindars, 
and in both respects might have been of the greatest use to 
the Council; but this influence and knowledge they keep to 
themselves, employing both for their own purposes. Instead 
of assisting the Board in making the settlement, what trouble 
did they not ~ve? what opposition did they not make to it? 

In regard to the utility of the office as to its being a • 
perpetual register, I humbly <;onceive that is quite destroyed by 
the appointment of a perpetual diwan, who is established for 
.'Same purpose on a infinitely better footing. Where, then, 
is the use of the Company paying wages" to the kanungos 
for the support of the karkoo~s and mohurrirs, who can ·now... 
be employed only in keeping up connections and an authoritY 
which it is· evidently their interest to abolish. Ev€ry "';nt;r
mediate agent stops a part of the revenue in i~ way t~ Govern
ment, and nothing is more certain than that ·to muttiply these 
agents is to decrease the collections. 

'From what hath been here premised,·· may it not be very 
fairly concluded that the kanungos have defeated the aim of 
Government in its appointment of them: that they have 

• embarrassed and not developed the business of the collections; 
, that they have been obstacles to the attainment of the know-· 

ledge they were· meant to facilitate ; that they have been abettors 
of those measures they ought to have discouraged; and that 
they are now an useless expense to the Company. 

I would therefore, Sir, beg .leave to submit to your con
sideration that they should be disposSessed of their employ
ment; that they should not have any officers in the mowssif; 

~ that they sbould give up their papers and their charg~ '\vholly 
., , 

, to the Collector and. diwan; and that there should be no 
intermediate agent between the Col1ector anq the' zamindars ; 

U The technical term for these "wages" was rasnm. , 
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for, as the charge of the collections is given to him, I flatter 
myself it will be deemed but reasonable that he should also 
be vested with the power of acquitting it, and that there 
should be ·no intervening authority capable of counteracting 
the measures for which he is responsible. "36 

What Mr. Baber here says of the kanungos of Midnapur 
is decidedly applicable to the naib kanungos of Bengal. How 
well the duties of the office are discharged, will be learned from 
the naib kanungo Pran Kishen's answer to me upon the subject . 
......... " As your letter to the kanungo (my principal) was sealed 
up, I had it not in my power to learn the contents but sent it 
as it was to Murshidabad. With respect to the list of papers 
and records for which you wrote to me, Narsingh Majumdar, 
who is the kanungo's peshkar,811 will attend you and answer 
all such questions as you may put to him, he will give you 
information of the state of them. The taksim account of the 
villages and taluks specifying the respective jama of each 
village and pargana, and their appurtenances j the particulars 
and component parts of the jams, the ihtimambandi,87 the 
counter-accounts of the collections, and receipts of the sadar 
and mofusil, and of the sadar-bandobastS8 all these papers 
relate or appertain to former times: till the time of the Nawab 
Jaffir Khan, deceased, many mohurrirs were stationed in the 
mofuss~l in each pargana, and they regularly made out the 
taksim of the districts and transmitted them to the office at 
the Presence, and likewise they kept counter-accounts of' 
the receipts and collections. Afterwards by the neglect of 
the succeeding (Huzzoor ,so MS. illegible) the papers and 
accounts were not transmitted from the mofussil in a proper 
and regular manner. Many of the mofussil mohurrirs were 
dispossessed by the zamindars: in some few places where they 
remained they did transmit them (the papers and accounts). 
At the sadar, the saristadars40 of the kanungo's office were 
always diligent and attentive and took the counter-accounts 

85 This letter is also embodied in the Revenue Board Proceedings 
for December 15th, 1772. 811 Head-clerk. 

87 Revenue settlement, zamindari by zamindari. sa The Head-quarters 
settlement. 88 Lit. the Presence-here means, "ruling power." 

40 Head of the: Office. 
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from the collections and receipts, but from the time that the 
cutcherry was removed to Calcutta,41 even this was neglected, 
such papers as come to hand are kept; some of these papers 
are here and some at MurShidabad; it will take upa great 
deal of time to make out a list. I have given you an account 
of the papers that belong to this office, and the current busi
ness is now carried on according to them. What can I say 
more, etc. (Signed) Pran Kishen Singh." 

Pran Kishen in this letter ~mbraces a most daring ground 
of defence; ascribing the neglect and confusion of his office to 
the supineness of Government in not keeping him and his col
leagues strictly to the line of their duty; as if the confidence of 
Government in their. fidelity was the cause of their abuse of 
that confidence. They pretend· that great part of their records 
were destroyed during the invasion of Bengal by the Mara
thas in the time of Mohabat Jangj4Z and that they suffered a. 
further depredation during Kasim Ali Khan's troubles j that 
what were remaining at Murshidabad were wormeaten and 
decayed, (a fact which I can testify, if the papers which I 
brought down to Calcutta were tne whole of their records). 
They declare that they have ceased to collect their papers from 
the mofussil; in short, by their own account, no original pur
pose of their institution is kept up: yet they have not neglected 
the emoluments and profits attending their appointment. Pran 
Kishen avows the receipt ,of Rupees4S 54,899-1-4-1 per annum 
and adds that, as to other profits arising from lands, the whole 
produce is expended upon the mohurrirs and other necessary 
charges. 

Sirl Narain's share is not less than 40,000 rupees, exclusive 
of lands held rent free in the name of the Goddess Kritishhari, 

41 f.e. from Marshidabad in 177a. 
42 A title of Aliverdi Khan's. 1741>-1756. 
4S Mr. Patterson here adds this note. "From Government Rs. 35.333. 

and the rest by r8sam from different districts. The Kanungos of Bengal 
• vere allowed by Government a percentage apon the _ tama jama at the 

rate of J" per cent., which, being divided be£ween them. constituted their 
pautan.· They are now allowed from the Khalsa in cash the sum in 
lieu of it exclusive in lands and what they collect from the mofussil 
as daftar sera.i.n jama. t " , 

• Lit. quarter·perquisite. 
t Incidental office expenses. 
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separated from the jama of Rokanpur. Sirinarain has never 
thought proper to answer this question. 

If their records had been destroyed in the manner they 
pretend, from what documents do they draw their opinions and 
awards upon cases referred to them for decision or enquiry? 
The records called mauzina and the dastural ami1 are men
tioned in the sanadsas the particular objects of their duty. 
With regard to the first, they answer "that an annual statement 
of the tumar jama is what is called mauzina and that what 
there may be of it, may be found in the Murshidabad office" : 
with regard to the second, they say that it was in use formerly 
but has long since (been) discontinued. In short, it appears 
from their own answers that none of the old records are now 
in use; from which we may infer that the office, in its present 
perverted state, so far. from answering the purposes of its 
institution, must rather tend to furnish the zamindars with the 
means of deceiving Government with greater security; and that, 
while it swallows up, a large avowed revenue itself, it is 'Secretly 
destroying the foundations of resources.; that, instead of giving 
stability to Pfopeto/!, and security to the ryot, it is most likely 
to. become an engine of corruption, injustice and oppression, 
and that it ought either to be totally reformed or altogether 
abo~ished. ' 

T'he present kanungo, Sirajnarain, is a child of about eight 
years of age, adopted by Lachminarain Roy a little time 
before his death. Being a minor, the widow of Lachminarain 
claims the guardianship of him, and the management of the 
office and estate: accordingly, by the advice of her father Ananda 
Chandra Ghose, she petitioned for the removal of Sirinarain 
Mustaphi, that her brother Jagmohun might be appointed nail» 

• kanungo in his room and that Kishen Chand, the nephew of 
. Hari Kishen the former naib, might . be invested with the 
management Under the title of peshkar .. Before the prayer of 
the petition had been considered by the Committee of Revenue, 
they seized all the records at Murshidabad and placed a guard 
of burkandases44 over them,' giving out everywhere that Siri-

44 Matchlock-men, armed guards. 
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narain had been dismissed. Sirinaraip. made use of this as a 
plea for not being able to furnish me with a list of those 
records, and, as the other parties avowed the fact, the Commit
tee of Revenue ordered the Chief45 of Murshidabad to attach 
the whole of the records, which was accordingly done. The 
records were afterwards given over to me to transport to 
Calcutta. The state and quantity of the papers delivered to me 
were sufficient to convince me that, either they had removed and 
concealed the real records, or that there had been the most 
shameful neglect of their dUty.' In quantity, there were not half 
the papers that were found in Mahendra Narain's office, 
although, being counterparts, they ought to have been equal ; 
and of the few that I received, three-fourths were so worm-eaten 
and decayed, that; upon opening them to examine their contents, 
many dropped to pieces, and of those that were legible there 
was not a single bundle which was not a confused heap of 
heterogeneous papers, mixed and huddled up together so as to . 
defy all attempts to arrange or examine them. The papers of 
~hendra Narain's office were double in quantity but not less 
confused and imperfect. The Board may satisfy themselves 
that this is not an exaggerated account by a reference to the 
papers themselves now in :Mr. Duncan's til custody. Sirinarain 
charges his antagonists in unequivocal terms 'of removing the 
papers, alleging that he had for IS years together constantly 
employed people to copy the old decayed papers and that none 
of those copies are to be found amongst those brought from 
Murshidabad, and he particularly charges Kishen Chand with 
having stolen the ihtimambandi records. 

The others retort upon $irinarain the charge of embezzling 
and dissipating the property of his principal, and of being the 
wilful cause of the confusion among the records. The manage- , 
ment of the zamindari has been given to Kishen Chand, but 
Sirinarain has continued naib. The mohurrirs and other officers 

\a" Murshidabad are all engaged on the side of Kishen Chand 
and Ananda Chanda Ghose, except the particular relations of 
Sirinarain Mustaphi. As I have before mentioned to the Board 

45 i.I1. Chief of the Provincial Council. 
til Mr. Jonathan Duncan. 
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in my reports from Murshidabad the determined contumacy of 
these people, and shewn that the established principle of their _ 
behaviour was a fixed resolution to withhold every kind of . 
information, I shall not trouble you more upon the subject. 

With regard to Mahendra N arain, he is represented by N ar 
Singh Majumdar to be so much involved in debt that he does 
not show himself in Calcutta: when my peons were sent up to 
Murshidabad with a parwana,47 they were answered thai he was 
gone upon a pilgrimage to Parisnath in Nepal. It was not 
thought convenient that he should at that time be seen, but 
upon Mr. Thomas Graham going up to Murshidabad, Rada 
Rishen Mitra and afterwards Mirza Mahomed Jafar were sent 
to his house and both of them saw him. The substance of 
their reports upon the subject was that he has lost all his 
faculties, even that of speech, that he drags on a wretched 
existence in an old crazy mansion in the utmost poverty and 
distress at Batbali near Murshidabad, that the few menial 
servants ·who are with him, being ill paid, are negligent and 
remiss in their attendance upon him, .that he has one son, whose 
education has been totally neglected, of about twelve years of 
age, running about ill-clothed, dirty, and uninstructed, like the 
child of the meanest cooly in the bazaar. With this description 
of the situation of Mahendra Narain it is but proper to compare 
the following statements delivered to me by Nar Sing Majumdar. 
The first contains an account of the avowed receipts and emolu
ments of Mahendra Narain's office of kanungo, and the second, 
the establishment of his officers and household with the name 
and salary of each person respectively. 

Annual Receipts of Mahindra Narain Singh as delivered by 
Nar Singh Majumdar, peshkar. 

In lands, Mowza Chandipore in Birbhum, formerly included 
amongst the kanungo's possessions has long since been given as 
BrahmotratB [to] Chutterbuj, to Terklunhor,4u and Dalal Bhatta
charya. In places where the kanungo may happen to hold any 
small quantities of land, they yield no profit, for the whole 

47 Written order. 
48 Land assigned for the support of a brahman. 
'9 Sic in Ms. 
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produce is expended in the wages and allowances of the mohur
drs stationed in those places. There is no musahara50 allowed 
by Government. With regard to the established rasum51 and 
nankar,52 the particulars are hereinafter stated specifying what 
;s received from the sadar and what from the mofussil. 

From the sadar in cash (rasum) ... Rs. 35,333-I4-I2-3 
From the following Sairs53 in cash ... " 2,270 

r then follows a list of I2 places, the first of which is Chunakali.] 

"From the following mahals" 

[Then follows a list drawn up in six columns specifying 
respectively, 

I. The name of the mahal. 
2. Account Devatra. 
3. Account Brahmotra. 
4. Account Thankwahs or pensions. 
5. Account fees or Rasum. 
6. Total. 

In column I, forty-four Mahais are enumerated, commenc
ing with Rajshahi and including the 24 Parganas, Mohomed 
:\minpur (Hughli), a place called Cantonaghur, Birbhum, Dinaj
?ur, Dacca, and ending with Rangpur. 

In column 2, six payments are recorded with a total of 
Rs. 873-4-0 of which B.s. 500 came from Rangpur. 

In column 3, ten pa:rments are recorded with a total of 
Rs. I,58x of which Rs. 735 came from Birbhum. 

In column 4, six payments are recorded with a total of 
Rs. I,040. 

In column 5, thirty-two payments are recorded-varying 
from payment of Rs. 2,744, and Rs. 8,I26 in the cases of Raj
.hahi and Rangpur respectively, down to a payment of, four 
lnnas in the case of Silberris. 
, The sixth column, or column of totals, shows a total pay-

50 Monthly allowance. 
61 Perquisites, fees. 
62 Subsistence allowance. 
68 Here revenue drawn from prescriptive fees. 
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ment from the forty-four mahals of Rs. 27,295 ; which, combined 
with the sadar rasum and the sair rasum, made a total of 
Rs. 54,899 gross. ' 

Expenditure was estimated at Rs. 37,628, and the net 
remainder at Rs. 17,270. In these gross totals I have omitted 
annas and pice. 

The Report then proceeds to give in full, under the heading 
.. Annual Disbursements", a full list of what it terms the 
kanungo's officers in sadar and mofussil. Each man and the 
amount paid to him annually is given by name and in full. 

The localities enumerated are in the order given. 

Calcutta 20 officers 2 peons Total Rs. A. 
expenditure 1,134 0 

Murshidabad 15.. 3 peons. 3 servants .. 235 0 

(also 8 Thankadars or pensioners) 

Hooghly ... 10 officers 2 peons •• 60 0 

2 pensioners 
3 receiving charity 

Jessore J2 officers I peon, 3 servants .. 125 0 

Dacca 6 2 .. 3 .. 209 0 

Rangpur 20 .. 3 II .. 
a monthly donation of 
Rs. 40 to religious worship 240 0 

Rajmahal '" 3 officers 1 peon, I servant .. 50 0 

Ilis henpore 3 .. .. 30 0 

Ilurdwan .. ' 3 .. .. 47 0 

Dinajpur ••• 3 .. 2 peons .. 44 0 

Goraghat •.• 2 .. I .. .. 25 0 

Ilogra 2 .. .. 15 0 

:Katwa t .. t clerk .. 6 0 

:Kundi tNaib 2 .. 'J 25 0 

Amberabad t officer 2 .. Total monthly pay 13 0 

t servant. 
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Batibati near 8 officers 
Marshidabad". 

II u horses 

Total 
expenditure. 

Rs. A. 
7 Brahmins 14 Khitmatgars 4~7 8 

a Physicians 3 Garriwalas " 
16 bearers 55 

a Chobdars 
as peons 

1 dhobi 
1 sweeper 

also payments Devatra 

'J .. Brahmotra 

Pensioners 

70 8 

The total monthly expenditure was thus assessed at Rs. 3.135 odd annas. 

A .. yearly .. .. " 

The payments to the kanungos' officers range from Rs. 264/
p. m. to a sum little above that paid to a menial: e.g. one 
Ramprasad in the Rangpur list is entered as receiving Rs. 5/
a month; the pay of a peon varied from Rs. 3/8/- to 4/-. 

As will be noticed, Mr. Patterson attaches very little value 
to the accuracy of any of the figures as a guide to the actual 
receipts of the kanungos' officers, or the receipts and disburse
ments of the kanung(lS' Roll.]. 

Mr. Patterson continues:-
"Notwithstanding the repeated orders of the late Committee 

of Revenue and my frequent application to Sirinarain Mustaphi 
ever since :January, 1786, I never been able to obtain from him 
a similar ~tatement of the receipts and establishment of his office. 
The constant answer has been that he intends to furnish me 
with the required papers. I attempted to obtain these accounts 
from the family officers at Murshidabad but they pleaded the 

'I nders of Lachmi Narain's widow to the contrary, communicated 
to them through a mehtrani,se setting her up as a screen for 
themselves upon all occasions in the same manner as Pran 

54 Cart drivers. 
Iii Mace-bearers. 
&II A female of the sweeper caste, the lowest class of menial in India. 



Rishen uses his phantom of a principal, the unfortunate 
Mahendra N arain Singh. 

Thus, gentlemen, I have given you as accurate an account 
. of the nature and present state of the office of kanungo in 
Bengal as the scanty materials I have been furnished with 
would permit. When the parties from whom alone information 
is to be obtained have a decided interest in the suppression of 
it, an investigation must be attended with many difficulties: 
this I have particularly experienced from the two naib kanungos 
of Bengal and their adherents. 

The kanungos of Midnapur and Jellasore have followed this 
example; they seem to have considered it as a common E'xcuse 
and to have united their endeavours to suppress all kinds of 
information. 

Raj Narain, kanungo of Midnapur, contents himself with 
telling me that he win at a future period furnish me with a list 
of his officers, etc. With regard to the allowances and emolu
ments of his office he answers, 'the lands I hold as nankar makt! 
no part of the revenues of Government. They will be found 
inserted in the taksim and zamindari records; they have at 
repeated periods been confirmed to me and I hold them by l!>8J1ad 
from the Council. These lands were inserted in the bazi zamin 
daftar,67 and I obtained a sanad68 of confirmation. I likewise 
receive the customary rasum from Government. There are 
mahattran69 allowances either in money or land. The former 
kanungos for the support of their relations and dependents 
appointed them some lands and villages out of their own nankar 
lands. There are no lands allotted for the establishment of 
officers; of what there is in cash, Government are in possession 
of the amount." With regard to the present state of his office 
and the manner in which the duties of it are now discharged, 
he answers, "In every mahal the records respecting the collec
tions and their appurtenances are kept, but in the pargana of 
Midnapur and in the fort of Minachorah there is no· sarista." 

From the papers in the office of the Accountant-General to 

67 An office for the registration of miscellaneous rent-free tenures. 
68 Patent. 
69. Land assigned for religious purposes. 
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the Revenue Department it is (seen?) that in the Bengali year 
1181, Raj Narain was possessed of 94 villages as nankar, and 
the jama thereof as represented by him was 17,334-9-14 which 
on the 31St May, 1774, was confirmed to him by the Supreme 
Council. 

Joy Narain, kanungo of Jellasore, has not yet delivered in 
any kind of answer. From the papers in the Accountant's 
Office it appears that he was confirmed by the Board on the 
31St May, 1774, in the possession of 41 villages. as nanru, the 
amount of jama being rated at Rs. 2,118/- [annas, etc., illegible 
in MS.]. Both these kanungos have likewise a sum from 
Government amounting in the whole to Rs. 16,966-9-8: besides 
this, they receive a dasturoo from the mofussil which was then 
estimated to amount to about Rs. 4,354/-, so that their avowed 
emoluments as rated by themselves, exclusive of their secret 
advantages, amount to Rs. 41,180/-, inclluding Rs. 175/- account 
Burdwan. 

Adhi Narain, kanungo of Hijli, gives about word for word 
the same answers as Raj Narain. With regard to the present 
state of his office he answers: 'Formerly it was customary 
both at the sadar and in the mofussil for counter-accounts to 
be kept of the revenues both in money and salt, but from the 
Balaiti61 year 1189, the settlement of these mahals having been 
made by the Committee, and the management of. the salt 
revenue being intrusted to the English gentlemen, the counter
accounts of the revenues in money have been continued to be 
kept as usual, hut not those of the salt.' With regard to the 
allowances of his office, he answers: 'Whatever lands I hold 
as nankar or rasum I receive, are specified in the account of 
the sadar settlement of the district: I have nothing more, and 
out of that support my family and dependents.' The allowances 
for Hijli, Maisadell, Sujamutli and Tambek are stated in the 
papers of the Accountant's Office at Rs. 10,398-15-10. 

Ram, Gunga, Kasi joint kanungos of the Nowara Mahal. 
This mahal comprehends certain districts, the revenues of 

00 Customary perquisite. 
61 Literally foreign-here used in reference to the Oris.sa chronl>

logical reckoning. 1782/3 A.D. 
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which were appropriated to the building of boats for the uses of 
the Princes of the Empire and their household, instituted by 
Shah SUjah, youngest brother of the Emperor Aurangzeb. The 
answers given by the kanungos of this mahal are very satis
factory; amongst their records they assert that they retain the 
Hakikat jama. the Taksim pargana by pargana, the Dastur-aJ
Amil, and the registery of the chaudhuris and zamindars. They 
transmit a list of their salaries, and, with respect to the present 
state of their office, complain that they are obstructed in the 
discharge of the duties thereof by the encroachments of the 
kanungos of Bengal: they state the amount of their rasum and 
miran62 to be Rs. 1,641-II-O of which they only are in actual 
receipt of Rs. 565-9-0. 

Ratan, Jay, Addhy, joint kanungos of Sonargaon, have been 
likewise as explicit and satisfactory in their answers in every 
point. They complain of the encroachment and interference of 
the kanungos of Bengal and the obstruction occasioned thereby 
in the discharge of their duty. They stated their rasum, etc., 
to amount to Rs. 2,706/- of which tliey only receive Rs. 875/-. 

Jiwan, Kishen, etc., kanungos of Sylhet, have been remark
ably full and satisfactory in explaining the duties of their office, 
and giving information upon every polnt proposed to them: 
they have given a list of their records and explained the nature 
of them, and list of their officers, etc. They state their allowance 
to be II91 kahns68 of cowries, account rasum, from Government 
and from the zamindars a zamini rasum amounting to 4600 
kahns of cowries, or altogether Rs. 1,447-12-0 per annum. They 
assert that, when Mr. Hurst was Collector, one Madhu Ram, who 
then farmed all Sylhet, seized all their records and locked 
them up by which means many of the papers were much injured. 

Raj Rai Ballabh, Raj Kishen, etc., kanungos of Chittagong 
represent that they are not principals, being the agents only of 
Ratanjay Addhy: that in the Bengali year II68, or A.D. 1761, 
Gokhal Ghosal, Mr. Verelsf's banian, in order to form the settle
ment of the district, took all the old records from the sadar 
kutcherry and carried them to his own house; and that they 

61 Perquisites. 
68 One kahn contained 1280 cowries. 
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were all consumed when the house was burned; that they have 
only some copies of the Dastur-al-Amil, etc., remaining; that 
their rasum amounts to Rs. 1,762-3-5; that they attend the 
Collector and keep counter-accounts of the collections and 
settlement of the Revenue. It appears from the accounts in the 
Accountant-General's Office to the Revenue Department, that. 
exclusive of the above rasum, they are allowed an advantage 
by holding their lands at a small rent instead of the full assess
ment, in proportion to the other lands of the district which 
difference amounts to Rs. 34,337-5-6 per annum." 

[The report mentions briefly two other kanungos, 'Viz., 
Durgaprosad Das, kanungo of Baharband, and Bhulchand Barua, 
kanungo of Rangamati. 

Mr. Patterson then proceeds to give a list of the kanungos 
in Purnea. He gives 19 names with the parganas in which 
they are stationed, and proceeds.] 

"Four of these ......•.. have returned no answers to my 
questions whatever. It appears that, contrary to the spirit of 
the institution, several are zamindars as well as kanungos of their 
respective stations." [Five names are here inserted]. "Their 
answers are very full and explicit as to the motives of the insti
tution, but unsatisfactory with regard to the present state of 
their office and records. It appears that the latter are very 
deficient, a great part having been destroyed by worms. They 
have no papers further back than the Bengali year II78.64 

Mahindra Narain represents that the records of Havilli 
Tajpore prior to that time----such as the wasul baki, list of 
villages, account of the bighas in ~ultivation or waste-were taken 
away by Raja Debi Singh, and that, in their way to Murshidabad, 
they were lost in the Ganges near Rajmahai ; that in II8165, B.S. 
Sheonath, zamindar, entered into a collusive' connection with the 
diwan Balram, and (sic) who procured. the farm of Havilli 
1'ajpore under the name of his brother for three years, by which 
means Sheonath obtained possession and full management of 
the zamindari and Balram secured to himself a share thereof 
amounting to 6/16 ; that they seized all the kanungos' records, 

64 1772/73 A.D. 
85 1775/76 A.D. 
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which were in the cutcherry, into their own hands, such as wasul 
bald accounts, the list of villages, tuma jama accounts, etc., 
that about 2 months after, the cutcherry took fire and all these 
papers were consumed. 

Hira Narain likewise charges Raja Debi Singh with having 
taken away his records which were lost in the Ganges near Raj
mahal : Rani Indramati likewise prefers the same charge against 
Raja Debi Singh. The records of the others are much more 
complete, and their answers very satisfactory, with regard to 
the present state of their office. Their allowances, etc., are as 
follows according to their statement." 
[Note-Here follows in six columns:-

Column I. The names of 19 kanungos. 
" 2. Their statement of moshaira received from 

" 

" 

" 

" 

Government. 
3. Their statement of mofussil fees paid in 

sonat68 rupees. 
4. Their statement of total ready money paid in 

sonat rupees to them. 
5. The khalsa records of the moshaira paid by 

the zilla; this amounted to Rs. 27,946. 
6. List and amount of rent-free lands enjoyed 

by kanungos.]. 
"In the description of their lands, most of them are very 

vague j they specify no particulars, contenting themselves 
with saying in general terms-"as to the surplus advantages 
of the villages which we hold at a quit-rent and other lands, 
they do not exceed our expenses.' Those who are zamindars 
as well as kanungos take no notice of the lands they hold in 
their capacities as kanungos, passing them over as included in 
their zamindari nankar." 

[Then follows a list of the names of the kanungos in Behar: 
49 names are given, some of whom are joint kanungos, and 
the names of 45 parganas are given.] 

"From the kanungos of the last nine parganas no answers 

88 A 60nat rupee was one that had been in circulation more than 
three years, as opposed to a sicca rupee which had been in circulation 
under that period. 
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of any ¥:ind have been received. The others have been very 
explicit and satisfactory in their answers. They describe their 
office as being in full force: that they take regular copies of 
all papers and accounts; countersign the seah, and jama wasul 
baki, and attest all kabuliyats, kistbandis and other agree
ments. They describe their records to be-

(I) The Dastur-al-AmuI67 

(2) JJ Amal Dastur68 

(3) List of villages specifying the quantity of land in 
bighas, respectively. 

(4) Particulars of the villages with fixed rents. 
(5) Jama wasul baki, etc.6g 

(6) Copies of kabuliyats, etc.· 
(7) " of Kistbandis, etc. 
(8) Particulars of lands not included in the revenues. 
(9) Lists or particulars of the zamindars or pensioners. 

The particulars which form their allowances and emoluments 
are as follows:-

(I) Nancar in money. 
(2) Rozinah, or daily pension. 
(3) JJ for the mohurrirs. 
(4) Rasum upon the assessment of the several trades, 

10 per cent. 
(5) Rasum from the sair: 
(6) Rent-free lands: 7 villages, I chak, 70 and 205 Bighas. 
(7) Rasum on the tuma jama from 2% to 21%. 
(8) Rasum dastur from 11% to 31%. 
(9) Rasum per village from 41 to 11 rupees. 

(10) Faslana, or rasum at each harvest from 41 to 11 rupees 
per village. 

(II) Kabuliyatana-fees for attesting kabuliyats: I rupee. 
(12) Rasum in land from the ima70 lands, or a certain num

ber of bighas out of each 100 bighasj wages for 
mohurrirs. 

67 Local usages, customs. 
68 List of changes and alterations. 
89 List of outstanding deficits. 
70 A portion of rent-free land, or a portion of detached land. 



(13) Advantages from holding revenue lands at a small 
quit-rent. 

(14) Sadaria rasum j 8 annas, or ! per cent. 

They . have respectively sent lists of the villages of the 
stations, specifying the number of bighas contained, pointing out 
which are asalin and which dakhili;'12 the pargana of each the 
list and particulars of the rent-free lands and villages j the 
particulars (MS illegible) of the rosinadars or pensioners and of 
their own rasum, etc." 

[Note.-Mr. Patterson then discusses the details of the 
Nagpur Sircar, and states "what has been related of the present 
state of the kanungos' Office and the records of Sircar Behar will 
equally apply to this pargana." 

After dealing with the Nagpur Sircar and before passing on 
to Tirhut, he deals with Shahabad Sircar and Monghyr Sircar. 
The answers of both sets of kanungos are stated to be 
satisfactory. 

A full list of the records kept in the kanungo's office at 
Bhagalpur is given. This is by far the most complete list in 
the report. They include j 

The bandobusfa of the taksisi jama.7~ 
Proposals of the farmers for the farms of pottahs,75 jama 

wasul baki with the amount nankar77 allowed. 

Chitta account. 78 

Seeah account.79 

Awarija account.so 
Kistbandi account.81 
List of the villages. 

n Original villages in Todar Mall's list. 
71 Additional villages built since that date. 
78 Settlement. 
74 Assessment based on investigation. 
7& Leases. 
78 List of outstanding deficits. 
77 Subsisfence allowance. 
78 An account of aU the lands in the village divided into shares 

called "dags". 
79 Daily Ledger of receipts and payments. 
so Abstract amount of receipts and payments. 
81 Account of the payments of revenue by instalments. 
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Account Khas82 viiYag~viz.
Account called Khasra-Nakd-83 

" "Jamabandi.84 

" "Jama Kharja Dhihat.85 

" "Jama Kharja of Nancar86 specifying money 
and villages. 

Bazi Zamin.87 

Madad Maash88 (Villages). 
Ghatwali89 (Villages annexed to the Revenues). 
List of the zamindaris. 
The Tuma accounts. 
The Dastur al Ami!. 90 

The account respecting the Faujdari Sair Mahal.91 viz:
Copies of the Daul Bundobast92 of the Mahals. 
Copies of thePottahs and Kabuliyats of the Taksisi Mahals. 
J ama wasul Baki. 
Kistbandi. 
Chitta. 
Seeah. 

Awarija af_un,93 including the Chauthi rasum,94 ancient 
duties from beparis95 as collected at the place of buying and 
selling. 

J ama Kharja of the mofussil96 down to the end of the year ; 
account Khas Taluk.97 

The Rotas Sircar is also mentioned: five parganas each 

82 Under direct management of Government. 
83 Journal of rents paid in kind. 
84 Journal of the revenue assessment on a district. 
85 Journal of receipts, payments of a group of villages. 
86 Journal of receipts, payments, kanungo's allowances. 
87 Miscellaneous lands. 
83 Assigned lBnds, or money, for the support of institutions. 
89 Lands assigned to ferrymen in lieu of pay. 
90 Local customs and usages. 
91 Sources of revenue other than from land belonging to the faujdar. 
92 Gross receipts demanded by zamindars from their' tenants. 
99 Abstract account of increased revenue. 
94 A perquisite or fee. 
96 Shopkeepers, small traders. 
96 List of receipts and payments in the district. 
97 State-managed district. 
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under two joint kanungos with an account of their duties and 
emoluments, which are described as "explicit and satisfactory". 

In Tirhoot the kanungos are stated to have returned answers 
"remarkably full and satisfactory".] 

The report continues "From this account of their records 
it does not appear that they have any registry of lands 
alienated for the purposes, or under the pretences of religion 
and charity j nor does the line of their duty seem to embrace 
so large a circle of business as that which has been predicated 
of the kanungos of Bengal. 

The present state of their office approaches nearer to the 
ancient institution, for their records appear calculated to answer 
the original purposes of affording information respecting the 
actual produce of the country, the state of cultivation, the 
customs of the district, and modes and rates of assessment." 

[Then follows lists of kanungos for the Hajipur Sircar. 
Their answers are described as "explicit and satisfactory" 
their duties and allowances are described.] 

" ... It is impossible to draw up an abstract of the perquisites 
and emoluments of the kanungos from their own statements 
because some have delivered no accounts at all, and some only 
in general terms without giving particulars, such as-

(I) Small parcels of land without specifying the quantity 
or the value. 

(2) Villages held at a small rent without either mentioning 
the rent or the profits beyond it arising from such 
indulgence. 

(3) Rasum from the villages, mentioning in some places 
only the rate varying from I to 2 rupees per 
village without specifying the number of villages. 

(4) Fasillana98 where they mention only the rate of Rs. I, 

per village. 
(5) Rasum from the sair which they state at one-fourth 

of the collections, without mentioning the amount 
of their receipts or of the sair collections. 

98 Fees payable at harvest time. 
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(6) Dastur99 upon the tuma jama, expressing the rates 
per cent. varying from 1 to 31 rupees without 
noticing the amount either of their own receipts 
or of the jama upon which they are calculated. 

(7) Fees upon kabuliyats at the rate of one rupee per 
deed without specifying the number or the amount. 

I shall therefore content myself with an abstract of what is 
distinctly specified in their accounts, and, where no answer has 
been received, supply the deficiency from the accounts of what 
they were actually in receipt of in the year 1773, as appears from 
the records in the office of the Accountant General to the 
Revenue Department." 

*[The report gives in seven columns an abstract of the 
amount of perquisites and allowances of the kanungos of Bengal, 
Behar and Orissa. The heading of these columns in the MS 
has been almost entirely obliterated.] 

"Having thus collected together the whole of the informa
tion I have been able to obtain upon this subject, I shall conclude 
with quoting the representation of the Naib Diwan, Mahomed 
Riza Khan, respecting the office of kanungo, the observations 
of the Board at Murshidabad on the 2nd of July 1771/00 after 
reading various letters from the Supervisors and an extract 
from the letter from the Provincial Council of Patna 
regarding the kanungos of Bihar dated the 16th August, 1773.101 

The representation 01 the Naib Diwan. 

Messrs. Rous, Lushington, Rooke; Kelsall, Wilkins, 
Higginson and Rider102 pronounce the department of Kanungos 
to be now of no benefit j it is true that the arrangement of affairs 
in these districts under the superintendence of these gentlemen 

DB A percentage, or perquisites. 
*.1 have not transcribed these figures: on Mr. Patterson's own 

ShOWIDl!', they are not to be relied on. 
100 These have been published in vol. V. pp. 329-346. Proceedings 

, of the Comptrolling Council of Revenue, Murshidahad. Bengal Govern. 
ment Records. 

101 R. B. P. August 31st, 1773. 
102 These gentlemen were among the Supra visors whose opinion had 

been called for by the Council. 



does not seem so particularly to depend on the kanungos. The 
reason is this; these districts were comprehended under the 
collections of Murshidabad. But upon all occasions when it was 
necessary to ascertain any circumstances relative to statements 
or accounts, to define the original revenue or the posterior 
impositions of taxes and cesses, to enquire into old disputes, 
ancient settlements, or the increase or decrease since established, 
to scrutinise into the state of the parganas and villages, and to 
Investigate particular circumstances such as the death or 
dismission of zamindars, talukdars, etc. recourse was had to the 
gomastas10ll of the sadar kanungos, who, being perfectly versed 
in all these matters, fully explained them and by means of 
their department they were adjusted. As Rajshalti, Bhetturia, 
Dinajpur,· Nadia, Yusufpur, Bishenpur and Birbhum were 
extensive and important zamindaris, the papers of the taksim 
(or original revenue) depended on the sadar and it is not usual 
for the kanungo's gomastas to attend the zamindars and furnish 
them with papers; there are, however, some of their mohurrirs104 

stationed in their districts to collect the taksim and other 
accounts. But in such places where there are stationed faujdars. 
their mutasaddis10& are attended by the kanungos' gomastahs 
who are employed in transacting the business of the serishta. 
In Hooghly and Dacca, although the peshcars and mutasuddis 
of the Government's officers are the persons who immediately 
attend on the Supravisors, yet the framing and recording papers 
and accounts, the investigation of old disputes and facts 
relative to zamindaris, and the adjustment of contention which 
frequently occur amongst the talukdars, whose names in those 
districts are very numerous, are duties which fall under the 
particular province of the kanungo's gomastas. The zamindars 
in the sircar of Kutch Behar, the chaklas of Rajmahal, and 
the districts of Purnea whence it has long been usual for faujdars 
to be stationed, contrary to the practice of the zamindars of 
Bhetturia, Nadia, Bissenpore, Birbhum, and Yusufpur, cannot 
of themselves, without the permission of the faujdar, undertake 

1011 Agents. 
104 Clerks. 
105 Clerks. 
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any measure. The whole transactions and affairs of these 
districts are therefore adjusted and settled at the faujdari 
cutcherry, with the advice and approbation of the agents of 
the kanungos. For this reason their department is maintained 
in these places to its full extent and the detail given on this 
subject by the Supravisors of Rangpur and Rajmahal is just. 

From these two paragraphs it is exemplified that in such 
districts as are arranged and adjusted immediately at the sadar 
the gentlemen write that there is no benefit derived from the 
kanungos; and in others, where the settlements are made in the 
mofussil, the Supravisors think that their establishment is 
necessary. Let these two inferences then be maturely weighed 
by the gentlemen of the Council who are themselves witnesses 
of the business of the kanungos and observe that their naibs 
and mohurrlrs always prepare the papers which they order, and 
in all investigations manifest assiduity and zeal for the interest 
of Government; and let them determine whether the continu
ance of their institution is not necessary for the public service. 

Should' the departinent be abolished, the condition of the 
districts, the original revenues, the state ,of taluks and the 
tenure by which they are held, which are now known at the 
Sadar, must in future be observed. 

Secondly, grants of zamindaris and talukdaris, etc. cannot 
be prepared without ascertaining the particulars of the jama. 
which is the business of the kanungos. 

Thirdly, when you are desirous of making yourselves 
acquainted with former transactimis and events to whom are 
to apply? and. fourthly, from whom are you to expect authentic 
information concerning the dismission, removal or death of 
zamindars or talukdars of past times? and if the records of 
the kanungos are not preserved, in a short time confusion and 
irregularity must ensue in the arrangement of the affairs of the 
country. This is a measure which the zamindars most ardently 
pray for. 

With respect to the remarks made by the gentlemen that 
formerly the kanungos performed with fidelity and diligence 
their duty to Government. but that now on the contrary. they 
rather tend to mislead the zamindars. tlie agents of the kanungos 
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at the sadar deny this imputation and SlY that, if at any time 
or place any of them are found guilty of such behaviour, they 
will submit to the severest punishment of Government. 

The kanungos Lachminarain and Mohindra Narain represent 
that their forefathers were promoted to this office when. this 
Kingdom was first subject to the dominions of the Mogul; that 
their family have continued to hold it for a series of generations; 
that they ever have and will exhibit the utmost assiduity, fidelity 
and zeal in the discharge of their employment; and that the 
supplies of the established nimtaki106 and serinjami deftar,107 
after paying the expense of mohurrirs etc., is the fund from 
which they derive their subsistence. As this office has been 
instituted ever since the first dominion of the Emperors, as 
Lachminarain and Mahendra N arain hold their appointments 
by right of inheritance, and as the procuring of all papers depend 
on their daftar, in order for the better conducting the business 
of the Government, and in consideration of the long time this 
office has descended in the families of the said kanungos, the 
continuance of it is necessary." 

A true translation. 
Sd/- David Anderson, Assistant under the 

Persian translator. 

Minute and Resolution 01 the Comptrolling Council 01 Revenue, 
Murshidabad-July 2nd, 1771. 

"The Board, having maturely considered the substance of all 
the foregoing letters together with the representation of the Naib 
Diwan, are unanimously of opinion that the arguments which 
he makes use of for the preservation of the office of kanungo, 
on account of its being a royal institution of so lo~g standing 
as since that time when the settlement of the provinces was 
effected by Todar Mall, Diwan of Shah Akbar i of the ancient and 
hereditary right of families who at present hold it; and on 
account of its utility in properly conducting the various branches 

106 A fee of eight annas per cent. on the assessment. 
107 Allowance:J for expences etc. 
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of the business, and assisting in the investigation of the value of 
the lands and the rights of the landholders j not only sufficiently 
authorize the continuation of this office on its present footing, 
but also plainly point out the prejudice and inconvenience to 
the public business that might accrue from its abolition. 

It is therefore resolved that the establishment of the offices 
of sadar and mofussil kanungo shall be preserved in all the 
districts, that the Supravisors shall accordingly be directed to 
pay them their usual appojntments, and employ them in the 
business in such manner as they can be rendered most service
able. " 

Extract 0/ a letter from the Council at Patna, 
dated 16th August, 1773. 

"The office of kanungo, as it is at present executed, does 
not answer the purpose of its original institution, which was 
to exhibit to every new appointed officer of the Government 
a true and . exact state of the collections for as many years 
back as he thought it necessary to inspect into j and yet 
without the assistance of some such office of record, no 
judgment could be formed of past collections, and it would be 
within the power of every dismissed amil,l08 by destroying or 
concealing his papers, to leave his successor in almost total 
ignorance of the value of the taluks which composed his 
district and which it would be the interest of the zamindars 
to keep from him as much as possible. 

Since the distractions of the Mogul Government, the 
kanungos have been obliged to conform implicitly to the rule 
of the present ami! and to draw out their accounts as he 
directed; and not fear alone, but often particular indulgences 
in farming their own taluks has purchased their compliance. 
However defective their public accounts may prove, from' a 
fixed residence (sic) of being present at most transactions of 
the revenue, they are themselves generally masters of the 
object and give a just description of the state of their 
parganas so that the amil at first finds it his interest to gain 

108 Revenue official; in this case probably the diwan of district. 
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the kanungo, who in return enters false accounts in the 
cutcherry. It is on this strict concealment that they depend 
for their future credit and good offices ot the amil. 

Such an office of record under proper regulations seems 
necessary. We apprehend it should be entirely independent 
of the amil, whose influence is chiefly to be guarded against, 
and the. officers receive a salary immediately from Government. ~ 

It must be observed that the defraying of the charges of 
the kanungos' office by a fixed salary will be an additional 
expense to the Government, because it will be almost impos
sible for any amil, without causing complaints in the pargana, . 
to draw the necessary sum from the ryot in the same manner 
as the kanungos did h!Y their influence and the submission paid 
to the old established custom; for. though the sums paid are, 
as much as any other, a real disbursement, the ryots paid them 
in different ways and were used scarcely to consider them a 
tax." 

The Board briefly acknowledged the letter. The last 
quotation given by Mr. Patterson is very hard to decipher in 
parts owing to the state of the MS, and is a tnrnslation of :1 

Firman of the Emperor Shah Alam. 
"Copy of the most exalted Firman under the seal of the 

Emperor Shah Alam, the Victorious Monarch, bearing date the 
29th of the month Nabi Sanie, the 7th109 year of the reign. 

At this propitious period, the most sublime decree requir
ing implicit obedience is issued. That the office of kanungo 
of half the provinces of Bengal, the Paradise of Nations, of 
the whole of the Sircar of Kutch Behar being vacated by the 
demise of Jai Narain Singh, be it vested in his son Mahendra. 
Narain Singh from the kharif or autumn harvest of the year 
of the Dog,uo agreeably to the endorsed particulars. Let him 
employ himself with fidelity and integrity in the discharge of 
the duties and business [illegible] .......... lose sight of.. ........ the 
circumstances which may .................................... increase of 
agriculture and cultivation, in giving satisfaction and encour-

109 1777 A.D. 
110 "The eleventh year in the Turkish cycle of twelve years." 

(author'. note). 
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agement to the ryot, as is necessary: Let him exert himself 
to the utmost, and let him be gUilty of no fraud or injustice: 
let him by the uprightness . and excellence of his conduct 
conciliate the minds of the ryots and other inhabitants, and 
beyond his established allowances let him not [exact?] a single 
dam. Let all our Governors and Amils who are [attentive ?], 
all Jagirdars present and future, [the next six lines are 
illegible] ............ husbandmen depart not. from such legal and. 
proper advice and admonitions as he may give. 

Looking upon this as fnlay competent 'and sufficient, let 
them not require from him a new sanad every year nor in 
any wise depart from this most exalted decree, dated as above." 

With these quotations the report ends and is signed 

J. D. PATTERSON, 

Registrar, iKanungo's Office, 
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Abwab, a cess, 13, 14, IS,. u8. 
jama, IIO, 124. 

Accountant, 34, 46, 161. 
Accountant-General, 24, 87, 182. 
Accountant-General's O#Dce, 185, . 

191 • 
Act, Regulation, 38; Regulating, 

46,49, 50. 
Adalat, Diwani, 31,. 32, 95; tb~ 
Superintend~nt of. tbe plwanl, 
39' Fauzdan, 21, 34; obJect of, 
21; Provincial Sadar, 33-

Adhinarayan, 183; Superintendent 
of the Diwani, 39. . 

Aima, X-ands exempted from. the 
payment of revenue by firman 
of the emperor, too, 107. 

Ain-i-Akbari, 135, 162.. . 
Akbar, 99, 100, 136, 138, 145, 156, 

162, 163. . 
Akhiri Nikas, a final adjustment 

of the revenue department" lIS. 
Aliverdi Khan, 2, 14, 70, 100, 156, 

168, 169. . . 
Altamgha, hereditary agSlgnments 

of partially rent-free lands, 107. 
Amal DllStat, list of changes and 

alterations, 164, ~87. 
Amanat Daftar, an office for re

gistering tr·usts, etc., 167. 
Amberabad, ISo. 
Amil, revenue official, 23, 33, 121, 

163, 195, 197. . 
Amin, revenue officer, 81, 93, 95, 

120. 
.. Aumeeny letter", 99-130. 
Amini office:' 6, 81. 
Aniini report, 4; 96, 99-133. 
Amulnama, lease, deeds, 19, 93. 
Ananda Chandra Ghosh, 176, 178. 
Anderson, David Mr., 130, 194. 
Arzi, a petition, 1I4. 
Arsatta, monthly running treasury 

accounts of receipts, etc., 165. 
Asali, original villages in Todar 

Mall's list, 189. j 

Assessment, 1I6, 117, '127, 135, 164, 
190· 

Awarija jama kbarach, 165. 

Awarija, account, abstract amount 
of receipts and payments, 188. 

Awarija-af-un,-abstract account 
of increased revenue, 189. 

Baber, Edward Mr., 26, 136, 140, 
141, 143; 169, 174· 

.'Baki-jai, (see Taujih). 
Bakshi (Buxey)" Paym86ter's' 

office, 40. 
Balaram, 185. . 
.Balaiti, Orissa chronologtcal 

reckoning, '183. 
Balance, i.e., deficit, 144. 
Bandobast, 66, 85, 188. 
Bandobast, Sadar, 174. 
Bandobast Daul, the gross receipts 

demanded from the tenants, 175, 
189. 

Banisi Ram, 56. 
Banyan, banian, 28, 86. 
Bara 'fhoka (pattora) fiscal 

account at the end of six months 
or eight months, 114. . 

Barwell Richard Mr., 55, 71, 75, 
87, 93, 94· . 

Basu Ram, 82. 
Batbali, a village near Murshida

bad, 178, 181. 
Batta, discount, 124. 
Behar, 44, 46, 49, loS, 158, 166, 

188, 191. 
Benares, 161. 
Bengal, The Viceroys of (1712-

1773), 134; The years of (1765:-
1781), 134; The months of, 134 • 

Bepari, shop-keepers, 18g. 
Bhagalpur, 138, 188: 
Bhetturia, 192.' 
BhaVl\81ti, Rani, 42, 64. 
Birbhum, 138, 179, 192. 
Birbhum, Collector of, 41 .. 
Bishenpur,. 192, . 
Board, 33/ 34, 41, 42, 54, 51,' Sl

f
, 

86/ 99, 129, 140. 142,.144 j 0 
Revenue, the (see Revenue), 146, 
147, lSI, 173; 177, 183. 194. 196 j 
Minute of 145; of Trade, 53. 

Bogra, ISo. 
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Brahmothra, Lands aseigned for 
the support of Brahmins, 171, 
178, 179· 

Burdwan, 61, 78, 146: Rani of, 148. 

Calcutta, 33. III, 149; ISo. 
Camac, Captain, 52. 
Cantonagar, 179. 
Ceded lands,s. 
Chakeran (see Zamin). 
Chakla or pargana, a division of 

territory, 17. 
Champaran, 167. 
Chandpur (in Birbhum), 178. 
Chaudhuri, a landlord of the 

second class, 14, 103, 104, 1I0, 
184. 

Chauki, toll bar, 28. . 
Chitta, an account of all the lands 

of a village, II, 188, 189. 
Chittagong, 138, 139. 
Chittagong, chief of, 43. 
ehittagong, Collector of, 16. 
Circuit, Committee of (1772-1777), 

II, 12, 13, 32, 51, 63, 66, 70, 
76, 78, 140, 145, 159, 183. 

Circuit, Committee of (1772-1777), 
in Nadia, 18, 19. 

Circuit, Committee of (1772-1777), 
at Kasimbazar, 20. 

Circuit, Committee of, proceewngs 
for the 15th August, 1772, 20, 21. 

Clavering John, General, 50, 55, 
74, 77, 8r, 87-91 , 93· 

Clerical staff of the Company, liS. 
('olebrooke, B. J., 35. 
Collections, department of, 9: 
Collector, 10, 38, 76. 143, 148, 153, 

161; 173, 174. 
Collector-tax, 8. 
Collector in the new regulation, 

25, z6. 
Collectorship, 33, 37. 
Commissioner, 7, 97, 161. 
Committee of Circuit (see circuit). 
Committee of Revenue (see 

Revenue). , 
Committee, Select (see Select). 
Company, Bast India, I, 4, 5, 38, 

66, 71. 
Cornwallis, Marquis, 10, 160. 
Croftes, Charles, Mr. (first Ac

countant-General), 24. 
Council, Provincial, 33, 34, 35, 37, 

39, 40, 41, 53, 55, 57, 71, 73, 
76, 83, 86, 87, 88, 91, 92, 93, 193; 

Burdwan, 41, 147, 149, 151 
Calcutta, 149 ; Da~ca, 56, 148 
Dinajpur, 41, 42, 149: Murshida 
bad, 41, 42, 144, 145, 149; Patna 
43, 74, 95, 149, 51, 191, lQ5-97 
establishment of, 40; chiefs of 
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 55, 77 
Supreme, 50, 56, 57, 75, 183 
Superior, 36, 39; Governor 
General-in, 33; of Revenue (sel 
Revenue). 

Court of Directors, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12 
33, 50, 86, 88, 91, 93: of Appeal 
34, 37, 52, 53: of Judicature 
Rupreme, 6, 50; of Justice, 160 
of Mofussil, 21; of Fauzdari, 2~ 

Cutcherrv (Kacbari), court, 33 
loS, ISO, 154, 192, 195. 

Dacca, 28, 107, 138, 146, 179, ISo, 
1'92: council of (see council). 

Dacres, Philip M. Mr., 67, 71, 75. 
Dacoity, 25. 
Dag, portion. 112. 
Daroga, officer in charge. 59. 
Daftar, office or agency, 170. JQ4' 

Bazi zamin, 182: serinjama (offiCl: 
allowance), 157. 

Dakhali; additional villages buill 
since the davs of Todar Mall 
188. -

Dastak, document authorising frel 
transport of private goods, 61. 

Dastur, customary prequisite, 183 
190· 

Dastur al Amil, local usages, 164 
184, 185. 187, 189-

Debi Singh, Raja, 20, 185-86. 
Delhi, 107, 154, 156; court of, 153 

157· 
Devatra, lands devoted to religiou! 

endowments, lIZ, 171, 179. 
Dihati, belonging to the village. 
Dihs, villages. 
Dinajpur, 87. 138, 146, 179, 180 

192; council of (see council). 
Dipnarain, 156. 
Directors (see Court of). 
Division, 51: the six, 37; Provin· 

cial, 52. 
Diwan, minister, 12, 27. 33. 34. 51 

7:2, 95. 151. 154, 158. 173: Naib 
139. -45. 194; representation of 
191-94. 
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Diwani, 5, 7, ~o, 68, 94, g6, 151, 
IsS, 173; adalat (see adaIat). 

Ducare1, G. G. Mr., 71, 138. 

East India Company, (see Com
pany). 

Ekwal, a particular account of 
the names of the raiyats, II2. 

Elliot, Alexander (the first Supdt. 
of Khalsa), 24, 55· 

Executive Govt. of India, 50. 

Famine (1770), 4~, 62, 70. 
Fann (ijara), 27, 67, ~35· 
Fanner (ijaradar), 32, 34, 41 , 42, 

58, 60, 67, 78, 85, J53· 
Fasalana, fasillana, a fee paoyable 

at each harvest, 187, 190. 
Fasali, a division of raiyats, 106. 
Fauzdar, au officer with powers of 

criminal jurisdiction, 171, 172, 
19~· 

Ferash, menial in charge of an 
office, 48. 

Forde, F. Col., 157. 
Francis, Sir Philip, 43, 50, 87-91 , 

94· 
Firman, an imperial decree, 196. 

Gaons, villages, loS. 
Gokhul Ghosal (Mr. Vere16t's 

banian), 184. 
Ganj (gunges), toll bars at ferries, 

59· 
Ghat, Gora, ISo. 
Ghatwali, lands assigned to ferri

men, etc., 189. 
Giridhands, boundaries of zamin

dary, 144· 
Gomastah, petty agents, 8, 109, 

158, 192. 
Gorung, 167, 168. 
Goswara Paith a (abstract of all 

the chita accounts), n~. 
Governor-General (see Hastings). 
Government, Mogul (see Mogul); 

Hindu, 16~; Mussalman, 16~. 
Graham, T. Mr., 178. 
Graham, J. Mr., 148· 
Grose, John Mr., 138. 

Haldari, a tax upon marriage, 19. 
Hal Hakikat, au account formed 

at the beginning of the year 
from the Jamabandi and Nald-i
patta, 113. 

Halshana, an officer of the zamin-
dar, 109. 

Hari, a division of raiyats, 106. 
Hari Kishen, 168, 169, 176. 
Harington, Mr., 2:1, 94, 159. 
Harwood, Wm., Mr., 71, 138. 
Hastings, Warren, Mr., 10, 30, 32, 

50, 55, 71, 73, 75, So, 93, 94, 146, 
147· 

Hasb-ul-Wasali, according to the 
amount, HI. 

Hastobud, detailed valuation; (see 
jama also), 13, 82, 90, III, 122, 
125, 127, 132-33, 147, 170; 

Hat (haut), market, 171. 
Havilli Tajpur, 185. 
Hazera, an account· showing the 

assets of an estate, 123, 124, 128, 
132-33· 

Hajipur Sircar, 190. 
Henchman, Mr., 32 
Higginson, Alexander Mr., 138, 

191. 
Hijli, 183. 
Hira Narayan, 186. 
Hooghly (Hugli), IS&. 179, ISo, 

192· 
Hurcaras, Bailiffs, 28. 
Hurst, Mr., 184. 
Huzur Zilla, land that paid 

revenue direct to Khalsa, 23. 
Humr Tasil, Revenue collected by 

the chief fiscal officer, without 
the intervention of a third party 
in effect, the same as Huzur 
Zilla, 24. 

Huzuri (see Talukdar), 105; Maha
lat, districts paying Revenue to 
Government direct, 40. 

Ihtimambandi, farms, Revenue 
Settlement Zamindari by Zamin
oJari, 164, 174· 

Ihtimamdar, an officer in charge 
of a fiscal unit, 92, 109· 

Ijara, a fiscal unit whose land 
revenue collection had been 
farmed out. 

Ijarada.re, holder of an ijara or 
farm, 65, 66, 94. 

Indramati, Rani, 186. 
Islamabad (see Chittagong). 
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Jafar Khan (Murshid Kull Khan), 
99, 107, loS, 156, 167, 174· 

Jagir, land granted free of revenue 
for services rendered (also see 
Mahals), 135, 167. 

Jagirdar, holder of a Jagir, 197. 
Jama, Revenue assessment, 91, 

122, u7, 135, 149, 156, 163, 174; 
191, 193, meanings of, 1I0; Asal, 
original amount. 13 ; Abwab, 
1I0, 124; Bazi (fines for petty 
crimes and misdemeanours. mi&
cellaneous revenue, e.g., fines, 
etc.), 19, 23, 61, 100, 101, 1I9, 
124; one of the three classes of 
revenue of Bengal; Hastobud, 
the gross revenue to be collected 
in all the villages, Ill, 132; 
Dihati, village assessment, Ill, 

Mofussil Hastobud, Ill. 123, 
124; Sadar, the assessment on 
6UJn demanded by the Govt. 
from the zantindars, III; Kharij, 
rents assigned to individuals by 
Govt. in payment of services 
rendered, 141; Tuma (lit roll), 
Tumari, 156, 163, 190; Hakikat 
(the component parts), 164. 184; 
Fixed, 78. 

Jamahandi (an account of jama 116 
well as of lands), 1I2, ISg. 

lama Kharja Dhihat, journal of 
receipts, payments of a group 
of villages, ISg; of Nancar, 
journal of receipts, payments, 
Kanungo's allowances,. 189; of 
mofussil, list of receipts and pay
ments in the district, ISs1; pattam 
(monthly treasury account), 1I5; 
Tirij (annual treasury account), 
1I5· 

Jama Kharach, income and 
expenditure, 166; Awarija (see 
Awarija). 

Jama Wasil Baki, List of receipts 
and arrears due, 82, lU--23, 
125, 165, 187, ISS, 18g; AUliri 
(an aggregate of Barathoka and 
Akhiri Hissab Kharja), 114. 

Jagamohan, 176. 
Jemadar. head peon, or head 

menial, 48. 
Jessore, 138,151, 182. 
Joy Narayan Singh, 183, 196. 
Judicature, two courts of, 1II; 

Supreme Court of, 50, 56. 

Kabuliyat, deed of leas~, 92, 187, 
189, 191. 

Kabuliyatnama, fees for attesting 
Kabuliyats, 187. 

Kahan (12So couries) Caown, 
Cawn, 184. 

Kanungo, an expounder of the 
law, the duties being those of a 
regIstrar, 3, 4, 9, 29, 95, 1I6. 
135-161; Report on the office of 
Kanungo, 162-197; Sadar, chief, 
136, 143, 151, 159, 160; Deputy 
or Naib, 136, 151, 153, 154, 165, 
168. 

Kamal-ud·din Ali Khan, 148. 
Kami Beshi dar-fardi (an account 

of the increase or decrease in 
the jama of each raiyat at the 
beginning of the year), 113. 

Kantu Babu, 54. 
Karmachari, head officer of a 

village, on the part of the 
zamindar, loS, log, 155. 

Karkun, Karkoon., cashiers, 47, 
170, 173· 

Karttani, a clipping, 124. 
Kasim Ali Khan, 168. 175. 
Katkinadar, an under-renter, or-

subtenant of a revenue farmer, 
121, 148. 149. 

Katwa, ISo. . 
Khalari, salt bed or factory, 102. 
Khalsa, head quarters of the 

revenue admi.nistration., II, 13, 
23-24, 31; 52, 54, 55, 56, 135, 
I.14, 146. 149, 151, 164, 168, 186. 

Khan. Mohamed Riza, 2, 138, 191; 
Records, Superinten,dent of, 24, 
55, 56, 57· 

Rhamar, a division of raiyats, pav
ing in kind, 106, 112, 115, JIS, 
124· 

Kharif, autumn harvest, 163, 164, 
196. 

Kharja, expenditure, II2, Il3; 
Akhiri Hisab, Wasilbaki (an 
adjustment of each raiyat's 
account made out at the end of 
the year), 1I4. 

Khas, direct collection by the 
officers of Govt., 69, ISg. 

Khasra Nakd, journal of rents 
paid in kind, ISg. 

Khazana, rent, 1.02. 
Rhazanchi, cashier, f7. 
Khud Kasht, raiyats who live in 

the same village to which belong 
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the lands they cultivate, lOS, 
106, lIZ, liS. 

Kishen Chand, 176, 177, 178. 
Kis.ts, instalments of revenue, 28, 

4S, sa, 7z. 
Kistbandi, a system of paying the 

revenue by instalment, 91, JI3, 
lIS, 16S, 187, 188, 189. 

Kritishhari, the Goddess, 176. 
Krishnagar, U. 
Kutch Behar, the sirear of, 19Z, 

196. 

Lachminarayan, ISO, 168, 176, 181, 
193, 194. 

Lakalam Baki, undisputed arrears 
of rent, 126. 

Lapwing, S. 
Lashkarpur, 31. 
I.ushington, W. Mr., 138, 191. 

Madad Naash, assigned land or 
money for the support of 
institutions, 189. 

Madhu Ram, 184. 
Mahal, Huzuri (see Huzuri). 

Nizamat, (see Nizamat). 
Mahals, small districts, 24, 76, 

82, 179, 182; jagir, the districts 
of which the revenue was appro
priated for the support of parti
cular establishments, e.g. armed 
boat or artillery, 107. 

Mahendra Narayan, 177, 178, 182, 
185, 193, 194, 196. 

Mal, land rent, 100,101, lZ4. 
Malguzm'i, a payment of land 

revenue, 141, 142; 
Malzamin, security. 9~. ' 
Mandai or Makadam, chief raiYat 

of a village, loS. 
Marathas, 17S: 
Maroocha, tax on marriages, II9. 
Mashrut, conditional, 167.' 
Mathot, additional taxest 27. 
Mauzina, a kind of recoras, which 

state and particularise the quan
tity of cultivated and uncultivat
ed or waste land, ete., 163, '164. 

l>Iawari, or Kistbandi, an account 
of the monthly instalments by 
which the annual rent is to be 
paid, Il3. 

Mazumdar or Mustaphi, a title of 
the Kanungos, 121, 127. 

Middleton, Samuel Mr., 41, 67~ 
Midnapur, 140, 151, 173, 174, 182. 
Mir Jafar, 2. 
Mirzafar, I, 15, 163, i68, 16g. 
Mirza Mahomed Jafar, 178. 
Miran, perqui6i.tes, 184. 
Mobarak-ul,.Donla11, 2. 
Mohabat Jang, a titl. of Aliverdi 

Khan, 17S. 
lIiohamed Shall, 167. 
Mohurrirs, clerks, 27. IS7. 173. 

174, 176, 178, 187, 192.
Mokarari, at a fixed rent, 44. 
Monghyr Sircar, 188. 
Monson, Col. George, So, 94. 
Mucbulka, bonds, 146. 
Murshid Kuli Khan (see Jaflir 

Khan), 2, 137. 
Murshidabad., III. 146, IS9, 174, 

17S, 176, 177, 178, ISo, 181, 191; 
Council of (see Council). 

Mutsudee, l I 
Matsadi, I cl~k, 129, 19::1· 

Nadia, 67, 138, 192. 
Nagpur Sircar, 188. 
Naib, deputy, 3S, 47, 79, 136, 138. 
Nankar, subsistence allowance, 

141, 179, 181, 186, 188, 189. 
Naba Sanie,' a Mussalman month, 

196. 
Nawab, zo, 83. 
Nawab-i-Nazim, Viceroy and 

Governor-General, I. 
Nazim, Military Governor, 8, 107, 

137, IS3, 167, 168. 
Nazim, 2, 137, 157. 
Nazm-ul-Daula, 2. 
Nazir, present, 27. 
Niabat, viceroyalty, 2. 
Nimt8.ki, an allowance to the 

Kanungos, a fee of -/8/-' p.c. 
on the assessment, 144, IS6, 157, 
194· 

Nizamat, the military, police and 
b-iminal administration powers 
injoyed by the Nawab as dis
tinct from, the Diwan, 2; Malla
lat, Districts paying Revenue to 
Government through Collectors, 
40 • . 

Nowara MalIal, 183. 

Orissa, 7, 49, 108, 191. 
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Pachete, a district in the Burdwan 
division, 60, 133. 

Paikasht, a class of raiyats who 
rent lands where they do not 
reside, 105, 106, lIz, 1I5. 

Pargana. a barony. 4, 17, 75. 82, 
95, loS, III, 125, 136, 143, 162, 
174, 184, 195· . 

Parganas, twenty-four the, 179. 
Parisnath, 178. 
Parliament, 50, 58. 
Parwana, written order. 55, 158, 

178. 
l'at, a promissory note, 7z. 
Patna, (see Council), Council of 

Revenue act, 43. 
Patta (pottahs), lease, grant, 17, 

78, 81, 188, 189; Nakal-i, a regis
ter of all the pattas. Il3. 

Patterson, Mr., Registrar of the 
Kanungo office, 135, 136, 139, 
143, 152, 158, 16z, 181. lrjj. 

Pattie, Thomas Mr., 31, 32. 
Pattora, (see Barathoka). 
Patwar~ village account. the head 

officer of a gaon, 4. 84, 85, loS, 
109, ISS, 158, 162, 163; Sudui, 
2% patwari fee, 163. 

Penalty bond, 84. 
Peon, petty officer of a law-court, 

28, 82. 
Peshkar, head clerk, 28, 47, 79, 

156, 174, 192. 
Plateka, abandoned land former

ly cultivated, 123, 125, lz8, 132, 
133· 

Pottah, (see PaUa). 
Poddar, Treasury servant, 48. 
Prankishen Singh, 168, 174, 175, 

182. 
Provincial Council, (see Council), 
Purnea, 83, 138, 167, 192. 

Rabi, vernal crop, 163, 164. 
Raiyat, Ryot, 4, 13, 14, 27, 32( 34. 

41, 42, 70, 72, 78, 103, 124, Ii36, 
148. 166, lrjj; definition of, 104; 
divisions of, 106; chief (see 
Mandai). 

Rajballav Raja, the first Roy 
Royan. I, 23. 

Rajmahal, 138, 180, 192. 
Rajshahi, 138, 179. 192, 193; Rani 

of, (see Bhawani). 
Rangpur, 138, 179, 192, 193· 

Rasum fee, 151. 154, 155, 158, 179, 
184, 185, 187, 190; sadar, 180; 
sadaria, 188; sair, 180; chauthi 
(a perquisite or fee), 189. 

Rasum mera, a percentage of the 
harvest, 157. 

Regulating Act, 46, 49, 50, 51. 
Resident at the Durbar, 9. 
Revenue, 13, 16, 23, 27, 28-30, 97, 

95, 99, 100, 110; the Board of, 6, 
14, 38, 39, 147, 159, 160; Com~ 
mittee of, 3, 5, 26, 33, 51, 56, 
143, 149, 151, 152, 158, 176, 177, 
181; the Calcutta Committee of, 
26, 50, 56; the Council of, 39, 52, 
53, 64, 148, 143; Salt, 101. 

Revenue Department, 2, 38, 43, 
52, 56, 183, 185, 191. 

Rooke, W., 138, 191. 
Rotas Sircar, 189. 
Rider, Jacob, 138, 191. 
Rous, Boughton Mr., 138, 191. 
Roy Royan, the Senior Indian 

Revenue Officer, 2, 23, 34, 43, 52, 
53, 157· 

Rozina, daily pension, 187. 
Rupee SiCca. a rupee which had 

been in circulation under three 
years, 186. Sonat, a rupee 
which had been in circulation 
more than three years. 

Sadar, 17, Ill, 175. 179, 183. 193· 
Sadar Court, 21; Diwani adalat, 

Fauzdari adalat. (see adalat). 
Sadar kanungo, (see kanungo). 
Sadaria, 158, 167. 
Sahabad Sirca!', .188. 
Sair, all other SOllrces of revenue, 

'after the la,d tax; 100, 101, 
103, lIO, . 21~ 125, 179, 190; 
chalanta, duties collected by 
zamindars on goods passing 
through their districts, 119· 

Salami (presents), 27. 
Salt, tilla, a firm of salt works 

paying either in money or in salt 
khazana, 102. 

Sanad, patents, 154,' 182. 
Saranjami, office allowance, 144; 

daftar allowance for expenses, 
157, 158, 194, 

Sarista, office, 182, 192. 
Saristadar, head of the office. 47, 

175· 
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~arista Wasil Baki, office of 
llJIlounts received and outstand
ing, 47. 

Sazawal, officers specially deputed 
to the fiscal charge of a district, 
17, 92, 121. 

Seah Amdani, running daily entry 
of collections, 165 ; majudat, 
daily entry of receipts, remit
tances and disbursments, 165. 

Seeah, a daily ledger or account 
book, 114, US, 188, 189· 

Select Committee,s, 7, 8, 9. 
Settlement, Governor .General's 

plan of, 91, 92, 93· 
Shah Alam, 14. 
Shikdar (see Ihtimamdarl, 121. 
Shore, Sir John, 10, 43, 147· 
Shroff, men engaged in banking, 

exchange broking, and money
lending 'business, 74. 

Shuja-ud-Din Khan, Suja Cawn, 
14, 184. 

Shuja Shj1h, 184. 
Smith Adam, 78. 
Subadar, Viceroy, 139. 
Supravisors, Supervisors, Q. 12, 27, 

75, 137, 138, 143, 144, 191, 192, 
195· 

Supreme Court (see Court). 

Taksim-distribution of the re
venUI; assessment, 16, 100, 118, 
149, 158, 163, 164, 174, 182, 184. 

Taksis, an account of the actual 
or realisable revenue. 16, 117, 
170. 1!!8 .. 

Taksisi mahals, 189. 
Takari, money advanced tQ the 

raiyats. &t.. II4· 
Talab Baki (see Kharja). 
Taluk, a small holding, 44. 45, 105, 

125, 174, 193, 195· • 
Talukdar, holder ofa talnk, 14, 32, 

70, 83, 103, 104, 110, 127. 149. 19lt. 
193; Huzuri. III; Mazkuri (a 
talnkdar paying his revenue to 
the 28mindar), lIS-

Tankwah. pension, 179. • 
Taraf, or pih, a division of a. 

28mindary, 108, III, 125. 

Tam (Baki Jail, an account of the 
kists or monthly instalments 
paid by the raiyats, Il3, 165. 

Terklunhor, land assigned for the 
support of a Brahman, 178. 

Tikka. contract. 
lirhut, a district in Behar, 167, 

188, 190. . 
Todar Mall, BAja, 13. 141, 145. 156. 

158, 162, 163, 164, 194. . 
Tuma, a roll, the recorded 

standard assessment of the land 
revenue as settled by Todar Mal, 
79, 149, 158, 164, 176. 

Turna accounts, I89. 

Uhdadar, an officer, 84, 85. 

VakI1, Attorney, 48. 
Vansittart, George Mr., 59. 62,. 

167. . 
Verelst, Harry Mr., 9, 10, ~5, 137. 
Vizir, minister. 167. 

Wasil, Baki (see Jama). 
Wasul, receipts, 163. 
Wheler, Mr. Edward. 94. 

Yusufpur, 192. 

Zamin, bazi, 106, 107. 120, 123, 126, 
127, 133, 189; chakeran, 28, 107,' 
120. 123. 126, 131; lakheraj. 106. 

Zamindar. holder of 28mindari, 
the first and most. important 
class of land-holders, also respon
sible for collecting the land 
revenue, 3, 4, 7. 8, 17, 33, 34, 41, • 
61, 65. 70, 72. 76. 78. 81. 86. 87. 
91-3. 103. 107, 120, 149, 153. 184. 
192, 193,. 195. 

. Zati, a class of jagir, granted fOf: 
the support of an individual, 107. 

Zitia, district. 62. 63. . 
Zilladar. a petty revenue officer 

having jurisdiction over several 
villages, 71, 72. 
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